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Toward an Automated Strategy for Superfamily Analysis and Characterization of
Proteins — Abstract

Shoshana Brown

Computational methods for protein function prediction are required to bridge the

gap between the number of sequenced genes and the number of experimentally

characterized proteins. In this thesis I present a new framework for the organization of

protein sequence, structure, and functional information that facilitates computational

function prediction.

In Chapter II present a semi-automated method for the collection and functional

annotation of human transporter genes. Annotation of these genes is performed by

placing them within the context of a characterized family, and leveraging existing

information about family-specific structure-function relationships to infer their function,

in a preliminary application of the superfamily analysis method that is further explored in

subsequent chapters.

Streamlining the superfamily analysis strategy requires a platform that presents

superfamily structure-function data in an easily accessible format. Chapter II describes

the development of a Structure-Function Linkage Database (SFLD) to fulfill this purpose.

The issues involved in database design are discussed, and an overview of the database

functionality is given. The use of the database to address several types of real scientific

problems is discussed.

Without data, the SFLD schema is of limited use to the research community.

Chapter III describes the development of a set of gold standard superfamilies that provide

a preliminary dataset for the SFLD and a test set for automated methods that aim to
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cluster proteins based on sequence, structure, and function. The properties differentiating

the gold standard set from existing datasets, as well as the difficulties involved in

clustering enzymes in mechanistically diverse superfamilies are discussed.

The SFLD may be used for several different purposes. Chapter IV presents two

detailed scenarios for using the SFLD — the functional annotation of an uncharacterized

protein and analysis of a previously annotated protein to detect misannotation.

Chapter V presents some additional contributions that I have made to the SFLD.

Development of the database schema is discussed in terms of the requirements for

representing structure-function relationships in mechanistically diverse enzyme

superfamilies. The automated update protocol for the SFLD is also presented.
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Introduction

For many years, scientists approached the study of biological systems via a bottom-up

approach, using experimental techniques to elucidate the function of a small number of genes

or proteins. These results could then be integrated with that of other experiments to begin to

understand the function of cells, pathways, and even whole organisms.

However, with the sequencing of the human genome (Lander et al. 2001; Venter et al.

2001), and that of many other organisms, now complete, a top-down strategy for the study of

biological systems is possible. While traditional small-scale experiments are still required to

understand the details of particular enzyme mechanisms or protein interactions,

complementary strategies that gave a broad overview of the functions available in a given

genome are increasingly important.

Both experimental and computational strategies for large-scale surveys of gene and

protein function have been developed. High-throughput experimental techniques include

DNA microarray analysis for surveying gene expression patterns (Lipshutz et al. 1995;

Schena et al. 1995), proteomics techniques for profiling protein expression patterns (Resing

and Ahn 2005), and high-throughput functional assays, sometimes used in parallel to create

activity profiles for a set of enzymes (Goddard and Reymond 2004). Computational

techniques for annotation of protein function generally rely on the assumption that proteins

with similar sequences perform the same function, and include methods for sequence

similarity searching (Altschul et al. 1997; Eddy 1998), methods for identifying functionally

important amino acid residues (Wallace et al. 1996; Landgraf et al. 2001; Lichtarge et al.

2003), and methods which classify proteins based on similarities in general amino acid



properties (Cai et al. 2003; Jensen et al. 2003).

Experimental and computational techniques often build upon each other, with

computational methods used to analyze the data obtained from experimental protocols and

experimental methods used to verify computationally derived functional predictions. For

example, programs such as Mascot (Perkins et al. 1999), Sequest (Yates et al. 1995), and

ProteinProspector (Clauser et al. 1999) are used to identify the proteins detected in mass

spectrometry experiments, and computational clustering algorithms and statistics packages

are used to analyze the data from microarray experiments (Staudt and Brown 2000; Slonim

2002).

Unfortunately, robust high-throughput experimental techniques to identify the

specific molecular function of a protein — for example, the overall reaction catalyzed by an

enzyme — do not yet exist. Although post-processing of microarray data may suggest the

likely pathway or biological process of an enzyme by clustering the expression pattern of the

associated gene in the context of other characterized genes, the specific molecular function of

the enzyme cannot be determined without further examination. Enzyme fingerprinting

strategies may be used to determine the broad class of an enzyme (e.g., acylase, lipase,

esterase) (Wahler et al. 2002), but do not provide more specific information regarding the

optimal substrate or biologically relevant substrate for the enzyme. Alternatively, more

specialized fingerprinting assays can provide information about the substrate specificity of

certain classes of enzymes, such as proteases (Maly et al. 2002) and protein kinases (Gaudet

et al. 2003), but the class of the enzyme must be known a priori.

Computational functional prediction methods provide a complementary strategy to

the experimental methods described above that may result in more complete coverage of



gene and protein functional space. Because computational strategies can be automated, they

are tractable even for very large data sets. Common methods utilize some method of

clustering related proteins, followed by transfer of functional information from annotated

proteins in a cluster to unannotated proteins in the same cluster. As mentioned above, such

methods assume that related proteins — i.e., proteins in the same cluster — perform the same

function.

Looking specifically at enzymes, which have a well-defined biochemical function —

the catalysis of a particular reaction — we see that this assumption does not always hold true.

For example, although early studies suggested that above 40% identity all four digits of an

EC number (which specifies a single overall reaction) are conserved between enzyme

enzyme pairs (Todd et al. 2001), later studies that correct for database bias have challenged

these conclusions. Burkhard Rost, for example, reports that less than 30% of enzyme

enzyme pairs above 50% identity have entirely identical EC numbers (Rost 2002), and Tian

and Skolnick report that at least 60% identity is required to transfer all four digits of an EC

number with ». accuracy (Tian and Skolnick 2003).

But although overall reactions are not necessarily conserved between homologous

enzymes, some aspects of enzyme function may be conserved. To determine the functional

relationship between related enzymes, we must begin by examining the mechanism by which

they evolved.

Horowitz suggested that ligand binding is the dominant constraint guiding enzyme

evolution (Horowitz 1945; 1965). According to this theory, the reaction mechanism of

homologous enzymes may be unrelated aside from the involvement of a common ligand as a

substrate, product, etc. Were this theory to hold true, the substrate specificity of an enzyme



might be inferred based on clustering with homologous enzymes, but the reaction mechanism

could not be determined.

An alternate theory, chemistry-driven evolution (Jensen 1976; Babbitt and Gerlt

1997), identifies a chemical step or capability as the dominant constraint guiding enzyme

evolution. According to this theory, a newly evolved enzyme retains a fundamental chemical

capability of its progenitor. The newly evolved enzyme may catalyze a reaction similar to its

progenitor with only an altered substrate specificity, or it may catalyze a quite different

overall reaction while still retaining some chemical capability common to its progenitor

(Gerlt and Babbitt 2001). Such superfamilies are called “mechanistically diverse.” Studies

of small molecule metabolism in Escherichia coli have identified chemistry-driven evolution

as the dominant mechanism guiding enzyme evolution (Rison et al. 2002).

Superfamily analysis is based on the theory that chemical mechanism is the dominant

force guiding enzyme evolution. By grouping distantly related enzymes into a

mechanistically diverse superfamily, not only can this common chemical capability be

identified, it may be mapped to conserved regions of the active site. Within a superfamily,

enzymes may be further classified into families, where enzymes within the same family are

more closely related in sequence space and catalyze the same overall reaction via the same

mechanism.

This thesis describes the use of semi-automated superfamily and family analysis

techniques to infer the function of uncharacterized proteins. Chapter Ideals specifically with

transporter proteins, although the techniques described could certainly be applied to other

protein types. Chapter II describes the development of a database that specifically links

enzyme sequence, structure and function information, thus facilitating superfamily analysis



in the context of enzyme superfamilies. Chapter III describes the development of the

corresponding dataset as well as the difficulties involved in clustering enzymes in

mechanistically diverse superfamilies. Chapter IV describes the use of the database, and

superfamily analysis in general, in the context of inferring functions for uncharacterized

proteins. Chapter V describes several additional contributions I have made to the database

that are not fully explored in previous chapters.

The material in Chapters I and II has been published, as described in the Preface. The

material in Chapters III and IV will be submitted for publication.
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Introduction to Chapter I

When I began the study described in Chapter I, the human genome had not yet

been completely sequenced. Mining the National Center for Biotechnology Information

(NCBI) database of human expressed sequence tags (ESTs) provided an alternative

strategy for collecting likely human transporter genes. Beginning with a seed sequence

(normally, a characterized transporter protein) a core family of related proteins was

collected from the NCBI nonredundant protein database via PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al.

1997), where the optimal expectation value cutoff for each seed sequence was determined

on the fly. This entire family of sequences was then used to search the EST database for

homologous human sequences. As the EST search step is independent of the core family

collection step, this protocol could easily be modified to use databases other than the

NCBI EST database, including the now completed human genome sequence.

It quickly became clear, however, that the identification of transporter gene

candidates was not the obstacle slowing the analysis process — rather it was the

annotation of these gene candidates with their likely transport specificity. Because the

transporter gene candidates were collected in the context of a core family containing

characterized transporters, their transport specificity could be hypothesized based on the

specificity of characterized family members and conservation of amino acid motifs

known to be required for particular transport specificities. However, this process is time

consuming and difficult to automate. In the subsequent chapters of this thesis, the

automation boundaries of family and superfamily analysis are explored.



Several people contributed to this project. Jean Chang, especially, played a key

role in the development of the EST data mining protocol. The study has been published

in the journal AAPS PharmSci (Brown et al. 2003).

Altschul, S.F., Madden, T.L., Schaffer, A.A., Zhang, J., Zhang, Z., Miller, W., and
Lipman, D.J. 1997. Gapped BLAST and PSI-BLAST: a new generation of protein
database search programs. Nucleic Acids Res 25: 3389-3402.

Brown, S., Chang, J.L., Sadee, W., and Babbitt, P.C. 2003. A semiautomated approach to
gene discovery through expressed sequence tag data mining: discovery of new
human transporter genes. AAPS PharmSci 5: E1.
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Abstract

Identification and functional characterization of the genes in the human genome remain a

major challenge. A principal source of publicly available information used for this

purpose is the National Center for Biotechnology Information database of expressed

sequence tags (dbPST), which contains over 4 million human ESTs. To extract the

information buried in this data more effectively, we have developed a semiautomated

method to mine dbBST for uncharacterized human genes. Starting with a single protein

input sequence, a family of related proteins from all species is compiled. This entire

family is then used to mine the human EST database for new gene candidates. Evaluation

of putative new gene candidates in the context of a family of characterized proteins

provides a framework for inference of the structure and function of the new genes. When

applied to a test data set of 28 families within the major facilitator superfamily (MFS) of

membrane transporters, our protocol found 73 previously characterized human MFS

genes and 43 new MFS gene candidates. Development of this approach provided insights

into the problems and pitfalls of automated data mining using public databases.

Keywords: major facilitator superfamily, transporters, superfamily analysis, expressed

sequence tags, data mining
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Introduction

Draft sequences of the human genome (1, 2) and the genomes of many other

organisms have been completed. However, before genomic information can be put to

practical use, it must be converted into biologically useful information. A major

challenge for the conversion process is to infer the likely molecular and biological

functions of each gene in a genome.

In this report we describe a partially automated method for mining expressed

sequence tag (EST) data for gene discovery and functional characterization using the

major facilitator superfamily (MFS) of transporters as an example. The MFS has been

extensively characterized by Saier and colleagues (3)

(http://tcdb.ucsd.edu/tcdb/tcfamilybrowse.php?tcname=2.A.1#protein)', and its

importance has been highlighted by studies analyzing the transport capabilities of various

organisms with completely sequenced genomes (4, 5)

(http://www.biology.ucsq.edu/~ipaulsen/transport■ ). These studies have shown that the

MFS and another large transporter group, the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) binding

cassette (ABC) superfamily, together account for about 50% of the total number of

transporters in the 18 organisms studied. When our analysis was performed, the MFS had

been clustered into 29 transporter families based on both functional and phylogenetic

analysis.” Although the proportion of transporters belonging to the ABC and MFS

superfamilies varies by organism, MFS members have been shown to account for a

''An alternative classification of human solute carrier (SLC) families has also been proposed
(http://www.gene.ucl.ac.uk/cgi-bin/nomenclature/searchgenes.pl.). We chose the Saier classification over
the human SLC system because it offers more complete coverage of all organisms. Moreover, the Saier
classification encompasses many SLC families.

* As of August 7, 2002, 36 MFS families have been listed at the Saier Web site
(http://tcdb.ucsd.edu/tcdb/tcfamilybrowse.php?tcname=2.A.1#protein).
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substantial fraction of transporters. For example, MFS members have been estimated to

account for 31% of all transporters in the Escherichia coli genome (6). Because MFS

families transport a variety of different substrates into and out of cells, including drugs,

essential nutrients, neurotransmitters, peptides, and amino acids, identification of new

transporters is important for understanding human response to both natural and

xenobiotic molecules.

Because the number of predicted genes in the human and other genomes is large

(1, 2, 7), functional annotation efforts must rely on automated approaches as much as

possible. Unfortunately, the inherent limitations of automated analysis strategies can

obviate their usefulness, especially in providing accurate predictions of gene function.

Most methods rely on automated database searching, using measures of statistical

significance to determine likely relationships useful for functional classification. But this

type of search bypasses safeguards provided by experimental verification of function.

Even when functional classification is accurate, automated methods may fail to

completely extract functional information because statistical significance thresholds for

database searches must be set relatively high to avoid recruitment of false positive hits.

For example, even in intensively studied organisms such as E. coli and Bacillus subtilis,

determination of functions for approximately 30% to 40% of open reading frames

remains incompletely resolved (8-11).

One way to improve the reliability of functional assignment generated from

automated data mining is to use all available knowledge about functionally characterized

homologs in the identification and evaluation of new candidate sequences. We achieved

this by using a core family of sequences from many species rather than a single sequence
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or motif in our approach for finding new gene candidates, thus maximizing the amount of

relevant sequence information used for mining the human EST database and for inferring

the function and specificity of new gene candidates.

Although the original goal for this project was identification of human transporter

gene candidates that would be useful for functional genomics studies, now that the draft

sequence of the human genome has been completed, we envision that these data provide

the most useful dataset for that purpose. However, we note that EST data mining

continues to be a useful approach both for gene discovery (12) and for other applications.

For example, a recent analysis has shown substantial discrepancies between gene

predictions made for the human genome by the public consortium and by Celera

genomics (7). Because ESTs represent a record of expressed genes, their use will

continue to be important for the verification and completion of gene predictions.

The recent realization that simply assigning a function to every gene in a genome

will not give us the complete “parts list” for that organism, as expected in the early days

of the genome projects, points to other useful roles for EST data mining. Identification of

splice variants, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), and posttranslational

modifications will be required to infer the full set of functions represented in the

proteome (13). The importance of this additional information is supported by

observations that alternative splicing plays a role in tissue-specific and temporal

expression of functionally unique gene forms (14, 15), that splice variants and SNPs can

be associated with specific disease conditions (16-20), and that both may be useful in

optimizing drug treatments for individual patients based on genetic makeup (21). The

large number of available ESTs (12,148,014 in National Center for Biotechnology
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Information [NCBI) dbeST as of August 7, 2002) that are annotated based on disease

type, developmental stage, or tissue of origin represents an enriched information source

useful for detecting the most relevant splice variants and SNPs. With slight modification,

our protocol could also be used to mine EST databases for splice variants and SNPs.

Materials and Methods

Automated Protocol for Identification of New Gene Candidates

Figure 1 provides an overview of the automated protocol for the identification of new

gene candidates. Default parameters were used for all programs unless otherwise noted.

All database searches were performed using local versions of NCBI databases, except for

the human genome database, which was searched via the NCBI Web site. Updated

versions of the databases used in this study can be accessed at

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/.

Converged PSI-BLAST-Iterative Position-Specific Iterative BLAST (PSI

BLAST) (22) analyses are performed using 1 seed sequence each from 28 of the MFS

families defined by Saier et al. For each family, the optimal PSI-BLAST expectation

value cutoff for the sequence characteristics of that family is determined. A core family

of related sequences is collected from the final round of the PSI-BLAST analysis

performed using the expectation value cutoff with the least stringent value less than

1*10* (within 2 exponent units) that allows PSI-BLAST to converge within 10 rounds.

Retrieval of human EST sequences—Each protein sequence in the core family is

used as a query for a TBLASTN (23) search of the human EST database at an expectation

value of 1*10*. The resulting EST nucleotide sequences are collected.
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Figure 1. Overview of the automated protocol used to find new gene candidates.
Rectangles contain descriptions of data; arrows contain descriptions of data
manipulations.
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Removal of vector sequences—Nonmammalian vector sequences contained in the ESTs

are identified using the NCBI program VecScreen (described at

http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Vecscreen/VecScreen.html) in conjunction with the

Univec Core database (Kitts, R.A., Madden, T.L., Sicotte, H. and Ostell, J.A.

ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/pub/Univec■ README.uv). EST regions identified by VecScreen

as strong or moderate matches to vector sequences are removed. Regions in an EST that

VecScreen classifies as weak matches to vector or segments of suspect origin are

removed only if the EST shows additional evidence of vector contamination (eg,

additional regions of the EST that have strong or moderate matches to vector sequence).

Removal of previously characterized ESTs—Each EST that has passed the quality

and filtering tests described above is used as a query for BLASTX and BLASTN (23)

searches performed using expectation value cutoffs of 1*10* against the NCBI

nonredundant protein and nucleotide databases, with low complexity filtering turned off.

The output from both BLAST runs is then processed to remove any ESTs with greater

than or equal to 95% identity to a characterized human gene or protein.

Contig assembly—The remaining ESTs are assembled into contigs using the

program CAP3 (24). CAP3 output includes a file containing the FAST-All (FASTA)

sequences for each contig, and a file containing the FASTA sequences of each singlet (ie,

each EST that could not be assembled into a contig). New gene candidates represented by

these remaining contigs and singlets are then evaluated for membership within a specific

MFS family.

Nonautomated Protocol for Validation of New Gene Candidates
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Removal of gene candidates that correspond to characterized human genes—

Because inconsistencies in annotation methodologies and presentation across the

databases accessed by BLAST complicate the application of automated approaches for

removal of all ESTs corresponding to characterized human genes, nonautomated analysis

of new gene candidates is also required (see Discussion).
-

For this nonautomated analysis, each sequence identified by the automated

protocol as a new gene candidate is used as a query for BLASTX and BLASTN searches

against the NCBI nonredundant protein and nucleotide databases. For these searches, low

complexity filtering is turned off, and an expectation value cutoff of 1*10* is used.

BLAST results for each new gene candidate are examined, and candidates with greater

than or equal to 95% identity to a characterized human gene or protein over ~95% or

more of their length are eliminated.

Removal of nonhuman gene candidates—Because the NCBI human EST database

was observed to be contaminated with some nonhuman EST sequences (25), each new

gene candidate is examined to verify that it corresponds to human sequence.

The BLASTX and BLASTN results for each remaining new gene candidate are

again examined. All candidates with greater than or equal to 95% identity over ~95% of

their length to nonhuman genes or proteins are eliminated.

Creation of translated protein sequences for new gene candidates—The

nucleotide sequence of each remaining gene candidate is translated into the

corresponding protein sequence using either the program FRAMESEARCH (Genetics

Computer Group [GCG], Version 10.1 Accelrys Inc., San Diego, CA) or a related

method.
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Alignment of gene candidates with core family—A subset of the core family

obtained during the Converged PSI-BLAST stage of the automated protocol is chosen for

use in a CLUSTALW multiple alignment (26) with the contigs and singlets found using

the entire core family. Generally, a group of core family members is selected for use in

the alignment by first creating a histogram of the sizes of the core members and

eliminating any outliers that are much larger or much smaller than the main group. The

core sequences used in the alignment are then chosen by selecting the set of remaining

core members with sº 0% identity to each other. However, for some very large families, a

lower percentage identity threshold was used to generate the set of core sequences for use

in the multiple alignment. Alternatively, for some very small families, all core family

members were used in the alignment. All alterations to the 50% identity threshold were

made to minimize degradation of the multiple alignment while maximizing the breadth of

the alignment.

Predictions of transmembrane topology for new gene candidates—

Transmembrane topology predictions for new gene candidates were generated using the

program HMMTOPVersion number 1.1 (27).

Phylogenetic tree construction—Phylogenetic trees were constructed for some of

the core protein families based on their CLUSTALW multiple alignments. Distance

matrices were constructed using the program DISTANCES (GCG, Version 10.1), and

trees were constructed from these distance matrices using the GCG implementation of the

neighbor-joining algorithm (28).

Motif analysis—The twenty-eight core families generated from the protocol

shown in Figure 1 were evaluated using the program FINDPATTERNS, with 1 allowed
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mismatch (GCG, Version 10.1). The family-specific motifs used as queries for this

program were those generated by Pao et al (3) for MFS families 2.A.1.1 to 2.A.1.15, and

2.A.1.17.

Human genome analysis—New gene candidates were matched to the most similar

region of the human genome using MEGABLAST (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast■ )

(29), with an expectation value cutoff of 1*10* and low complexity filtering turned off.

New gene candidates that matched the same locus of the same chromosome were

assumed to represent the same gene. The percentage of redundancy in new gene

candidates was estimated using only those new gene candidates that could be matched to

the human genome.

Run Time

The run time of the automated elements of our protocol increased as the size of the core

family increased, ranging from approximately 30 minutes to 8 hours on a 4-processor

500-MHz digital alpha server.

Results

The protocol shown in Figure 1 was followed starting with 1 seed sequence each from 28

of the families identified by Saier et al

(http://tcdb.ucsd.edu/tcdb/tcfamilybrowse.php?tcname=2.A.1#protein) in the MFS.”

Fifty-five contigs and 103 singlets were identified as new gene candidates, as shown in

'Twenty-nine MFS families (2.A.1.1-2.A.1.29) were available at the time this analysis was performed.
However, MFS family 2.A.1.29 was not used, because a protein sequence corresponding to the listed genes
could not be obtained at the time the analysis was performed.
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Table 1."

Using this initial set of new gene candidates, contigs and singlets were validated

individually to eliminate any candidates corresponding to previously characterized

human genes. Redundant sequences were removed. As an additional check, these

candidate sequences were also evaluated for the presence of transmembrane domains by

computational methods, which provided additional evidence that their structures are

consistent with their identification as transporters. More detailed information about the

validated contigs and singlets is given in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Information about

the human sequences in each core family used to find these new gene candidates is given

in Table 4.

It should be noted that because the analysis was performed using the EST

database, some singlets and contigs might actually represent different nonoverlapping

regions of a single gene. Comparison of the most similar human chromosomal region for

each new gene candidate (see Tables 2 and 3) suggests that as many as 30% of the new

gene candidates could represent different regions of the same gene. When this overlap is

taken into account, the number of new gene candidates corresponding to unique genes

found by our method is reduced to approximately 18 contigs and 29 singlets. However,

for a small number of new gene candidates, an examination of their exons suggests that

they may represent different splice variants (see Table 2).

Discussion

Overall Performance of the Protocol

“These predicted transporter sequences have been used in the design of an expression microarray created to
analyze the majority of human genes encoding transporters and ion exchangers (31).
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Table 1. Raw and Corrected Numbers of Contigs and Singlets Found by the Protocol,
Starting With 1 Seed Sequence Each From 28 MFS Families'

Seed Seed No. Human

Sequence GI Sequence | No. Core Core No. Cons No. ºniº No. Singles No. Single
TC No.f Sequences■ | Sequences (Raw)" |(Validated)"|_(Raw)" |(Validated)

516515 2.A.1.1 437 14 18 6 27 12

400227 2.A.1.2 27 6 0 0 1 0

1703757 || 2.A.1.3 190 0 1 0 5 4

3913718 || 2.A.1.4 23 4 0 0 1 1

125941 2.A. 1.5 9 0 0 0 0 0

125382 2.A.1.6 62 0 1 1 6 6

120593 2.A. 1.7 9 0 0 0 1 1

127835 2.A.1.8 55 0 0 0 2 1

1346710 || 2.A.1.9 41 0 0 0 0 0

128909 || 2.A.1.10 5 0 0 0 0 0

1235993 || 2.A.1.11 16 0 1 0 0 0

549755 || 2.A.1.12 3 0 0 0 0 0

1082597 || 2.A.1.13 71 13 8 4 11 4

2498057 || 2.A.1.14 127 9 6 2 11 4

6686326 || 2.A.1.15 36 0 0 0 3 2

731422 || 2.A.1.16 182 0 1 0 5 4

2506999 || 2.A.1.17 11 0 0 0 0 0

7673989 || 2.A.1.18 5 0 0 0 0 0

2143891 || 2.A.1.19 107 20 11 9 16 12

5777416 || 2.A.1.20 5 0 0 0 0 0

1669857 || 2.A.1.21 5 0 0 0 0 0

730883 || 2.A.1.22 24 3 5 1 9 5

6457645 || 2.A.1.23 4 0 0 0 0 0

140371 || 2.A.1.24 6 0 0 0 0 0

2114304 || 2.A.1.25 37 1 1 1 2 1

2506626 || 2.A.1.26 5 0 0 0 2 1

2495642 || 2.A.1.27 4 0 0 0 0 0

5565872 || 2.A.1.28 15 4 2 1 1 1

Sum 1521 74 55 25 103 59

Sum of

Nonredundan

t Sequences 1153 73
-

21
-

41
*Analyses were performed between July 5, 2000, and August 8, 2000, except for 1 analysis for the seed
sequence in family 2.A.1.1, which was performed on May 21 and 22, 2000. MFS indicates major facilitator
superfamily; GI, NCBI Geninfo Identifier; TC, Transport Commission #
'MFS families are identified using TC number (30). Alternative nomenclature more relevant to human
transporters can be found at http://www.gene.ucl.ac.uk/cgi-bin/nomenclature/searchgenes.pl but is not used
in this article because it is less complete than the compilation represented by TC numbers.
fºre sequences are those collected during the Converged PSI-BLAST step of the protocol.Raw contig and singlet numbers indicate the number of contigs and singlets obtained as output from 1 run
of the automated protocol, performed using the single-seed sequence indicated in the table.
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Table 1. Continued

"Validated contig and singlet numbers indicate the number of contigs and singlets remaining after
nonautomated validation.
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Table 2. Contig Sequences Representing Uncharacterized Putative Transporters Found
Using 1 Seed Sequence Each From MFS Families 2.A.1.1 to 2.A.1.28, and Their
Corresponding Genomic Regions”

Seed Contig
Sequence Length Human Genome Information

TC Contig GIs (bp)
Chrom. Chrom. Map Locus | Start to 1%ID/match

-
No. GIt Elementt Df |End (bp)fllength (bp)

32795.78 1505780
27.15430 1505781
32798.99 1009986
2694995 2694486

2.A.1.1 || 1014306 1025498
and 3253866 1444660 63582900

2.A.1.19 || 735857958734 779 11 ||20557821 |NT 030.106 || 221 106 |6359.4000 || 100/623
1551869 2900.746
3058607 3058608
3237960 39594.17
3961426,4018287
4290861 4564782
485.1409 485.1413
4988.771 5232573
5361697 586501.7
6639900 6709755 18593300

2.A.1.1 7320001 618 4 |20536850 |NT 006350 || 56.606 || 18655300|| 100/584
1040396 1081430 63377800

2.A.1.1 1273644 499 11 ||20557821 INT 030.106 || 221 103 |63395500 || 96/445
2.A.1.1

and 63510600
2.A.1.19 || 2656651 2669854 || 367 11 ||20557821 |NT 030106 || 221 105 |63522800 || 100/341

14645450
0

14648090
2.A.1.1 || 4440080830537 290 6 |20549474 |NT 025741 || 154091 0 99/263

2.A.1.1$
and 64.39198 2002320 10763650

2.A.1.19 || 7456480 471428 0
and 8155481 2002864 10764400

2.A.1.22 || 4152490 389299 717 12 ||20554464 |NT 009660 || 55530 0 99/722
38.35081 3214654
7148985 5234142 2091.3500

2.A.1.1 5110215 621 22 || 16168698 ||NT 011520 | 66035 |20921300|| 100/618
7904385 7904395

2.A. 1.6 7904393 232 | NA" | NA NA NA NA NA
5541400

2.A.1.13 || 5110579 5368349 || 485 17 |20560291 ||NT 010823 | 162515 || 5542300 || 99/486
93.193000

2.A.1.13 || 5340358 3872877 || 542 10 |20548282 |NT 008769||196023 |93201400 || 100/509
12351 100

0
12351130

2.A.1.13 || 6569405 69897.41 || 369 6 || 2055.2094 ||NT 033944 || 1 17247 0 100/345
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Table 2. Continued
Seed Contig

Sequence Length Human Genome Information
TC Contig GIs (bp)

Chrom. Chrom. Map Locus | Start to 1%ID/match
No. GIt Elementt Df |End (bp)fllength (bp)

3231976 4299120
1485.147 3085451 61927500

2.A.1.13 || 3070363 3147430 || 555 10 |20471458|NT 033984 || 222342 ||61972800 || 100/555
8065870 8065868

2.A.1.14 || 8065867 8065869 || 324 NA NA NA NA NA NA

2.A.1.14 || 6443206 6443220 || 264 NA NA NA NA NA NA

1298.735.945608 21 136700
2.A.1.19 || 6498416.946097 498 14 |20542417||NT 0.10164 || 57100 |21 137600 || 98/.425

1301.016 8146557
81.49658 3895.04
5744210 99.1776
889283 990119
943,127 946.350
2001033942961

2003991 1977296 21 136500
2.A.1.19 769904 1251 14 |20542417||NT 0.10164 || 57100 |21139300|| 97/1250

1569428 4373167
1776117 5747433
5744281 5747645
8142502 4622424
438.9746 2589728
3648449 2841498 21 136200

2.A.1.19 3751794 618 14 || 20542417||NT 0.10164 || 57100 |21 136800 || 99/567
21141900

2.A.1.19 || 1779879 5430989 || 368 14 ||20542417||NT 0.10164 || NA |21142200 || 96/368
21 136200

2.A.1.19 || 2954952 2954901 || 293 14 |20542417||NT_010164|57100 |21136700|| 100/284
21136.200

2.A.1.19 || 891343 88919.5 375 14 |20542417||NT_010164|57100 |21136700. 98/375
16636580

0
16636610

2.A.1.25 || 3092410 5767096 || 409 3 |20536551 INT 005612 || 91.97 0 89/227
74.130500

2.A.1.28 || 1957664 697762 399 14 || 20543860 ||NT 026437 || 55640 || 74.143400 || 100/400

*Since our initial analysis was performed, some of the proteins corresponding to the contigs in this table
have been cloned and characterized—see Table 7 for examples. MFS indicates major facilitator
superfamily; TC, Transport Commission #; GI, NCBI Geninfo Identifier; chrom, Chromosome; ID,
Identifier; NA, Not Applicable.
fThese identifiers may be used to query LocusLink (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/LocusLink■ ), the
National Center for Biotechnology Information's single-query interface for information about genomic
loci.

fThis region may not represent a continuous match because of the presence of introns.
§The contig obtained using a seed sequence from family 2.A.1.1 did not contain the expressed sequence
tags with GI number 8155481.
"NA represents the fact that as of August 5, 2002, no match to the human genome was found using
MEGABLAST with an expectation value cutoff of 1*10* at the National Center for Biotechnology
Information Web site: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/seq/HsBlast.html.
"Based on examination of the exons matched, the new gene candidate may represent a splice variant.
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Table 3. Singlet Sequences Representing Uncharacterized Putative Transporters Found
Using 1 Seed Sequence Each From MFS Families 2.A.1.1 to 2.A.1.28, and Their
Corresponding Genomic Regions*

Seed Singlet
Sequence Length Human Genome Match Information

TC Singlet GII (bp)
Chrom. | Chrom. Start to End | 9%ID/match

No. GI' |Map Element"|Locus ID' (bp) length (bp)
2.A.1.1 and 65255400

2.A.1.19 || 53399.43 || 508 11 ||20481208 NT 033241 || 116085 || 65256400 100/508
2.A.1.1 and 92321900

2.A.1.19 || 5813.195 || 629 16 |20562112| NT 010542 | 1.46429 || 92323.600 96/617
2.A.1.1 and

2.A.1.19 | 6835893 | 190 | NAS NA NA NA NA NA
2.A.1.1 and

2.A.1.19 and
2.A. 1.22 || 677005 || 258 NA NA NA NA NA NA

2.A.1.1 and 63376200
2.A.1.19 || 75.1568 || 370 11 ||20557821 | NT 030106 || 221 103 || 63376900 99/239

2.A.1.1 and 63620400
2.A.1.19 || 1101.243 || 326 11 ||20557821 | NT 030.106 || 221 106 || 63621600 97/311

2.A.1.1 and 111697.100
2.A.1.19 || 2000637 || 307 1 |20532.581 | NT 019273 NA 111701700 99/292

2.A.1.1 and 6333.9500
2.A.1.19 || 5361744 || 401 11 ||20557821 || NT 030106 || 222417 | 63355200 98/399

2.A.1.1 and
2.A.1.3 and

2.A. 1.15 and
2.A.1.16 || 5130954 || 405 NA NA NA NA NA NA

146481200
2.A.1.1 || 5924646 || 622 6 |20549474| NT 025741 || 154091 || 1.4648.1800 98/622

7218500
2.A.1.1 | 1855228 || 470 12 |20554950■ NT 009702 6515 7218600 92/150

2.A.1.1 and
2.A.1.3 and

2.A.1.14 and 5778.1200
2.A.1.16 || 6591316 || 512 16 |20562783| NT 033291 || 83985 || 57785200 100/485

2.A. 1.3 and
2.A.1.16 | 8430516 || 346 NA NA NA NA NA NA

2.A.1.3 and
2.A.1.16 || 6975.459 || 610 NA NA NA NA NA NA

11755.6600
2.A.1.4 || 712867 || 380 11 |20560872| NT 009151 2542 || 117557000 95/380

2.A.1.6 || 23294.83 || 250 NA NA NA NA NA NA

2.A.1.6 || 8175633 || 519 NA NA NA NA NA NA

2.A.1.6 || 8007347 || 339 NA NA NA NA NA NA

2.A.1.6 || 6493986 || 281 NA NA NA NA NA NA

2.A.1.6 648041 || 225 NA NA NA NA NA NA

2.A.1.6 | 8482636 || 153 NA NA NA NA NA NA

2.A. 1.7 || 2619436 || 326 NA NA NA NA NA NA

2.A. 1.8 || 711 1499 || 459 NA NA NA NA NA NA
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Table 3. Continued

Seed Singlet
Sequence Length Human Genome Match Information

TC Singlet GII (bp)
Chrom. | Chrom. Start to End | 9%ID/match

No. GI" |Map Element'■ Locus ID'l (bp) length (bp)
123540200

2.A.1.13 | 8415074 || 251 6 |2055.2094| NT 033944 || 117247 || 123540300 91/147
544800

2.A.1.13 | 8423571 || 434 17 |20560291 || NT 010823 201232 || 546100 99/434
116299200

2.A.1.13 || 2008.184 || 292 1 |20532.581 | NT 019273 NA 116326100 || 100/292
123552600–

2.A.1.13 || 1166011 || 598 6 |20552094| NT 033944 || 117247 | 123556100 98/598

2.A. 1.14 || 2064553 || 472 NA NA NA NA NA NA

2.A.1.14 || 5109512 || 605 NA NA NA NA NA NA

2.A. 1.14 || 3851 150 || 131 NA NA NA NA NA NA
107636800

2.A.1.15 || 64.39198 || 487 12 ||20554464| NT 009660 || 55530 || 107642300 || 98/375
138809900

2.A.1.19 || 1099568 || 456 5 |20547229 NT 007072 || 6583 || 1388.11200 99/369

2.A.1.19 || 1982625 || 336 NA NA NA NA NA NA
172576900

2.A.1.19 || 3238840 || 193 6 |2054969.4| NT 029991 6580 || 172577000 92/79
2.A.1.19 and 107661200

2.A. 1.22 || 389703 || 441 12 ||20554464| NT 009660 NA 107663100 98/.441
63585300

2.A.1.22 || 3279578 || 544 11 |20557821 | NT 030106 || 221 106 || 63593.900 100/490

2.A. 1.22 || 769942 | 181 NA NA NA NA NA NA
151654400

2.A.1.22 || 870209 || 208 1 |20534106| NT 029226 || 9900 || 151654600 94/154

2.A. 1.25 || 8125491 || 398 NA NA NA NA NA NA

2.A.1.26 || 8125464 || 630 NA NA NA NA NA NA

7408.7500
2.A.1.28 || 1505486 || 267 14 ||20543860| NT 026437 || 55640 || 74087800 97/266

*Since our initial analysis was performed, some of the proteins corresponding to the singlets in this table
have been cloned and characterized—see Table 7 for examples. MFS indicates major facilitator
superfamily; TC, Transport Commission #; GI, NCBI Geninfo Identifier; chrom, Chromosome; ID,
Identifier.

fThese identifiers may be used to query LocusLink (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/LocusLink■ ), the
National Center for Biotechnology Information's single-query interface for information about genomic
loci.

fThis region may not represent a continuous match because of the presence of introns.
§NA represents the fact that as of August 5, 2002, no match to the human genome was found using
MEGABLAST with an expectation value cutoff of 1*10* at the National Center for Biotechnology
Information Web site: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/seq/HsBlast.html.
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Table 4. Summary of All Human Sequences From Core Families Found Using 1 Seed
Sequence Each From MFS Families 2.A.1.1 to 2.A.1.28°

Seed Sequence
TC GI Name

2.A.1.1 183296 Glucose transporter
2.A.1.1 4375938 dH28H20.1 (similar to membrane transport protein)
2.A.1.1 7688.146 Glucose transporter 8

2.A.1.1 and

2.A.1.19 8923870 hOAT4 organic anion transporter 4
2.A.1.1 7657681 Glucose transporter X1
2.A.1.1 8923733 Sugar transporter (SLC2A6 gene) glucose transporter 9
2.A.1.1 3387.905 Glucose transporter glycoprotein
2.A.1.1 7446715 Fructose transporter
2.A.1.1 7512760 Hypothetical protein DKFZp564K1672.1
2.A.1.1 4557851 Solute carrier family 2 (facilitated glucose transporter) member 2
2.A.1.1 4507011 Solute carrier family 2 (facilitated glucose transporter) member 4
2.A.1.1 5730051 Solute carrier family 2 (facilitated glucose transporter) member 1
2.A.1.1 4507013 Solute carrier family 2 (facilitated glucose transporter) member 5
2.A.1.1 590.2090 Solute carrier family 2 (facilitated glucose transporter) member 3
2.A.1.2 422997 Monoamine transport protein
2.A.1.2 1722742 Synaptic vesicle amine transporter
2.A.1.2 1770738 Vesicle monoamine transporter type 2
2.A.1.2 4506.989 Solute carrier family 18 (vesicular monoamine) member 2
2.A.1.2 4506991 Solute carrier family 18 (vesicular acetylcholine) member 3
2.A.1.2 4506.987 Solute carrier family 18 (vesicular monoamine) member 1
2.A. 1.4 4406200 Glucose-6-phosphate transporter
2.A.1.4 6560624 PROO685

2.A.1.4 4128045 Glucose-6-phosphate translocase
2.A. 1.4 4503847 Glucose-6-phosphatase transport (glucose-6-phosphate) protein 1

2.A.1.13 47591.20 Solute carrier family 16 (monocarboxylic acid transporters) member 7
2.A.1.13 3834395 Monocarboxylate transporter 2
2.A.1.13 47591.18 Solute carrier family 16 (monocarboxylic acid transporters) member 6
2.A. 1.13 7019.529 Monocarboxylate transporter 3

2.A.1.13 7513431 X-linked PEST-containing transporter
2.A.1.13 8923.981 Hypothetical protein PROO813
2.A.1.13 4759114 Solute carrier family 16 (monocarboxylic acid transporters) member 4
2.A.1.13 4759112 Solute carrier family 16 (monocarboxylic acid transporters) member 3
2.A.1.13 7328162 Hypothetical protein
2.A.1.13 47591.16 Solute carrier family 16 (monocarboxylic acid transporters) member 5
2.A.1.13 2827492 (alo)9193) /prediction = (method:""genefinder" version.""084")

Solute carrier family 16 (monocarboxylic acid transporters) member 2
2.A.1.13 57300.45 (putative transporter)
2.A. 1.13 4506983 Solute carrier family 16 (monocarboxylic acid transporters) member 1
2.A.1.14 7513174 Na+-dependent phosphate cotransporter
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Table 4. Continued

Seed Sequence
TC GI Name

2.A.1.14 4885441 Na/PO4 cotransporter
2.A.1.14 4827010 Solute carrier family 17 (sodium phosphate) member 1

2.A.1.14 7328923 | Differentiation-associated Na-dependent inorganic phosphate cotransporter
2.A.1.14 5031955 Sodium phosphate transporter 3
2.A.1.14 6912666 Solute carrier family 17 (anion/sugar transporter) member 5
2.A.1.14 7328925 Brain-specific Na-dependent inorganic phosphate cotransporter
2.A.1.14 2498056 Renal sodium-dependent phosphate transport protein 1
2.A. 1.14 57300.47 Solute carrier family 17 (sodium phosphate) member 3
2.A.1.19 2337865 Organic cation transporter; 50% similarity to JC4884
2.A.1.19 3581982 Extraneuronal monoamine transporter
2.A.1.19 4506999 Solute carrier family 22 (organic cation transporter) member 1
2.A.1.19 77061.46 hBOIT for potent brain-type organic ion transporter
2.A.1.19 251 1670 Organic cation transporter
2.A.1.19 41938.19 Para-aminohippurate transporter
2.A.1.19 6970446 Multispecific organic anion transporter 4
2.A.1.19 4759042 Renal organic anion transporter 1
2.A.1.19 383.1566 Putative renal organic anion transporter 1
2.A.1.19 4758846 Organic anion transporter 3
2.A.1.19 4758852 Organic cationic transporter-like 3
2.A.1.19 5924012 d]261K5.1 (novel organic cation transporter)
2.A.1.19 57300.49 Solute carrier family 22 (organic anion transporter) member 7
2.A.1.19 4758854 Organic cationic transporter-like 4

2.A.1.19 4507003 Solute carrier family 22 (organic cation transporter) member 4
2.A.1.19 4507001 Solute carrier family 22 (organic cation transporter) member 2
2.A.1.19 4579723 hCAT1-1 organic anion transporter
2.A.1.19 864.8881 Putative organic anion transporter
2.A.1.19 4507005 Solute carrier family 22 (organic cation transporter) member 5
2.A.1.22 7662272 KIAA0736 gene product
2.A. 1.22 56894.45 KIAA1054 protein

2.A.1.22 7662270 KIAA0735 gene product; synaptic vesicle protein 2B homolog
2.A.1.25 4757708 Acetyl-coenzyme A transporter
2.A.1.28 7661708 Feline leukemia virus subgroup C receptor FLVCR
2.A.1.28 8923350 Hypothetical protein FLJ20371
2.A.1.28 57.64708 Unknown

2.A.1.28 7022664 Unnamed protein product

*Names in third column are derived from the definition line of the National Center for Biotechnology
Information entry for a given protein. MFS indicates major facilitator superfamily; TC, Transport
Commission #; GI, NCBI Geninfo Identifier.
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The percentage of the human MFS transporter genes our protocol was able to find

can be estimated by analogy to other organisms. Paulsen et al estimate that of the 19099

protein coding genes in Caenorhabolitis elegans (32), 153, or 0.8%, are MFS transporters

(http://www.biology.ucsd.edu/~ipaulsen/transport■ ). Using this model and recent

estimates that the total number of human genes is 30000 to 40000 (1,2), 240 to 320

human MFS genes are expected. Our protocol found 73 previously characterized human

MFS genes, and approximately 43 new gene candidates representing unique genes (see

Tables 2 and 3). Extrapolating to the above estimates, our protocol found 35% to 50% of

the expected human MFS genes.

However, it may not be possible to extrapolate the number of expected human

MFS transporters based on the genomes of simpler eukaryotes, because the transporter

composition of different organisms varies considerably (6). An alternative approximation

can be derived from estimates of the proportion of the human genome represented by

dbPST at the time our analysis was performed—that is, 40% to 80% of the human

genome (33–35). Thus, if our protocol were working at 100% efficiency, it should have

found ~40% to 80% of the genes in a given family, a number roughly in agreement with

the estimate provided by the previous method.

It should be noted that because our protocol relies on sequence similarity for

identification of related genes, genes that have diverged significantly from the sequence

signature of the core family will not be detected. Further, because our protocol requires a

seed sequence for each family analyzed, MFS transporter families with no members yet

identified will not be represented in our results.
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Functional Characterization of New Gene Candidates

Because our protocol uses the information from an entire core family of diverse

sequences to find new gene candidates and infer their functions, the quality and

completeness of the core families is central to the success of our protocol. Therefore, we

present below an evaluation of the clustering of core families and of their usefulness for

functional characterization of new gene candidates.

Validation of Core Families—Before using our automatically generated core families as

tools for making functional inferences about new gene candidates, we first needed to

verify that new gene candidates and core family sequences were properly clustered (ie,

that sufficient sequence similarities could be identified to presume that all sequences

grouped together are likely to perform similar biological functions). We used 2 common

strategies to evaluate sequence similarities: multiple alignments of full-length sequences

and identification of conserved motifs (3, 36, 37).

This analysis shows that the quality of the multiple alignments varies significantly

for each core family, presumably reflecting differences in the evolutionary history within

the various families, as well as the completeness of coverage represented by available

sequences. Figure 2 provides two examples of core family alignments illustrative of such

variations. The multiple alignment of core family 2.A.1.8, shown in Figure 2A, reveals a

relatively high degree of sequence conservation. Although the characterized members of

this core family come from many different organisms, including bacteria, fungi, and

plants, all transport either nitrate or nitrite. This high level of sequence conservation

suggests that a relatively fixed sequence is required in order to retain both substrate

specificity and transport functionality within this family.
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gi | 565,0769 : F. GPFLTYSLLI,IYAA

Figure 2a. Section of a multiple alignment showing several representative core family
members found using a seed sequence from family 2.A.1.8. Alignment columns that
show 100% conservation are shaded in black, and those that show >80% conservation are
shaded in gray. Amino acids with similar physiochemical properties are treated as
equivalent for the purposes of determining conservation percentages.
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gi | 6323.653

Subgroup 1: gi | 1754303
Core Family gil 544446

gi | 1607 BB2
gil 1798.173

Subgroup 1: contig2
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gil 2687B5B
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Core Family gi |9507119 :
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Figure 2b. Section of a multiple alignment showing several representative core family
members and new gene candidates found using a seed sequence from family 2.A.1.1.
Note that positions a and b are better conserved across subgroup 1 than subgroup 2, while
positions c and d are conserved throughout both subgroups. GI indicates the Geninfo
Identifier, a sequence identifier used by NCBI. Alignment columns that show 100%
conservation are shaded in black, and those that show >80% conservation are shaded in
gray. Amino acids with similar physiochemical properties are treated as equivalent for
the purposes of determining conservation percentages.
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Figure 2B shows a portion of the multiple alignment of core family 2.A.1.1 along

with 3 new gene candidates. Although some elements of this alignment—for example,

positions c and d-are well conserved, the overall alignment reveals substantial sequence

variation. Because this core family contains a diverse group of transporters, transporting

sugars, organic cations, and organic anions, it is not surprising that the multiple alignment

shows somewhat greater sequence variation than that of core family 2.A.1.8.

The multiple alignments of several other core families also show a high degree of

sequence variation, indicating perhaps that they should be further subdivided to obtain

more accurate clustering of functionally distinct proteins. To examine this issue further,

we divided 2.A.1.1 into 2 subgroups based on a phylogenetic tree constructed from the

multiple alignment of the core family. This division of core family 2.A.1.1 into 2

subgroups reveals additional positions in the multiple alignment that are better conserved

across a given subgroup than across the original core family. For example, Figure 2B

shows that positions a and b are largely conserved across subgroup 1 but not across

subgroup 2. Consistent with this tree, available information regarding the function of

characterized members of the family suggests that subgroup 1 consists mainly of sugar

transporters, while subgroup 2 consists mainly of organic cation and anion transporters.

After evaluating the clustering of core families, we investigated how discretely

related core families could be separated. Some degree of overlap between closely related

core families is expected, because the boundary of a given family can differ based on the

method used to construct it (36). However, if there is significant overlap between core

families, this overlap will have to be considered when the core families are used to make

functional inferences about new gene candidates.
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Figure 3 shows the instances of overlap between core family sequences found by

our analysis, starting with 1 seed sequence each from MFS families 2.A.1.1 to 2.A.1.28.

Table 5 provides the corresponding fractional overlap. As expected, the majority of the

overlap occurs between core families identified using seed sequences known to be closely

related. For example, families 2.A.1.1, 2.A.1.19, and 2.A.1.22 are sufficiently similar that

they were originally classified as a single family by Pao et al (3).

To gain supplemental information regarding the overlap of the 28 MFS core

families found in this study, we tested all members of each core family for the presence

of motifs designed to be specific for individual MFS families (as defined by Pao et al

[3]). Table 6 shows the fraction of members from each core family possessing a family

specific motif, with 1 allowed mismatch. As expected, the motif overlaps shown in Table

6 and the core sequence overlap shown in Table 5 follow the same general trends. As

shown in Table 6, the majority of sequences within a given core family usually possess

the motif designed to be specific to the family of the seed sequence. Also shown in the

table, a significant number of core family members possess motifs designed to be specific

to other, usually related, families. Interestingly, even a single sequence can have more

than 1 family-specific motif, showing that not all motifs are entirely specific to the family

for which they were initially designed.

Use of core families for functional classification of new gene candidates—As mentioned

above, one of the most important reasons for using a diverse group of related proteins in

each of our core families is that the larger context provided by this approach is especially

useful for functional characterization of new gene candidates. The specific pattern of

sequence conservation shown in Figure 2B illustrates how the multiple alignment of new
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2. A. 1.15

2.A. 1.16 2.A. 1.3

Figure 3. Illustration showing the approximate sequence overlap between Major
Facilitator Superfamily (MFS) core families. Core families were found using a seed
sequence from the MFS family indicated by Transport Commission # (TC) number. The
fractional overlap of each core family is listed in Table 6.
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Table 5. Fractional Sequence Overlap Between Core Families Obtained Using Seed
Sequences From Different MFS Families*

Common Sequence /
Core Family 1 || Core Family 2 Total Sequence

2.A.1.3 2.A.1.16 182/372
2.A.1.1 2.A.1.19 98/544
2.A.1.6 2.A.1.15 13/98

2.A.1.11 2.A.1.13 1 1/87

2.A.1.1 2.A.1.9 32/478
2.A. 1.13 2.A.1.23 4/75
2.A.1.15 2.A.1.19 6/143
2.A.1.1 2.A.1.15 19/473

2.A.1.19 2.A.1.22 5/131
2.A.1.12 2.A.1.15 1/39
2.A.1.15 2.A.1.22 1/60

2.A.1.6 2.A.1.12 1/65
2.A.1.1 2.A.1.22 6/461
2.A.1.6 2.A.1.22 1/86

2.A.1.1 2.A.1.6 3/499
2.A. 1.6 2.A.1.19 1/169

*Core families were obtained from analysis using a single-seed sequence from the MFS
family indicated by TC number. MFS indicates major facilitator superfamily; TC,
Transport Commission #.
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Table 6. Distribution of MFS Family-Specific Motifs Within Each Core Family”

Core |Fraction of Core Sequence
Motif' | Family; With Motif
2.A.1.1 | 2.A.1.1 258/437

2.A.1.3 13/190
2.A.1.6 15/62
2.A.1.8 1/55
2.A.1.9 2/41

2.A.1.11 1/16
2.A.1.13 1/71
2.A.1.14 3/127
2.A.1.15 7/36
2.A.1.16 13/182
2.A.1.19 37/107
2.A. 1.22 16/24
2.A.1.24 1/6

2.A.1.2 | None NA

2.A.1.3 || 2.A.1.3 125/190
2.A.1.16 126/182

2.A.1.4 || 2.A.1.4 16/23
2.A.1.5 | 2.A.1.5 8/9
2.A.1.6 || 2.A.1.1 31/437

2.A.1.6 46/62
2.A.1.12 1/3
2.A.1.15 6/36
2.A.1.19 25/107

2.A. 1.7 || 2.A.1.7 5/9

2.A.1.8 || 2.A.1.8 43/55
2.A.1.9 || 2.A.1.1 31/437

2.A.1.9 32/41
2.A.1.10| 2.A.1.10 4/5
2.A.1.11 || 2.A.1.11 5/16

2.A.1.13 2/71

2.A.1.12| 2.A.1.6 6/62
2.A.1.15 6/36

2.A.1.13| 2.A.1.11 2/16
2.A.1.13 41/71

2.A.1.15| 2.A.1.1 9/437
2.A.1.6 1/62

2.A.1.15 11/36
2.A.1.19 1/107
2.A.1.22 1/24

2.A.1.17| 2.A.1.17 5/11

*MFS indicates major facilitator superfamily; NA, Not Applicable; TC, Transport Commission #.
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Table 6. Continued

fMotifs were determined by Pao et al (3) and designed to be specific for the MFS family indicated by TC
number. The 2.A.1.1 motif is not a true family-specific motif in that it was constructed using only a portion
of the 2.A.1.1 family members known at the time.
f(Sore families were obtained from the automated protocol, using a single-seed sequence from the MFS
family indicated by TC number.
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gene candidates with core family sequences can be used for functional classification of

the new gene candidates. For example, a study by Kasahara and Maeda of the Gal2

galactose transporter (giló323110 in Figure 2B) and the Hxt2 glucose transporter

(giló323653 in Figure 2B) from Saccharomyces cerevisiae showed that the presence of

specific amino acids in positions a and b in Figure 2B strongly influences substrate

specificity (38). Tyr at position a and Trp at position b are important for galactose

recognition. Phe at position a is important for glucose transport, and Tyr at this position

supports glucose transport, but at highly reduced levels.

Assignment of contigs 2 and 5 to subgroup 1 therefore suggests that they are

Sugar transporters. Both contigs have aromatic amino acids at positions a and b, like most

of subgroup 1. Because neither of the contigs has a Tyr at position a, they probably do

not function in galactose transport. Instead, the Phe at position a indicates that the contigs

may function in glucose transport, or in the transport of another nongalactose sugar.

Subsequent to our analysis, the protein corresponding to contig 2 was cloned and

identified as a facilitated glucose transporter (39), thus validating our functional

prediction. Table 7 provides additional examples of new gene candidates that have now

been experimentally characterized by other investigators. In all cases shown in Table 7,

the experimental data support our functional classification.”

Because the singlet shown in the alignment (gi number 3238840 in Figure 2B)

does not have aromatic amino acids at positions a or b, it is more difficult to make

conclusions about transport specificity of this gene candidate. This anomalous pattern

may even indicate that this singlet has been misclassified and belongs to a different

* One of the entries in Table 7 was found using seed sequences from 2 closely related families: 2.A.1.1 and
2.A.1.19. The experimentally determined function corresponds to that of family 2.A.1.19.
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Table 7. Summary of New Gene Candidates Cloned and Experimentally Characterized
by Other Groups Subsequent to Identification by Our Protocol”

Seed

Sequence New Gene Candidate
TC Information Characterized Protein Match Information

Length %ID/match
GI(s) (bp) GI Name length (aa) || Reference

1551869 2900746
3058607 3058608
3237960 39594.17
3961426 4018287
4290861 4564782
485.1409 485.1413
4988.771 5232573
5361697 586501.7

6639900 6709755 Solute carrier family 2 member 9
2.A.1.1 7320001 618 |9910554 || (facilitated glucose transporter) || 99/143 39

3835081 3214654

7148985 5234142 Facilitated glucose transporter
2.A.1.1 5110215 621 || 12802047 glut!! 98/179 40
2.A.1.1

and

2.A.1.19 5339943 508 |21239030| Renal ureate anion exchanger 100/83 41

2.A.1.13 116601.1 598 |18699730|_t type amino acid transporter 1 100/91 42

2.A.1.13 || 6569405 6989741 || 369 |18699730 t type amino acid transporter 1 98/93 42
*TC indicates Transport Commission #; GI, NCBI Geneinfo Identifier; ID, Identifier.
family generation and, of course, the incorporation of family information to aid in the
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transporter family or represents a single instance of a new transporter family. These

questions can be addressed only after all existing transporter families have been queried

by our method and sufficient experimental evaluation has been performed.

Comparison to Other Methods for EST Data Mining

Besides the approach reported here, several other automated or semiautomated

analysis strategies that use ESTs to find and characterize new genes have provided useful

results (43–46).

First, using an approach that is a precursor to that described here, Botka et al

identified new members of the proton-oligopeptide transporter gene family (43). This

method uses the iterative neighborhood cluster analysis (INCA) algorithm to assemble

gene families. These gene families are then used to search the EST databases in a second

screen. Differences between INCA and our current protocol include somewhat different

methods for evaluation of new gene candidates.

Using a different approach, Schultz et al developed a semiautomated protocol to

mine the EMBL EST database for new human signaling proteins (44) using information

gleaned from conserved domains within gene families of interest as a starting point for

the data mining process. This strategy is advantageous because a conserved domain may

contain useful information, such as motifs required for the specific biological function

mediated by a given family. When tested using conserved signaling domains from 100

different families, ESTs representing over 1000 novel human genes were found.

However, despite its advantages, the Schultz protocol requires the user either to

limit searches to families for which a conserved domain sequence has already been
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described, or to define such a sequence prior to implementation of the protocol. In

contrast, our protocol requires only a single sequence as input. This input sequence is

then used to generate a family of related sequences dynamically, using up-to-date

sequence information from available databases, all of which are then used to mine the

EST database. Because our protocol performs family generation internally, the loss of

information normally resulting from the use of only a single input sequence is minimized

(see the following section).

Other strategies have focused on a more generic rules-based system for

classifying all known ESTs according to their function. For example, The Institute for

Genomic Research (TIGR) has constructed gene indices that classify all ESTs for a given

organism into tentative consensus sequences, each of which represents a unique gene

(45). The function of each tentative consensus sequence is then annotated with the

functional annotation of the expressed transcript sequence (derived from GenBank

sequences) that best matches the tentative consensus sequence. This system has the added

advantage of being fully automated.

Although the TIGR gene indices contain functional annotations for each tentative

consensus sequence, because these annotations are generated from the information

available for 1 or a few of the most similar expressed transcript sequences, the indices are

likely to be sensitive to annotation errors (47, 48). In contrast, our approach uses family

analysis to facilitate functional classification of new gene candidates, an approach that

has been shown to be very useful in other classes of proteins (49, 50). The output from

the automated phase of our protocol includes both a core family containing characterized

protein sequences and the sequences of new gene candidates identified from comparison
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with the core family. Because new gene candidates are grouped together with a core

family containing characterized genes, putative functions for the gene candidates can be

inferred from examination of conserved sequence elements important for the function of

the characterized family members. Thus, even though our strategy cannot yet be fully

automated, it has the potential to provide more accurate and detailed functional

information than do the other methods described above.

Problems and Dependencies

Although our results demonstrate the utility of our approach, the current

implementation suffers from some specific problems and dependencies that prevent full

automation. Among the most important issues we have encountered are the lack of both

controlled vocabulary and fixed format in database annotation, which complicates the

automated removal of characterized" human genes. For example, NCBI definition lines

sometimes list multiple organism names and may use more than 1 name for a given

organism, making it difficult to identify the organism of a specific gene. It is also difficult

to determine whether a given gene had been characterized, because there is no controlled

vocabulary term used to designate such genes. The best long-term solution to these

problems is the conversion of all database annotation to a common structured format,

such as that described by the Gene Ontology Consortium (51).

Another problem complicating the automation of our analysis is that closely

related seed sequences may find different sets of core family members in a PSI-BLAST

*Here, the term “characterized” has been used loosely to mean either that the sequence in question has
been experimentally determined to perform the function listed in its annotation, or that a human expert has
determined that the sequence likely performs the annotated function based on comparison with
experimentally characterized proteins.
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search. This can be ascribed to the fact that if related seed sequences find a slightly

different set of hits in the initial rounds of PSI-BLAST, differences in the final converged

results may be amplified because of accumulated differences in the scoring profiles

generated in each round of PSI-BLAST. To better understand the importance of this

issue, we investigated how much care must be placed on selecting the proper seed

sequence. Duplicate runs of the protocol were performed using 2 different seed sequences

each from MFS families 2.A.1.1 to 2.A.1.21 and 2.A.1.25. Whenever possible, the

second seed sequence was obtained from an organism that was not closely related to the

organism from which the first seed sequence was taken. As shown in Figure 4, core

families found using seeds from the same family overlapped well in only ~50% of the

cases. Generally, poor overlap resulted from 1 seed sequence finding many fewer core

sequences than the other found. The more disturbing problem, poor overlap resulting

from the 2 seed sequences finding different sets of core family sequences, was

uncommon but did occur, specifically for family 2.A.1.2, and to a lesser extent for

2.A.1.14.

Because certain seed sequences seem better able than others to generate a

complete set of core family members, the automated protocol could be improved by

modifications that provide a more intelligent method for choosing a seed sequence. One

solution being investigated is a trial run of the initial steps of the protocol using a

randomly selected seed, followed by an automated evaluation of the core family members

found so that the best seed from among the core family sequences can be chosen as input

for a more refined run of the protocol.
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Figure 4. Graph showing the number of common core sequences, as well as the number
of unique core sequences, found by 2 identical runs of the protocol using different seed
sequences within the same Major Facilitator Superfamily (MFS) family. Only 22 of the
29 MFS families designated by Saier et al were tested. TC indicates Transport
Commission #.
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Gloss to Chapter II

Chapter II describes the issues involved in developing a database to provide

access to structure-function information in mechanistically diverse enzyme superfamilies.

The switch from transporter proteins, described in Chapter I, to enzymes, described in

Chapter II, was not arbitrary. We chose to pursue further analysis using enzymes because

this subset of proteins provides an easy readout of molecular function — the catalysis of

a particular reaction — and because, as the catalytic machinery of the cell, enzymes are

of primary interest to many researchers. By starting with this more specific subset of

proteins, we hoped to develop tools and organizational principles that could later be used

to extend our analysis to a more general set of proteins.

A further change from the study described in Chapter I is the extension of the

functional hierarchy to include subgroup and superfamily above family. Because

members of a superfamily are only distantly related, conservation signals in multiple

sequence or structural alignments are enriched for residues that are conserved due to

functional constraints rather than because they simply have not had sufficient

evolutionary time to diverge. In addition, because the reactions catalyzed by distantly

related superfamily members can be quite diverse, functional similarities are more readily

identifiable. Thus the identification of functionally important residues as well as the

mapping of those residues to a conserved chemical capability is facilitated by examining

sequences at the superfamily level.

The structure-function information extracted from superfamily relationships are

valuable to the scientific community for a variety of reasons, including inferring the
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function of uncharacterized proteins and determining optimal starting templates for

enzyme engineering experiments. To make this information available to the public, we

have designed a web-accessible structure-function linkage database. The design of this

database was complicated by the complex path of enzyme evolution, which defies, to a

certain extent, attempts to place enzymes into simplified categories such as family,

subgroup, and superfamily. The final database schema discussed in Chapter II was an

attempt to balance two competing aims — generation of a realistic classification scheme

that reflects the underlying evolutionary history and relationship of enzymes as

accurately as possible, and development of classification scheme simple enough to make

structure-function information immediately accessible to the scientific community.

These difficulties, as well as others, are discussed in Chapter II.

The development of this database was a major effort that involved many people

besides myself. Sunil Ojha, Conrad Huang, Thomas Ferrin, Patricia Babbitt, and

especially Scott Pegg, all contributed enormously to this work. My specific role in the

project was the design of the database schema, and the generation of an initial dataset,

discussed in Chapter III, to populate the database. The work described in Chapter II has

been published in the proceedings of the Pacific Symposium for Biocomputing (Pegg et

al. 2005).

Pegg, S.C., Brown, S., Ojha, S., Huang, C.C., Ferrin, T.E., and Babbitt, P.C. 2005.
Representing structure-function relationships in mechanistically diverse enzyme
superfamilies. Pac Symp Biocomput: 358-369.
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The prediction of protein function from structure or sequence data remains a |

problem best addressed by leveraging information available from previously

determined structure-function relationships. In the case of enzymes, the study of

mechanistically diverse superfamilies can provide a rich source of structure

function information useful in functional determination and enzyme engineering.

To access these relationships using a computational resource, several issues must

be addressed regarding the representation of enzyme function, the organization of

structure-function relationships in the superfamily context, the handling of

misannotations, and reliability of classifications and evidence. We discuss here

our approaches to solving these problems in the development of a Structure
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Function Linkage Database (SFLD). (online at http://sfldrbvi.ucsf.edu)

1. Introduction

The solution of a protein's three-dimensional structure often does not immediately

lead to the determination of its function.' Typically, we take the natural step of

leveraging the information gained from experimental determinations of function by

asking the question, “Is this structure and active site one that I’ve seen before, and if

so, what does it do and how?” As the number of both solved protein structures and

experimental determinations of function increase (with the former growing much

faster than the latter), there is a growing need for computational methods for storing

and searching representations of protein function in a way that correlates specific

aspects of function with sequence and structural features. Ideally, such representations

of function should go beyond simple identification of conserved and/or functionally

validated residues in sequence alignments.

In the case of enzymes, the study of mechanistically diverse superfamilies—sets of

homologous enzymes which, while often sharing very little sequence similarity to

each other, share the same fold and conserve a specific partial reaction (or some other

aspect of mechanism) enabled by a conserved set of residues”—allows us to

leverage structure-function information at multiple levels. At the highest level, we can

infer only a partial mechanistic step and the associated functionally important residues

that are common across all members of the superfamily. At the lowest, most detailed

level, we can determine the specific function of a single enzyme, including its

mechanism as performed by specific active-site residues and co-factors. Often,

however, because of the sophisticated level of chemical intuition required to identify

the partial reaction(s) associated with conserved structural characteristics in such
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diverse proteins, only researchers who are intimately familiar with a given enzyme

superfamily can take advantage of the structure-function information it contains. A

resource that allows other investigators to utilize this information represents a

valuable tool.

The terrain of mechanistically diverse enzyme superfamilies presents a number of

obstacles that must be surmounted, some common to any database linking structural

and functional information, others unique to mechanistically diverse enzyme

superfamilies. The former include handling multi-functional enzymes, representing

function in a computationally accessible format, and dealing with potential

inaccuracies in annotation. Unique to analysis of mechanistically diverse enzyme

superfamilies is the need to capture chemical function both in terms of the overall

chemical reactions performed, but also at the level of the common partial reaction (or

common chemical capability) associated with all of the different overall reactions

represented in a superfamily. Partial reactions are captured in the Structure-Function

Linkage Database (SFLD) by way of a partial reaction table in the relational database

schema (see Fig. 4 below). Providing this information is especially important for the

SFLD because it is only these partial reactions that correlate with active site

similarities across all diverse members of a given superfamily. Identifying these

partial reactions and linking them to structure provides a powerful tool for difficult

problems in functional inference and protein engineering.”

In this paper we discuss several major issues involved in the development of a

computational resource for the storage and leverage of structure-function data in

mechanistically diverse enzyme superfamilies and our specific approaches to handling

these issues in the SFL.D. Currently, five different superfamilies, representing over

3,800 sequences, are available in the database, with substantial expansion planned

.
:

i
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over the next year. Several of these superfamilies are used as examples here. Access to

the SFLD is provided by a world-wide web based graphical user interface which

accommodates many search and browse capabilities linking sequences, structures, and

representations of the associated chemical transformations. A more detailed

description of the content, uses, and the scientific principles motivating development

of the SFLD will be presented elsewhere (manuscript in prepraration).

2. Representing Structure-Function Relationships in Mechanistically

Diverse Enzyme Superfamilies

2.1. Organization of Enzyme Superfamilies

Within a mechanistically diverse enzyme superfamily, the elements of sequence

and structure that deliver catalytic function are conserved to varying degrees. While

all members of a given superfamily will possess the sequence and structural elements

relating to the ability to perform the conserved mechanistic step (e.g., partial reaction)

which helps define the superfamily, other subsets of the superfamily will possess a

superset of conserved elements relating to other aspects of catalytic function. To

clarify the distinction between these conserved elements, we have organized the

enzyme superfamilies of the SFLD into a hierarchy of groupings. Figure 1 illustrates

this hierarchy using the enolase superfamily’ as an example.

At the top level of the hierarchy, enzymes are classified into the same superfamily

if they appear to be evolutionarily related (based on sequence and structural

information) and to share a common chemical capability (in the case of the enolase

superfamily example, abstraction of a proton alpha to a carboxylic acid). The

subgroup classification at the middle level of the hierarchy is superfamily-specific,

and is defined by SFLD curators. In the enolase superfamily, enzymes are divided

.
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Conserved Chemical Capability:Enolase
-

Superfamily Abstraction of proton alpha to
carboxylic acid

Enolase MR MLE

Subgroup Subgroup Subgroup

Enolase MR Gall) || GlucD MAL || MLE || CMLE|| OSBS || Dipeptide
Family Family || Family || Family Family|| Family|| Family || Family ||Epimerase

Family

Conserved Overall Reaction

Figure 1. Hierarchical classification of EFDs in the enolase superfamily, based on
sequence, structure and function. At the top level of the hierarchy, EFDs are
classified into the same superfamily if they appear to be evolutionarily related based
on sequence and structural information and to share a common chemical capability.
The subgroup classification at the middle level of the hierarchy is superfamily
specific, and is defined by SFLD curators. At the bottom level of the hierarchy,
enzymes in the same family are thought to catalyze the same overall reaction.
Abbreviations used in this example: MR: mandelate racemase, Gal■ D: galactonate
dehydratase, GlucD, glucarate dehydratase, MAL: 3-methylaspartate ammonia-lyase,
MLE: muconate cycloisomerase, CMLE: chloromuconate cycloisomerase, OSBS: o
succinylbenzoate synthase.
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into subgroups based on active site residue motifs. At the next level of the hierarchy

are families of enzymes each of whose members catalyze the same overall reaction. At

the bottom of the hierarchy is a single enzyme, referred to as an enzyme functional

domain (EFD). (See section 2.3 below for an example of how EFDs are defined.)

According to the SFLD schema, an EFD need not be classified into a family to be

classified into a subgroup or superfamily. Thus, if the full catalytic function of an EFD

cannot be reliably determined, it may still be placed into a higher-level category in the

hierarchy.

Because the hierarchical organization of EFDs into superfamilies, subgroups and

families is based on functional as well as evolutionary criteria, functional

classification of new sequences and structures is facilitated. For example, if an

uncharacterized enzyme can be placed within a superfamily, the reaction catalyzed by

the enzyme can be expected to utilize the chemical capability common to the

superfamily. The overall reaction catalyzed by the enzyme may then be inferred based

on additional information, such as operon context, or by further classifying the

enzyme into a subgroup or family.

2.2. Representation of Catalyzed Reactions

In order for the reactions catalyzed by the enzymes in mechanistically diverse

superfamilies to be rapidly searched and compared to each other, they must be stored

in a computationally accessible format that allows for not just comparisons of overall

and partial reactions, but comparisons of substrate and product substructure. This

issue has been addressed in the field of small molecule synthetic chemistry, where the

standard has become the use of SMILES/SMARTS strings." SMILES/SMARTS

º
g

i
.
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provides the type of functionality required to link enzyme chemistry to the sequence

and structure information provided in the SFLD, as these strings of ASCII characters

represent the chemical structures of participants in a reaction, including chirality. We

have adopted this format for the SFLD, allowing users to search the overall and partial

reactions using both reactions and substructures as queries. Figure 2 gives an example

of some SMILES/SMARTS representations and queries.

While very flexible, and a good solution in the field of synthetic organic

chemistry, SMILES/SMARTS does not provide a comprehensive solution for the

study of enzyme chemistry, however. Extension of these representations, currently

underway in our laboratory, will also be required. These include representation of the

chemical contributions of active site residues as well as metals and complex cofactors.

2.3. Enzymes with Multiple Functions

A major hurdle in representing structure-function information is the issue of multi

functional enzymes—single protein sequences that catalyze multiple chemical

reactions. Multi-functional enzymes can be viewed as one of two types. The first type

consists of enzymes with multiple fused, but fundamentally independent domains,

each with a separate active site. For example, phosphoribosylanthranilate isomerase

(PRAI) and indoleglycerolphosphate synthase (IGPS), which catalyze two consecutive

reactions in the tryptophan biosynthetic pathway, occur as a single protein chain in E.

coli. Although the E. coli protein catalyzes both reactions, the n-terminal domain is

responsible for the IGPS reaction, while the c-terminal domain is responsible for the

PRAI reaction."" Furthermore, PRAI and IGPS occur as two physically separate

protein chains in other organisms, such as T. maritima.
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SMARTS Query Meaning Schematic

Reaction contains the conversion OH O

C ( [OD1] ) >>C (=O) of an alcohol to a ketone 2-
->

J.

>> cloccCC1 Product of the reaction ©contains a benzene ring

Either the substrate or the O

C(=O) ( [OD1]) C=CC=CC (=O) [OD1) product of the reaction 2-rººcontains mandelate HO

Figure 2. Examples of possible SMARTS queries and their chemical meanings.
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The SFLD accommodates this type of multifunctional protein by storing enzyme

information at the level of the enzyme functional domain (EFD). An EFD is an

enzyme, or part of an enzyme, that is capable of catalyzing a chemical reaction on its

own. Thus, the E. coli IGPS-PRAI protein would be divided into two separate EFDs,

one corresponding to the n-terminal domain of the protein, and one corresponding to

the c-terminal domain of the protein.

The second type of multifunctional enzyme represents proteins that are capable of

catalyzing an adventitious secondary reaction in the same active site responsible for

catalyzing their primary reaction. One example, illustrated in Fig. 3, is the enolase

superfamily enzyme, o-succinylbenzoate synthase (OSBS), from Amycolaptosis sp. In

addition to the biologically relevant OSBS reaction, this enzyme also catalyzes the

industrially important n-acylamino acid racemase (NAAAR) reaction". The enzyme

utilizes the same active site to catalyze both of these very different overall reactions.

Catalytic promiscuity has been noted in other enzymes **, but because it is difficult

to determine possible secondary reactions based on the primary reaction of an enzyme,

the overall incidence of this type of promiscuity is unknown. Many enzymes have

also been noted to exhibit a third, and much more common form of catalytic

promiscuity, e.g. turning over a variety of substrates related to their primary

substrate” “”.

The SFLD accommodates these latter two types of multifunctional enzymes by

providing a many-to-many relationship between the EFD and Reaction tables—a

single EFD can have an arbitrary number of Reaction entries, and can turn over

multiple substrates. When known, the SFLD schema marks a single canonical reaction

for each EFD to indicate which of the multiple reactions catalyzed has the greatest

biological relevance. Figure 4 shows a simplified version of the SFLD schema. Note
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CH, CH, Co., CH, CH,CO.
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Figure 3. The O-succinylbenzoate synthase (OSBS) enzyme in Amycolaptosis sp.
catalyzes both the OSBS reaction and the N-Acylamino Acid Racemase (NAAAR)
reaction using the same active site.
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Figure 4. A simplified version of the SFLD schema.
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the inclusion of a partial reaction table, which, as discussed above, is key to the ability

to correlate conserved structural elements/residues to the chemical functions

conserved at the superfamily level.

2.4. Functional Annotation and Misannotation

The sheer size of many of the most commonly used sequence databases and

sequencing projects requires the use of automated methods for assigning protein

function to newly sequenced open reading frames (ORFs), leading to significant levels

of misaannotation.” These typically sequence based methods face an especially

difficult challenge when dealing with mechanistically diverse enzyme superfamilies.”

This is because a superfamily member of unknown function can show a statistically

significant level of sequence similarity to other members of the superfamily which,

although they share a common mechanistic step, do not perform the same overall

reaction. If, in the set of statistically significant matches, the closest characterized

sequence represents an enzyme that catalyzes a function from a different family than

the unknown sequence of interest, that sequence will often mistakenly be assigned the

function of the characterized sequence.

The use of explicity linked structure-function data helps us address the problems

of annotation and misannotation. The SFLD allows users to place sequences of

unknown function which appear to belong to an enzyme superfamily into a multiple

sequence alignment of the superfamily, the subgroup, or family, thus providing an

easily accessible basis for functional assignment. The superfamily level alignment

includes information about the positions and residues of the superfamily that deliver

catalytic function, allowing users to quickly evaluate whether the new sequence

º
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possesses the catalytic machinery required to perform partial reactions common to all

members of the superfamily. Placement of these sequences in multiple alignments at

the subgroup or family level aids in determining the likelihood that a given ORF has

been accurately annotated with regard to the identity of its substrate and overall

chemical reaction. This simple analysis, while not foolproof, has proven useful in

evaluating the accuracy of annotations within a superfamily. Our lab was able to

determine, for example, that 8 of the 30 sequences annotated in Genbank” as

muconate cycloisomerases, which, while certainly members of the enolase

superfamily, lack catalytic residues required to perform the specific annotated

function”. To further enrich these capabilities, work is underway to link these

alignments with the Chimera visualization software”, allowing users to view relevant

three-dimensional structures simultaneously with related multiple sequence

alignments.

Of course, multiple sequence alignments do not always provide enough

information for a biologist to determine the precise function, e.g., its family level

classification, of a new member of an enzyme superfamily. Often, only a subset of the

functional and conserved residues of a family or superfamily can be identified in the

new sequence. This only allows us to predict accurately that this enzyme will include

the mechanistic step conserved throughout the superfamily, but not the substrate or the

product. Alternatively, new sequences may perform new reactions for which the

functionally important residues have not been identified (or cannot be inferred by

alignment to known families). The SFLD classifies such sequences as within the

proper superfamily, or in some cases within a subgroup labeled “unknown function”,

but not within a family. Information about the metabolic pathway, and when available,

operon context, can also aid in the determination of an enzyme’s primary catalytic

2
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role.” We are in the process of integrating these types of information into the

SFLD.

2.5. Guidance for Protein Engineering

Protein engineering, whether to generate new functions or to improve on old ones,

requires choosing a template protein for use as a scaffold. The kind of information

captured in the SFLD can be used to guide this choice. Because mechanistically

diverse enzyme superfamilies have been used by nature to evolve many different

enzymatic reactions, it follows that superfamily members could be useful templates in

the lab to re-engineer new and different enzymes as well. For example, it has been

shown that two members of the enolase superfamily can be reengineered, via a single

point mutation, to perform the very different reaction of a third member." The key to

success in this experiment was the recognition, provided by the superfamily context,

of the common partial reaction all three members share. In effect, the active site of

each of the superfamily members is already pre-organized to perform the proton

abstraction step required for any other member, simplifying the re-engineering

problem. The SFLD exploits these principles by allowing users to identify superfamily

scaffold proteins potentially capable of performing a fundamental partial reaction

required to generate entirely new chemical reactions.

2.6. Grading the Reliability of Functional Information

As mentioned above, the SFLD can facilitate the functional classification of an

uncharacterized protein by placing that protein into the appropriate superfamily,

subgroup, or family. The reliability of such a classification depends greatly on the

***
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quality of the classifications within the SFLD itself. For example, if an

uncharacterized protein X closely resembles proteins in the adenosine deaminase

family within the amidohydrolase superfamily, one might want to determine whether

the closest relatives of protein X have been experimentally determined to perform the

adenosine deaminase reaction or whether their family classification was made based

merely on sequence similarity to other experimentally characterized members of the

family. If protein X is closely related to experimentally characterized family

members, that strengthens the argument for assigning protein X the adenosine

deaminase function.

The SFLD uses evidence codes to indicate the type and reliability of functional

information. SFLD evidence codes are based on those developed by the Gene

Ontology consortium”, but have been modified to fit the requirements of representing

structure-function information. Where applicable, evidence codes are paired with the

literature references upon which they are based. The assignment of a particular EFD to

a family, for example, comes with an evidence code and literature references deemed

relevant by the curator to this assignment. This is similar to approaches adopted by

other resources such as SwissProt.” Some examples of evidence codes that might be

used for family assignments, ordered roughly in order of reliability, are:

IES (Inferred from Experiment and Sequence): Used when family membership is

assigned based on an experimental assay that shows that the EFD in question

catalyzes the canonical family reaction, and there is clear sequence and/or

structural similarity to existing family members.

ISS (Inferred from Sequence or Structural similarity): Used when family
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assignment is based on overall sequence or structural similarity, reviewed for

accuracy by a human curator, to existing family members.

IEA (Inferred from Electronic Annotation): Used when family assignment is

based on overall sequence or structural similarity to existing family members but

has not been reviewed for accuracy by a human curator.

The evidence codes used in the SFLD and their definitions can be found at

http://sfld.rbvi.ucsf.edu/ecodes.html.

2.7. Metadata

Whenever we try to place the boundaries of classification upon biological systems,

we inevitably are confronted with cases that appear to stretch the rules. An enzyme,

for example, may have as its biologically relevant function the catalysis of multiple

reactions. The humulene synthase enzyme from Abies grandis, for instance, is known

to catalyze reactions leading to at least 52 distinct products, only a fraction of which

are of known biological importance.” The presence of such information, while often

useful to users, is difficult to predict prior to curation. To handle these cases, nearly all

of the SFLD tables contain a “metadata” field in which the curators of a family or

superfamily can enter textual information.

2.8. Methods of Searching the SFLD

The main purpose of the SFLD is to facilitate the leveraging of structure-function

data. Thus, it is of the highest importance that users be able to access the data via
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methods most informative from their own scientific perspectives. For example, a

protein engineer looking to design an enzyme to perform a particular reaction might

want to search the SFLD for enzymes catalyzing similar reactions or underlying

partial reactions. Such searches can be performed by entering a SMARTS query, or by

sketching chemical structures using a Java applet on the SFLD search page.

Alternatively, users can also search the reactions by Enzyme Commission number” or

simply browse a list of all the reactions in the database.

Those interested primarily in the determining the function of an uncharacterized

protein can query the SFLD using its sequence. This sequence is matched to pre

generated hidden Markov models” representing the superfamilies, subgroups, and

families in the SFLD. The resulting matches (with their scores and expectation values)

are displayed, along with a hyperlink for each match leading to a dynamically

generated alignment of the query sequence to the multiple sequence alignment used to

construct the hidden Markov model. The alignments produced highlight the conserved

residues that participate in enzymatic catalysis, and provide links to literature

references of the experiments through which the structure-function relationship was

determined. Users can also view their query sequence in the context of the

superfamily/subgroup/family in the form of a dendrogram generated using ClustalW’s

neighbor joining algorithm.” and can view relevant structures associated with the

multiple alignments.

Users can also browse the SFLD in multiple ways. Lists of all superfamilies and

EFDs within any hierarchical level of a superfamily are available, as well as lists of all

reactions, and structures. Users can easily navigate the SFLD hierarchy of

superfamily, subgroup, family, and enzyme functional doman levels.

When a three-dimensional structure is available, a link is provided allowing users
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to open an view the structure in Chimera” with a single mouse-click. Methods of

searching the using three-dimensional coordinates and new representations of enzyme

function are currently being developed and integrated into the SFLD.

3. Conclusion

Developing a resource to represent structure-function relationships that can be

leveraged for biological discovery in the context of mechanistically diverse enzyme

superfamilies has required us to address many of the issues involved in making any

biological database, including dealing with multi-functional enzymes and grading the

reliability of data. It has also presented some unique, domain-specific challenges in

terms of data organization and representation, such as the implementation of a

structure-function knowledge hierarchy that reflects the patterns of conservation in

enzyme superfamilies, and the representation of enzyme function itself. The SFLD is a

first attempt at addressing some of these challenges, and provides a computational

resource for those investigating enzyme structure-function relationships for

applications that range from determination of the function of a new protein to

providing guidance for engineering a new function into an existing enzyme scaffold.
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Introduction to Chapter III

Chapter III describes the generation of a set of gold standard enzyme

superfamilies, clustered according to sequence, structural, and functional criteria. These

superfamilies are used as an initial dataset for the SFLD, and as a test set for automated

superfamily and family clustering algorithms that aim to classify proteins based on

function.

Although some existing resources organize proteins into groups, sometimes

referred to as families or superfamilies, these resources do not follow the same clustering

procedure used to create the gold standard set. Most of these resources provide sequence

or structure-based clusters. Functional information may be included, but not in a specific

or uniform manner. An introduction to the gold standard set, including a comparison to

existing resources and a discussion of the difficulties involved in subclustering enzymes

in mechanistically diverse superfamilies, is provided in Chapter III.

There are many people who contributed to the work described in Chapter III.

Jennifer Seffernick provided family and subgroup assignments, preliminary multiple

alignments, and overall reactions for the enzymes in the amidohydrolase superfamily.

John Gerlt provided family and subgroup assignments for many of the enzymes in the

enolase superfamily, and reviewed the reactions and associated mechanisms of enzymes

in the enolase and crotonase superfamilies. And, finally, Patricia Babbitt provided

overall guidance for the project. The work described in Chapter III will be submitted for

publication.
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Abstract

Functional classification of proteins is complicated by the convoluted path of enzyme

evolution — simple sequence and structural classification methods cannot reliably detect

the boundaries between functionally distinct groups. By leveraging the information

available from previously determined structure-function relationships, superfamily and

family analysis provide a more effective tool for such analysis, but must be automated for

use on large datasets. Automation requires a test set that correlates conserved chemical

capabilities to protein sequence and structural motifs, and uses these motifs as criteria for

family and superfamily membership. We describe a “gold standard” set of enzyme

superfamilies, clustered according to specific sequence, structure, and functional criteria.

This set provides a new paradigm for the organization of sequence-structure-function

data, in which functional similarities are explicitly associated with their conserved

structural elements. Consequently, it may be used for the validation of family and

superfamily clustering algorithms that aim to classify proteins based on function. The

gold standard set represents four fold classes and differing clustering difficulties, and

includes five superfamilies, 90 families, 5012 sequences and 276 structures.
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Background

With large volumes of sequence and structural data now available [1, 2], functional

characterization of proteins has become the rate-limiting step in putting biological

information to practical use. Large-scale functional annotation efforts have focused on

automated strategies, as more traditional methods, such as experimental characterization

of gene function and manually-curated analysis of gene sequence and structure, can only

be used efficiently on small subsets of the available data.

While this scale-up of the analysis process is required to handle the sheer volume

of new information, automated analysis strategies possess inherent and serious

limitations. For example, simple pairwise comparisons have been shown to be

inadequate for functional classification of proteins with less than 30 - 40% identity [3-5].

Utilizing information from multiple related sequences, especially via probabilistic

methods such as sequence profiles or hidden Markov models [6, 7], the number of true

evolutionary relationships found between proteins with less than 30% identity can be

tripled [3,5]. Unfortunately, even when true homologous relationships are detected,

direct transfer of functional annotation is not often possible at low levels of sequence

identity [4, 8,9].

Even when direct transfer of functional annotation is not possible, evolutionarily

related proteins usually share some functional relationship. To determine what this

relationship is, we must start by examining the type of evolutionary linkage between the

proteins. Here we have concentrated on enzymes because they have a well-defined

biochemical function — the catalysis of a particular reaction.

Horowitz suggested that ligand binding is the dominant constraint guiding
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enzyme evolution [10, 11]. According to his theory, biochemical pathways evolved

backwards. When the substrate for the final enzyme in the pathway was depleted, a new

enzyme evolved from this enzyme, via gene duplication and divergence, to produce the

needed substrate from an available precursor. While the reaction mechanism of the new

enzyme was allowed to drift away from that of its precursor, the ability to bind the

common substrate/product was retained. Although this theory appears to apply to some

groups of enzymes, for example His A/Hisp in the histidine biosynthesis pathway and

TrpF/TrpC in the tryptophan biosynthesis pathway [12], it does not appear to be the

dominant mechanism governing enzyme evolution [4, 13]. Furthermore, the model

typically applies only to pairs of divergent enzymes, although the ribulose-phosphate

binding barrel superfamily (Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP) ID 51366)

includes a large number of enzymes presumed to be divergently related based on their

ability to bind a common substrate moiety (usually ribulose-phosphate) [4].

Chemistry-driven evolution [14, 15], an alternate theory which appears to

represent a substantial portion of enzymes [16], identifies a chemical step or capability as

the dominant constraint guiding enzyme evolution. According to this model, a newly

evolved enzyme retains a fundamental chemical capability of its progenitor. The newly

evolved enzyme may catalyze a reaction similar to its progenitor with only an altered

substrate specificity, or it may catalyze a quite different overall reaction while still

retaining some chemical capability common to its progenitor [12].

A group of related enzymes that share a common chemical capability mediated by

conserved catalytic elements but catalyze different overall reactions has been termed a

mechanistically diverse superfamily [12]. A mechanistically diverse superfamily can be

T]
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subdivided into families, where a family is defined as a group of related enzymes whose

members catalyze the same overall reaction via conserved catalytic elements. Each of

these mechanistically diverse superfamilies may contain hundreds or even thousands of

proteins, representing many different overall functions and utilizing a wide range of

substrates.

Mechanistically diverse superfamilies pose an especially difficult problem for

automated functional classification methods due to the complexity of their underlying

biology. For example, a newly sequenced superfamily member may not catalyze the

same overall reaction as its closest relative in the superfamily, but may instead be related

to other superfamily members by a more subtle conserved chemical capability. If the

superfamily itself has not been characterized, the conserved chemical capability itself

may not be immediately obvious. It is thus helpful to subdivide a superfamily into

families containing enzymes that catalyze the same overall reaction.

Sequence and structural similarity alone cannot be used to cluster sequences into

families because different families evolve at different rates [17-19]. Consequently, the

boundaries between different families within a superfamily are uneven in sequence and

structure space; in some cases even very highly related sequences may perform different

reactions. In the mechanistically diverse amidohydrolase superfamily, for example,

melamine deaminase and atrazine chlorohydrolase share 98% sequence identity, but

catalyze different reactions [20].

Likewise, functional information alone cannot be used to cluster proteins into

superfamilies and families, due to convergent evolution, in which nature has evolved

more than one structural strategy to perform a given chemical reaction [21-23]. For
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example, George et al. find that 69% of the functions described by three digit EC

numbers are found in multiple SCOP superfamilies, suggesting independent evolutionary

origins [23]. Some functions are found in multiple SCOP fold classes, providing further

evidence that they have evolved via convergent evolution [22, 23]. Thus, although

enzymes in these families catalyze the same overall reaction, they likely utilize different

mechanisms.

Even within a single superfamily, the same function may have evolved more than

once [24]. For example, the ability to hydrolyze an organophosphate appears to have

evolved on at least two separate occasions within the common lineage of the

amidohydrolase superfamily [19]. The distinct evolutionary origins of the

aryldialkylphosphatase family and the phosphotriesterase family are reflected in an

extremely low overall sequence identity between the two families and by subtle

differences in the constellation of active site residues used to catalyze the common

reaction.

To address these issues and provide a test set of unique usefulness for

benchmarking and development of tools for functional inference, we have constructed a

new gold standard set of proteins. Most importantly, these proteins are clustered

according to rigorous and systematic definitions of family and superfamily. Because

these definitions map specific elements of protein sequence and structure to specific

elements of function, gold standard families and superfamilies are optimized for use in

elucidation of the function of uncharacterized members. Moreover, because they

represent related proteins whose functions have diverged, sometimes substantially, they

may serve as a challenging test set for automated superfamily clustering methods based
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on either sequence or structure. To further enhance the utility of the gold standard set as

a test set for evaluation of automated superfamily clustering methodologies, evidence

codes, based on those developed by the Gene Ontology consortium [25], are provided for

all functional assignments.

Results

Our five gold standard superfamilies encompass four distinct fold classes and contain a

total of 90 families, 5012 sequences and 276 structures, as shown in Table 1. For the

purposes of this paper, we have defined two different types of families. Gold standard

families contain sequences with experimentally determined functions as well as

sequences that show highly significant BLAST e-values (< 1 * 10”) to experimentally

characterized sequences and conserve all family-specific catalytic residues identified

from the literature. Silver standard families contain all the sequences from the

corresponding gold standard family, but may also contain additional sequences that have

not been experimentally characterized and show an e-value of greater than 1 * 10” to a

characterized family member. (See Materials and Methods).

Table 2 gives a detailed view of the gold and silver standard families that make up

each superfamily. As shown in this table, these families catalyze a wide variety of

reactions, spanning five of the six EC classes. The superfamily sequence sets represent

different diversity levels, as will be further explored in the Discussion. All of the gold

standard superfamilies have been rigorously studied, and their structure-function

relationship extensively interpreted [19, 26-38], providing detailed information, including

reaction mechanisms, superfamily-specific catalytic residues, and family-specific
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Table 1. Summary of Gold Standard Superfamilies

# # #

Superfamily Common Chemical Capability Fold * Families|Seqs.|Structs."
metal ion(s) deprotonate water for | TIM beta/alpha

amidohydrolase I nucleophilic attack on substrate barrel 29 905 99
abstraction of proton alpha to TIM beta/alpha

enolase carboxylic acid barrel 9 1175 55
Glyoxalase /
Bleomycin

metal coordination environment resistance protein /
vicinal oxygen promotes direct electrophilic Dihydroxybiphenyl

chelate participation of metal in catalysis dioxygenase 17 681 50
stabilization of enolate anion

intermediate derived from acyl-CoA
CrOtona Se substrate Clpp/crotonase 15 970 22

active site Asp forms covalent
enzyme-substrate intermediate,

haloacid facilitating cleavage of C-Cl, P-C or
dehalogenase P-O bond HAD-like 20 | 1281 50

* Fold class from the Structural Classification of Proteins.

* Includes mutant structures. Multiple structures may correspond to a single sequence.
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Table 2. Summary of Gold and Silver Standard Families

membrane

allantoinase

imidazo

ine deaminase

adenine deaminase

deaminase

adenosine deaminase

AMP deaminase

n-i lide i

1 1

atrazine lase

isomerase

ammelide

idase

melamine deaminase

s-triazine lase

TZN

histone

4-chlorobenzoate

lase

lase

deaminase

.3.1.48

.1.2.4

.8.1.7

.1.1.41

.2.1.100 |1 / 3

.2.1.17

Sequences
/ silver

/3

/8

1 / 1

1 / 54

100 / 107

/11

/25

/3

/ 79

13 / 13

/43

/7

1 / 29

/24

1 / 24

11 / 34

10/20

/31

1 / 2

1 / 1

1 / 1

1 / 1

1 / 2

/ 2

/5

1 / 1

/5

1 / 1

1 / 1

11 / 12

/ 70

1 / 7

1 / 6

/ 292
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Table 2. Continued

Sequences
ld / silver

CrOtOnase
-

/5

delta-isomerase (mi
- -

/13

delta-isomerase
-

1 / 3

lohex-1 1 / 2

/56

lase 1 / 1

/ 15

isomerase /24 >

/ 17 º:
192 / 263 º

/31 * ...

/27 º
ammonia-

-
/8 sº

late racemase
-

1 / 3 1sº

loisomerase
-

2 / 27 ■ º

loisomerase
-

10/15 º

/58 ~
/ 74 ■ º

|

leotide 5'-hydroxyl-kinase c-terminal
1 / 1 º

taSe -
1 / 2 sº

taSe -
1 / 2

late
-

1 / 14

late
-

1 / 10

/13

1 / 56

8-phosphate
/16

-nucleotidase
-

1 / 1

1 / 2

1 / 3

/9

/ 735

-haloacid
-

/20

1 / 21

1 / 1

1 / 20
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Table 2. Continued

lase n-terminal

late

in resistance

I

resistance

in resistance

* Enzyme Commission Number for the primary reaction catalyzed by the family. Some

FoSB

in FosX

Sequences
ld / silver

A / 2

A 1 / 3

A 1 / 2

1.13.11.15|4/9

1.13.11.2 [32/ 53

1.13.11.27|26/ 69

1.13.11.3 /26

1.13.11.46|1 / 6

.5.1.18 1/4

.4.1.5 |12 / 58

.1.99.1 /9

/ 10

/44

/3

/4

/ 17

/ 3

/ 3

1 / 9

/4

families catalyze a reaction for which no EC number has been assigned.
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catalytic residues. We have compiled this information (as well as information on

additional superfamilies) into a database that explicitly links enzyme sequence, structure

and function in the manner described above [39]. (SFLD superfamilies correspond to the

gold standard superfamilies in this paper. SFLD families correspond to the silver

standard families in this paper.)

Comparison of Gold and Silver Standard Superfamilies and Families to Existing

Classifications

We compared the family and superfamily classifications of the sequences in all five of

our superfamilies to that of Pfam, SCOP and SUPERFAMILY (a set of hidden Markov

models based on SCOP superfamilies). The main difference between our family

classifications and that of Pfam, SCOP and SUPERFAMILY is their coverage of function

space. As shown in Table 3, our gold and silver standard families are designed to include

only sequences that catalyze a single overall reaction. Although some SCOP and Pfam

families (for example, the enolase family) correspond to this level of functional

similarity, Table 3 shows that most are broader. For example, the Pfam mr_mle_n and

mr_mle families include enzymes that catalyze at least seven different overall reactions.

This difference is illustrated graphically in Figure 1.

Discussion

Diversity of Gold Standard Superfamilies

The five gold standard superfamilies contain enzymes with varying levels of diversity in

sequence space. On one end of the spectrum, the enolase superfamily contains a rather

discreet set of sequences, most of which have high levels of sequence identity to some
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Table 3. Comparison of Gold and Silver Standard Families to Pfam and SCOP Families

Gold / Silver Standard

Family Pfam Family” SCOP Family" Reaction Catalyzed
enolase_n, enolase n-terminal dehydration of 2-phospho-d-

enolase enolase domain-like, enolase glycerate
enolase n-terminal

domain-like, d
methylaspartate ammonia- glucarate dehydratase- elimination of ammonia from

lyase maal like methylaspartic acid
enolase n-terminal

domain-like, d
mr_mle_n, glucarate dehydratase- racemization of s-mandelate to r

mandelate racemase mr mle like mandelate
enolase n-terminal

domain-like, d
mr_mle_n, glucarate dehydratase

dipeptide epimerase mr mle like dipeptide epimerization
enolase n-terminal

domain-like, d
chloromuconate mr_mle_n, glucarate dehydratase
cycloisomerase mr mle like chloromuconate lactonization

enolase n-terminal
domain-like, d

mr_mle_n, glucarate dehydratase
muconate cycloisomerase mr mle like muconate lactonization

enolase n-terminal
domain-like, d

o-succinylbenzoate mr_mle_n, glucarate dehydratase- |dehydration of 2-succinyl-6-hydroxy
synthase mr mle like 2,4-cyclohexadiene-1-carboxylic acid

enolase n-terminal
domain-like, d

mr_mle_n, glucarate dehydratase
glucarate dehydratase mr mle like dehydration of d-glucarate

mr_mle_n,
galactonate dehydratase mr mle NA dehydration of d-galactonate
fosfomycin resistance Antibiotic resistance |addition of glutathione to the oxirane

protein FosA Glyoxalase proteins ring of fosfomycin
extradiol cleavage of 2,3-

2,3-dihydroxybiphenyl dihydroxybiphenyl to 2-hydroxy-6-
dioxygenase Glyoxalase |Extradiol dioxygenases oxo-6-phenylhexa-2,4-dienoate

extradiol cleavage of 3,4-
3,4- dihydroxyphenylacetate to 2

dihydroxyphenylacetate hydroxy-5-carboxymethylmuconate
2,3-dioxygenase Glyoxalase |Extradiol dioxygenases semialdehyde

extradiol cleavage of 3
3-methylcatechol 2,3- methylcatechol to 2-hydroxy-6-oxo

dioxygenase Glyoxalase |Extradiol dioxygenases 2,4-heptadienoate
conversion of 4

4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate hydroxyphenylpyruvate to
dioxygenase Glyoxalase |Extradiol dioxygenases homogentisate

conversion of methylglyoxal
(hemithioacetal form) to S-D-

glyoxalase I Glyoxalase Glyoxalase I lactoylglutathione

**
º

tº

* *
* =
* *
º

Isº
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Table 3. Continued

Gold / Silver Standard
Family Pfam Family” SCOP Family" Reaction Catalyzed

epimerization of (2R)-
methylmalonyl-CoA Methylmalonyl-CoA methylmalonyl-CoA to (2S)-

epimerase Glyoxalase epimerase methylmalonyl-CoA
1,2-dihydroxynaphthalene extradiol cleavage of 1,2-

dioxygenase Glyoxalase NA dihydroxynaphthalene
extradiol cleavage of 2,2',3-

trihydroxybiphenyl to 2-hydroxy-6-
2,2',3-trihydroxybiphenyl oxo-(2-hydroxyphenyl)-hexa-2,4-

dioxygenase Glyoxalase NA dienoic acid
extradiol cleavage of 2,3-dihydroxy

2,3-dihydroxy-p-cumate- p-cumate to 2-hydroxy-3-carboxy-6-
3,4-dioxygenase Glyoxalase NA oxo-7-methylocta-2,4-dienoate

2,4,5-trihydroxytoluene extradiol cleavage of 2,4,5-
oxygenase Glyoxalase NA trihydroxytoluene

2,6-dichlorohydroquinone extradiol cleavage of 2,6-
dioxygenase Glyoxalase NA dichlorohydroquinone

3-isopropylcatechol-2,3- extradiol cleavage of 3
dioxygenase Glyoxalase NA isopropylcatechol

conversion of p
4-hydroxymandelate hydroxyphenylpyruvate to L-p-

synthase Glyoxalase NA hydroxymandelate
extradiol cleavage of catechol to

catechol 2,3-dioxygenase | Glyoxalase NA alpha-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde
fosfomycin resistance addition of L-cysteine to the oxirane

protein Fosb Glyoxalase NA ring of fosfomycin
fosfomycin resistance addition of water to the oxirane ring

protein FosX Glyoxalase NA of fosfomycin
Adenosine deaminase

adenosine deaminase A deaminase (ADA) deamination of adenosine

AMP deaminase A deaminase NA deamination of AMP

cytosine deaminase Amidohydro_1

Cytosine deaminase
catalytic domain;

Cytosine deaminase deamination of cytosine

n-acyl-d-amino-acid
D-aminoacylase,

catalitic domain; D
deacylase Amidohydro_1 aminoacylase hydrolysis of an n-acyl-d-amino-acid

synthesis of dihydroorotate from
dihydroorotase3 Amidohydro_1 Dihydroorotase carbamoyl aspartate

Hydantoinase
(dihydropyrimidinase),

catalytic domain;
Hydantoinase hydrolytic ring cleavage of a

d-hydantoinase Amidohydro_1 | (dihydropyrimidinase) dihydropyrimidine
Hydantoinase

(dihydropyrimidinase),
catalytic domain;

Hydantoinase hydrolytic ring cleavage of a 5
1-hydantoinase Amidohydro_1 | (dihydropyrimidinase) membered cyclic diamide

twº-ºº:
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Table 3. Continued

n-acetylglucosamine-6-
catalytic domain; N
acetylglucosamine-6-

Gold /Silver Standard

Family Pfam Family" SCOP Family” Reaction Catalyzed
Isoaspartyl dipeptidase,

catalytic domain; hydrolysis of beta-l-isoaspartyl
isoaspartyl dipeptidase | Amidohydro_1 |Isoaspartyl dipeptidase linkage of a dipeptide

adenine deaminase Amidohydro_1 NA deamination of adenine

allantoinase Amidohydro_1 NA hydrolysis of allantoin

ammelide aminohydrolasel Amidohydro_1 NA deamination of ammelide

aryldialkylphosphatase || Amidohydro_1 NA hydrolysis of an organophosphate
atrazine chlorohydrolase | Amidohydro_l NA hydrolytic dechlorination of atrazine

synthesis of dihydroorotate from
dihydroorotasel Amidohydro_1 NA carbamoyl aspartate

synthesis of dihydroorotate from
dihydroorotase2 Amidohydro_1 NA carbamoyl aspartate

guanine deaminase Amidohydro_1 NA deamination of guanine
conversion of 4-(ethylamino)-2-

hydroxydechloroatrazine hydroxy-6-(isopropylamino)-1,3,5-
ethylaminohydrolase | Amidohydro_1 NA triazine to N-isopropylammelide

hydrolysis of (S)-3-(5-oxo-4,5-
dihydro-3H-imidazol-4-

imidazolonepropionase | Amidohydro_1 NA yl)propanoate

melamine deaminase | Amidohydro_1 NA deamination of melamine
n-acetylgalactosamine-6- deacetylation of n

phosphate deacetylase | Amidohydro_l NA acetylgalactosamine-6-phosphate
n-isopropylammelide conversion of n-Isopropylammelide

isopropylaminohydrolase | Amidohydro_1 NA to isopropylamine

s-triazine hydrolase Amidohydro_l NA hydrolysis of a triazine

TrzN Amidohydro_1 NA hydrolysis of a triazine
N-acetylglucosamine-6-
phosphate deacetylase,

deacetylation of n
phosphate deacetylase | Amidohydro_1 | phosphate deacetylase acetylglucosamine-6-phosphate

alpha-subunit of urease,
catalytic domain; alpha

Subunit of urease;
Amidohydro_1, Urease, beta-subunit; hydrolysis of urea to ammonia and

ureaSC urease Urease, gamma-subunit carbon dioxide
1-aminocyclopropane-1- deamination of 1
carboxylate deaminase None NA aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate

phosphotriesterase PTE Phosphotriesterase-likel hydrolysis of an organophosphate

membrane dipeptidase |Renal dipeptase | Renal dipeptidase hydrolysis of a dipeptide
Uronate isomerase conversion of d-glucuronate to d

glucuronate isomerase UxaC TMOO64 frucuronate
delta(3,5)-delta(2,4)- isomerization of 3,5-dienoyl-CoA to

dienoyl-CoA isomerase ECH Crotonase-like 2,4-dienoyl-CoA
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Table 3. Continued

Gold / Silver Standard
Family Pfam Family” SCOP Family" Reaction Catalyzed

methylmalonyl-CoA decarboxylation of methylmalonyl
decarboxylase ECH Crotonase-like CoA

methylglutaconyl-CoA hydration of 3-methylglutaconyl
hydratase ECH Crotonase-like CoA

hydration of trans-2-enoyl-CoA
enoyl-CoA hydratase ECH Crotonase-like thiolester

4-chlorobenzoate hydrolytic dehalogenation of 4
dehalogenase ECH Crotonase-like chlorobenzoyl-CoA

dodecenoyl-CoA delta- isomerization of 3-enoyl-CoA to 2
isomerase (peroxisomal) ECH Crotonase-like enoyl-CoA

histone acetyltransferase ECH NA acetylation of histone
2- cleavage of 2

ketocyclohexanecarboxyl- ketocyclohexanecarboxyl-CoA to
CoA hydrolase ECH NA pimelyl-CoA
1,4-dihydroxy-2- cyclization of o-succinylbenzoate

napthoyl-CoA synthase ECH NA CoA thioester
hydration and nonoxidative cleavage

feruloyl-CoA of feruloyl-SCoA to vanillin and
hydratase/lyase ECH NA acetyl-SCoA

crotonobetainyl-CoA
hydratase ECH NA hydration of crotonobetainyl-CoA

cyclohex-1-enecarboxyl- hydration of cyclohex-1-
CoA hydratase ECH NA enecarboxyl-CoA
cyclohexa-1,5-

dienecarbonyl-CoA hydration of cyclohexa-1,5-diene-1-
hydratase ECH NA carboxyl-CoA

3-hydroxyisobutyryl-CoA hydrolysis of 3-hydroxyisobutyryl
hydrolase ECH NA CoA

dodecenoyl-CoA delta- isomerization of 3-enoyl-CoA to 2
isomerase (mitochondrial) ECH NA enoyl-CoA

beta- conversion of beta-glucose-1-
beta-phosphoglucomutasel Hydrolase Phosphoglucomutase | phosphate to glucose-6-phosphate

Calcium ATPase,
p-type atpase Hydrolase catalytic domain P dephosphorylation of ATP to ADP

epoxide hydrolase n- Epoxide hydrolase, N
terminal phosphatase Hydrolase terminal domain dephosphorylation

L-2-Haloacid

2-haloacid dehalogenase Hydrolase dehalogenase, HAD dehalogenation of (s)-2-haloacid
phosphoserine Phosphoserine
phosphatase Hydrolase phosphatase dephosphorylation of phosphoserine

phosphonoacetaldehyde Phosphonoacetaldehyde
hydrolase Hydrolase hydrolase hydrolysis of phosphonoacetaldehyde

2-deoxyglucose-6- dephosphorylation of 2
phosphatase Hydrolase NA deoxyglucose-6-phosphate

phosphoglycolate dephosphorylation of 2
phosphatase Hydrolase NA phosphoglycolate

phosphoglycolate dephosphorylation of 2
phosphatase 2 Hydrolase NA phosphoglycolate

gº
gº
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Table 3. Continued

Gold /Silver Standard

Family Pfam Family” SCOP Family” Reaction Catalyzed
glycerol-3-phosphate dephosphorylation of glycerol-3-

phosphatase Hydrolase NA phosphate
dephosphorylation of pyridoxal 5'-

yridoxal phosphatase Hydrolase NA phosphate
enolase-phosphatase Hydrolase NA oxidative cleavage

dephosphorylation of l-histidinol
histidinol-phosphatase IGPD NA phosphate

dephosphorylation of sucrose 6
sucrose-phosphatase S6PP NA phosphate

dephosphorylation of trehalose 6
trehalose-phosphatase Trehalose PPase NA phosphate

5(3)-
deoxyribonucleotidase

5'-nucleotidase None (dNT-2) dephosphorylation of 5' nucleotide
deoxy-d-mannose

octulosonate 8-phosphate Probable phosphatase | dephosphorylation of 3-deoxy-D-
phosphatase None Yrb.I manno-octulosonate 8-phosphate

polynucleotide 5'-
hydroxyl-kinase c- Polynucleotide kinase,

terminal phosphatase None phosphatase domain || dephosphorylation of 3' nucleotide
mdp-1 None NA dephosphorylation

mannosyl-3-
phosphoglycerate dephosphorylation of 2(alpha-D-

phosphatase None NA mannosyl)-3-phosphoglycerate

* Some Gold Standard families correspond to multiple Pfam and/or SCOP families
because Pfam and SCOP divide the enzymes in question into multiple structural domains,
each with a different family assignment.
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D enolase

Dunclassified (enolase sº)
D methylaspartate ammonia-lyase
D galactonate dehydratase
D mandelate racemase

Ll gucarate dehydratase

- o succinylbenzoate synthase
D dipeptide epimerase
E. chloromuconate cycloisomerase
º muconate cycloisomerase
DMR_MLE

Figure 1. Comparison of Gold and Silver Standard family classifications to Pfam for the
Gold Standard Enolase superfamily. The outer ring represents Pfam family
classifications. Sequences that match multiple Pfam HMMs, all of which correspond to a
single functional domain (for example, “enolase_N”, representing the N-terminus of the
enzyme enolase and “enolase”, representing the C-terminus of the enzyme enolase), are
shown with a single designation in the figure to simplify the illustration. A. The inner
ring represents gold standard family classifications. B. The inner ring represents silver
standard family classifications.
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subset of other superfamily members. On the other end of the spectrum, the haloacid

dehalogenase superfamily contains the most diverse set of sequences, including a higher

percentage of outlier sequences which have only low levels of sequence identity to their

closest superfamily relative. Because it provides a set of superfamilies with a range of

sequence diversity, the gold standard set is an ideal test set for automated methods

designed to collect and cluster sequences by superfamily.

How do Gold Standard Family and Superfamily Classifications Differ from that of

Existing Databases such as SCOP and Pfam?

Structural Domains versus Functional Domains

The SCOP database divides all proteins into structural domains prior to classification.

Pfam also uses structural information, where available, to ensure that families correspond

to a single structural domain. In contrast, we have used a function-based definition to

divide proteins into their component domains. For example, SCOP and Pfam divide the

enzymes in the enolase superfamily into N-terminal and C-terminal structural domains.

However, because the N- and C-terminal structural domains are both required for

functionality, we have kept these sequences as a single functional domain.

Depending on the research questions being asked, both structural and functional

domain definitions may be useful. For example, the SCOP and Pfam structural domain

definitions may be useful when examining the distant evolutionary history of the enolase

superfamily enzymes, as the C-terminal TIM beta/alpha-barrel structural domain can be

found in many other enzymes superfamilies. However, if one wishes to examine the

function of the enolase superfamily enzymes, the functional domain definition may be

superior, as it includes all the residues required for the functionality of each enzyme.
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Criteria Used for Family and Superfamily Classifications

The SCOP database groups proteins into a hierarchy based on structural and sequence

features. SCOP classifications are meant to reflect the underlying evolutionary history of

the relevant protein structures, and, as such, are useful in studies of protein evolution.

Although Pfam does not have the hierarchical organization of SCOP and family

classifications are based mainly on sequence, rather than structural information, Pfam

also groups sequences according to apparent evolutionary relationships. >

While using some automated elements in the curation protocol, these databases º
are ultimately validated through manual curation, thus increasing the accuracy of their ..

classifications. However, because the classifications are made mainly based on sequence º:
and structural criteria, their use for functional inference of uncharacterized enzymes must –
be based on the assumption that sequence and/or structural conservation imply functional º

conservation. 7
Does Sequence and Structural Conservation Imply Functional Conservation? º:

gºUnfortunately, specific molecular function — defined here as the overall reaction

catalyzed by an enzyme — is often not conserved across a group of related enzymes,

particularly in mechanistically diverse enzyme superfamilies. Although early studies

suggested that above 40% identity all four digits of an EC number (which specifies a

single overall reaction) are conserved between enzyme-enzyme pairs [4], later studies

that correct for database bias have challenged these conclusions. Burkhard Rost, for

example, reports that less than 30% of enzyme-enzyme pairs above 50% identity have

entirely identical EC numbers [9], and Tian and Skolnick report that at least 60% identity

is required to transfer all four digits of an EC number with 90% accuracy [8]. Thus, it is
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not surprising that most of the SCOP and Pfam families corresponding to our gold

standard superfamilies contain enzymes that catalyze more than one overall reaction (see

Table 3).

But while specific molecular function may not be conserved across a group of

related enzymes, some aspect of molecular function is often conserved. For example,

Tian and Skolnick report that only 40% identity is required to accurately transfer the first

three digits of an EC number between enzyme-enzyme pairs [8]. Furthermore, because

the EC system was not designed to capture any mechanistic information about the

reaction in question [40], enzyme-enzyme pairs with completely different EC numbers

may still share some aspect of function not captured by the EC numbers.

Our gold standard superfamilies have been designed with exactly this type of

functional similarity in mind. Not only are enzymes in a gold standard superfamily

thought to be evolutionarily related based on sequence and structural criteria, they also

share a set of catalytic residues thought to be responsible for a common chemical

capability. This common capability may be a mechanistic step (for example, abstraction

of a proton alpha to a carboxylic acid to form an enolate anion intermediate in the enolase

superfamily), or may be a strategy for stabilizing a common intermediate (for example,

use of an oxyanion hole to stabilize an enolate anion intermediate derived from acyl-CoA

substrate in the crotonase superfamily). The common chemical capability is mapped to

specific amino acids, thus allowing uncharacterized proteins identified as candidate

superfamily members to be immediately evaluated for their ability to perform the

superfamily-specific chemistry based on the presence or absence of this amino acid

signature.

º

!
f

:
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The division of gold standard superfamilies into families again utilizes sequence,

structure and functional information. Not only do the enzymes in a family form a more

closely related subset in sequence and structure space compared to the rest of the

Superfamily, they are also thought to catalyze a single overall reaction. Because the

overall reaction has been mapped to a common set of catalytic amino acids shared by all

family members, uncharacterized proteins can be easily evaluated for their ability to

perform the family-specific reaction based on overall sequence or structural similarity to

family members and based on the presence of the active site motif. These family-specific

motifs can be used as part of a system to differentiate families within a given

superfamily, as many of the family-specific motifs contain additional family-specific

residues beyond the superfamily-specific catalytic residues.

In contrast, the level of functional similarity required to classify a sequence

according to SCOP or Pfam is not uniform. whic some SCOP and Pfam families consist

of enzymes that catalyze the same overall reaction, many encompass enzymes catalyzing

several reactions (See Table 3 and Figure 1). Because there is no a priori indication of

the level of function shared by sequences in a SCOP or Pfam family and no mapping of

conserved functional elements to conserved sequence or structural elements, there is no

obvious way to use these classifications to infer the specific molecular function of an

uncharacterized enzyme. Additional family and superfamily classifications [36-40], as

well as automated methods designed to cluster proteins into superfamilies and families

[8, 37, 41], suffer from similar problems.

Pfam, SCOP, and other similar databases have become the standards by which

new tools for functional and evolutionary classification of protein sequences are validated
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[41-44]. (Additional test sets, such as BAliBASE [45] and SABmark [46], are designed

to evaluate new sequence alignment methods rather than superfamily or family clustering

algorithms.) These databases are, without question, valuable resources, but may not be

the right tools to use for all purposes. In particular, when functional classification of

proteins is a goal, our gold standard families and superfamilies may serve as a more

appropriate test set.

Conclusions

We have described a gold standard set of proteins, clustered according to systematic and

consistent definitions of family and superfamily. Because these definitions map specific

elements of protein sequence and structure to specific elements of function, gold standard

families and superfamilies are optimized for use in elucidation of the function of

uncharacterized members, and may serve as a new type of test set for automated

superfamily clustering methods. Detailed validation of such clustering methods will in

turn promote advances in automated annotation of newly sequenced genomes.

Materials and Methods

Definitions and Requirements for Gold Standard Superfamilies and Families

We define a mechanistically diverse enzyme superfamily as a group of homologous

enzymes that catalyze different overall reactions via a common mechanistic attribute that

requires conserved catalytic elements. We define a family as a subset of a superfamily

where all enzymes catalyze the same overall reaction via the same mechanism.

Prior to addition of a superfamily to our gold standard set, we ensure that the

º

gº
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following conditions are met:

(1) Crystal structures for proteins from at least two different families

within the superfamily are available.

(2) Mechanistic data for proteins from at least two different families

within the superfamily are available, thus allowing the common partial

reaction or chemical capability to be identified.

(3) Experimental evidence regarding the identity of catalytic residues

involved in the conserved partial reaction or chemical capability is

available for sequences in at least two different families.

Semi-automated Collection of Superfamily Sequences

We roughly based our sequence collection protocol on that outlined by Todd et al. [4] but

used our own superfamily definitions, rather than those contained in the CATH database,

to guide superfamily creation. For each family within a superfamily, we chose a well

characterized sequence to serve as a query for PSI-BLAST [7]. Each PSI-BLAST was

run against the National Center for Biotechnology Information nonredundant protein

database at an expectation value cutoff of 5*10* for twenty rounds or until convergence.

All PSI-BLAST hits that aligned over at least 80% of the length of the query sequence

were added to the superfamily of the query sequence.

Manual Inspection of Superfamily Sequences

Sequences collected via the automated protocol were inspected to verify superfamily

membership by examining multiple sequence alignments for the presence of known

catalytic residues and other superfamily specific sequence motifs.

Semi-automated Clustering of Superfamily Sequences into Families
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Superfamily sequences were classified into families according to a two-step procedure.

First, sequences were roughly clustered based on sequence similarity. Functional

information from the literature was then used in order to refine family clusters.

Two types of family clusters were constructed, at different levels of stringency.

Gold standard families were constructed such that they contain sequences with

experimentally determined functions and sequences that show highly significant BLAST

e-values (< 1 * 10”) to experimentally characterized sequences and conserve all family

specific catalytic residues identified from the literature. Silver standard families contain

all the sequences from the corresponding gold standard family, but may also contain

additional sequences that have not been experimentally characterized and show an e

value of greater than 1 * 10” to a characterized family member. These additional

sequences do, however, conserve all family-specific catalytic residues identified in the

literature, and curators have used other information, such as examination of the sequences

in the context of a family alignment and examination of operon context to increase the

confidence of these assignments.

Comparison of Gold and Silver Standard Families and Superfamilies to Existing

Classifications

To illustrate the differences between our family and superfamily classifications to

existing classifications, we have compared our data to Pfam, SCOP and

SUPERFAMILY. (See Supplementary Table 1.)

Each of the sequences in our superfamilies was compared to the global

alignment-based hidden Markov models contained in version 10.0 of the Pfam-A

database [47], using HMMPFAM [48] with the gathering cutoff established by Pfam

.
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curators. Sequences were classified into the Pfam-A family to which they showed the

most significant match. When a sequence corresponded to multiple Pfam domains, the

most significant match for each domain was noted.

The SCOP family and superfamily classifications were obtained for each

sequence in our superfamilies that had a crystal structure listed in SCOP version 1.65.

Each of the sequences in our superfamilies was also compared to the SUPERFAMILY

set of hidden Markov models [49], which were built based on SCOP release 1.65.

Comparisons were performed using HMMPFAM, with an e-value cutoff of 1. Sequences

were classified into the SUPERFAMILY superfamily to which they showed the most

significant match. When a sequence corresponded to multiple SUPERFAMILY domains,

the most significant match for each domain was noted.

List of Abbreviations Used

SCOP: The Structural Classification of Proteins database

Pfam: The Protein Families database

y
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Introduction to Chapter IV

Superfamily analysis has been shown to provide a convenient context for

inferring the function of uncharacterized proteins (Babbitt et al. 1995), but has not been

put to widespread use due to the time-consuming nature of the analysis. The SFLD

facilitates the early steps of superfamily analysis by providing a quick indication of the

family, subgroup, and superfamily membership of a given sequence, providing a

graphical display that shows whether a given sequence contains the catalytic residues

required for family or superfamily-specific function, and by providing information about

the chemical capability conserved across enzymes in a family or superfamily.

Simple computational methods for protein function prediction, such as the

annotation of an uncharacterized sequence with the function of its most similar BLAST

hit, often result in annotation errors. Enzymes in mechanistically diverse superfamilies .

are especially sensitive to such errors because related enzymes often catalyze different

overall reactions. When incorrectly annotated proteins are added back into public

sequence databases, these errors may be further propagated, resulting in an unknown but

significant percentage of misannotation in public databases. The SFLD may be used to

detect certain instances of misannotation by providing an easy way to examine an

enzyme in the context of the family of its annotated function as well as other related

families.

Chapter IV provides a tutorial on the use of the SFLD to predict the function of

uncharacterized enzymes and to detect instances where enzymes have incorrect
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functional assignments. This work will be submitted as an invited unit to the journal

Current Protocols in Bioinformatics.

Babbitt, P.C., Mrachko, G.T., Hasson, M.S., Huisman, G.W., Kolter, R., Ringe, D.,
Petsko, G.A., Kenyon, G.L., and Gerlt, J.A. 1995. A functionally diverse enzyme
superfamily that abstracts the alpha protons of carboxylic acids. Science 267:
1159–1161.
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Abstract:

The Structure-Function Linkage Database (SFLD; http://sfld.rbvi.ucsf.edu/) is a web

accessible database designed to link enzyme sequence, structure and functional

information. This unit describes the protocol by which a user may query the database to

predict the function of newly sequenced enzymes and to correct misannotated functional

assignments for enzymes currently in public databases. It is especially useful in helping a
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user discriminate functional capabilities of a sequence that is only distantly related to

characterized sequences in publicly available databases.
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Using the Structure-Function Linkage Database to Characterize

Functional Domains in Enzymes

The Structure-Function Linkage Database (SFLD) is a web-accessible database designed

to link enzyme sequence, structure and molecular function (Pegg, et al. 2005). Within the

database, enzyme sequences are classified hierarchically into superfamilies, subgroups,

and families. At the top of the hierarchy, distantly related enzymes within the same

superfamily catalyze different overall reactions but are linked by a pattern of conserved

amino acid residues in the active site that mediate a common chemical capability (Gerlt,

et al. 2001). At the bottom of the hierarchy, enzymes within the same family exhibit

more sequence and structural similarities than proteins at the superfamily or subgroup

level, and catalyze the same overall reaction via the same mechanism, mediated by a

common set of catalytic residues.

Because the SFLD maps specific chemical capabilities to specific sequence and structural

motifs, the database represents an especially useful strategy for making functional

inferences about enzymes, particularly those for which no highly similar sequences are

available in public sequence databases. It may be used to predict the function of a newly

sequenced enzyme (see Basic Protocol) and to correct misannotated functional

assignments for enzymes currently in public databases (see Alternate Protocol). Queries

are currently limited to the six superfamilies in the database. Additional superfamilies

will be added as soon as they can be curated.
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BASIC PROTOCOL: USING THE SFLD TO PREDICT THE FUNCTION OF AN

UNCHARACTERIZED ENZYME

The SFLD may be used as a tool for predicting the function of an uncharacterized protein

by suggesting likely chemical capabilities for that protein based on overall sequence

similarity to SFLD superfamilies, subgroups, or families as well as conservation of

specific amino acid motifs associated with specific catalytic functions. If an

uncharacterized protein can be confidently classified into an SFLD family, the overall

reaction catalyzed by family members, including substrate specificity, can generally be

assigned to it. Even if the uncharacterized protein can only be confidently classified at

the superfamily level, the chemical capability conserved across the superfamily may still

be used as a starting point to predict the overall reaction catalyzed by the protein.

Necessary Resources

Hardware

A computer running any common operating system (ex. Unix, Windows,

Macintosh OS)

Software

An up-to-date web browser

Files

An amino acid sequence for the enzyme of interest, in simple text or fasta format

Sample File

The amino acid sequence for the protein used as an example in the protocol below

is provided in the file 21221899.txt, and represents the National Center for

Biotechnology Information (NCBI; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) protein
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database entry with gi number 21221899.

1. Open the SFLD homepage in your web browser using the following URL:

http://sfld.rbvi.ucsf.edu/.

The SFLD homepage is displayed, as shown in Figure 1.

2. Open the Search by Enzyme page. Click the “Search by Enzyme” link at the top

center of the SFLD homepage or in the list on the bottom right.

The Search by Enzyme page is displayed.

3. Search for superfamilies, subgroups, and families homologous to a given protein.

Paste the protein sequence (one letter amino acid code) into the Protein Sequence box

of the Search by Enzyme page (see Figure 2), and click the Search button on the left,

below the sequence box.

The sequence is searched against a library of hidden Markov models (HMMs)

constructed from hand curated sequence alignments for each superfamily,

subgroup, and family in the database. The search results appear in tabular

format, sorted by HMMER (Eddy 1998) E-value, as shown in Figure 3. A lower

E-value indicates a more significant match. E-values greater than 10" should be

viewed as on the border of statistical significance.

For the sequence used in this example, the most significant match at the family

level is galactonate dehydratase, the most significant match at the subgroup level

is mandelate racemase, and the most significant match at the superfamily level is

enolase.

4. Check the protein for sequence conservation of superfamily, subgroup, or family
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Figure 2. The SFLD Search by Enzyme page with a protein sequence pasted into the
Protein Sequence box.
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specific catalytic residues. Choose a family, subgroup, or superfamily of interest, and

click the corresponding “View Alignment” link. (The example given below

represents the information obtained by clicking on the “View Alignment” link for the

galactonate dehydratase family.)

The alignment appears in the middle panel of the display (Figure 4). The query

sequence will be the top sequence in the alignment. If there are more sequences

than fit in the alignment panel, you may scroll down in the alignment panel to see se--

*

the remaining sequences. If the alignment is too wide to fit on the screen, you rº:

may scroll to the right in the alignment panel to view the remaining alignment

positions. The alignment coloring scheme can be changed by choosing an

alternate selection from the “Use color scheme" listbox in the top panel of the

SCP'ee/1.

Superfamily/subgroup/family-specific catalytic residues are listed in the bottom sº

panel of the screen, along with their associated function, evidence code, and

literature reference links. The evidence code, based on those developed by the

Gene Ontology consortium (http://www.geneontology.org/GO.evidence.shtml),

describes the type of evidence used to determine the function of a given catalytic

residue. Clicking on the associated hyperlink provides a detailed explanation of

what the evidence code means. The literature reference icon is also a hyperlink.

Clicking on the link provides the literature reference that was used, in part, to

determine the function of the associated catalytic residue. Scrolling right through

the alignment for the galactonate dehydratase family shows the catalytic residues
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Figure 4. Alignment of a query sequence with the SFLD galactonate dehydratase family.
The query sequence is the top sequence in the alignment.
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are automatically highlighted (Figure 5) allowing quick determination of whether

a query sequence contains the machinery required for the

superfamily/subgroup/family-specific functionality.

In the example given, the protein sequence contains all the catalytic residues

associated with the galactonate dehydratase family. This, in conjunction with the

highly significant E-value match to the galactonate dehydratase family HMM,

suggests that the enzyme may be a true member of the galactonate dehydratase

family, catalyzing the galactonate dehydratase reaction.

5. Check the position of the protein in a superfamily, subgroup, or family dendogram.

Click the “Dendogram View” button in the top panel of the alignment page.

A dendogram, generated by ClustalW (Chenna, et al. 2003), is displayed (Figure

6). The dendogram contains a representative subset of

superfamily/subgroup/family sequences and your query sequence. Sequence

names are hyperlinked to the corresponding enzyme entry in the SFL.D. GI

numbers are hyperlinked to the corresponding NCBI protein database entry.

In the example given, the protein sequence fits well within the galactonate

dehydratase family dendogram rather than showing up as an outlier, thus

providing additional evidence that the sequence is a true member of the

galactonate dehydratase family. Note that the query sequence (gil 21221899) is

already in the SFLD, annotated by the curators as a galactonate dehydratase.

6. Use superfamily, subgroup, or family functional information as a basis for predicting
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the function of the protein. Click the family name hyperlink at the top of the

dendogram display (Figure 6). (If you are looking at a subgroup or superfamily

dendogram, the link will display the appropriate subgroup or superfamily name.)

The SFLD page for the superfamily/subgroup/family is displayed (Figure 7 shows

the page for the galactonate dehydratase family). At the top of the display, a

“breadcrumb” trail of hyperlinks allows easily navigation between the different

levels of the superfamily-subgroup-family hierarchy. In the bottom left hand

corner of the upper display panel, a crystal structure for a representative member

of the superfamily/subgroup/family is displayed for groups containing one or

more member enzymes with solved crystal structures (the galactonate

dehydratase family does not contain any sequences with solved crystal

structures). To the right of the structure is a text-based description of the

superfamily/subgroup/family and summary information regarding the number of

sequences and structures available in the SFLD for the

superfamily/subgroup/family.

In the next display panel, found only on family pages, the overall reaction

catalyzed by the family is displayed. Clicking on the “Partial Reactions” link in

this display panel will load a page that gives a pictorial representation of the

steps involved in the overall reaction. Each partial reaction has an associated

evidence code and reference.

The next display panel is common to superfamilies, subgroups, and families. This
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display panel allows users to view superfamily/subgroup/family alignments and

dendograms. On the left side of the panel, a query sequence may be pasted into

the box titled “Align a sequence to this family.” Clicking on the align button will

then generate an alignment of the query sequence to the family, as in step 4

above. On the right side of the panel, an alignment of the family without a query

sequence may be viewed by clicking the “view” button to the right of the “View

family alignment” text. In addition, the family may be viewed as a dendogram by

clicking the “view” button to the right of the “View this family as a dendogram”

text, as in step 5 above. Finally, a fasta format file containing the sequences for

all enzymes in the family may be downloaded by clicking the “download” button.

The final display panel is specific to families, and lists each enzyme in a given

family. The species, NCBIgi number, length, and evidence code for family

assignment are also given, and enzymes that have an x-ray structure or modeled

structure in the SFLD are indicated.

Because the example enzyme described in steps 1-5 above has been classified into

the galactonate dehydratase family based on the earlier steps of the protocol, its

putative function may be read directly from the reaction panel of the galactonate

dehydratase family page (second panel, Figure 7). The steps involved in the

overall reaction can also be viewed, as discussed above. Putative catalytic

residues may be identified by examining the highlighted residues in the query

sequence when aligned to the galactonate dehydratase family (step 4 above).
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If the family has at least one member enzyme with a solved crystal structure, the

family page will contain an additional display panel that gives a graphical view

of the active site catalytic residues (Figure 8 shows a family page for the

muconate cycloisomerase family, which contains structural information).

Clicking on the active site image will open the corresponding structure using the

molecular visualization software package Chimera (Pettersen, et al. 2004).

(Chimera must be installed on a user's machine before this feature can be used.

See http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/for Chimera documentation.)

See Guidelines for Understanding Results for further discussion about inferring

the function of an uncharacterized protein using the SFLD.

ALTERNATE PROTOCOL: USING THE SFLD TO CORRECT

MISANNOTATED FUNCTIONAL ASSIGNMENTS

Although computational prediction of protein function is required to bridge the gap

between the number of sequenced genes and the number of experimentally characterized

proteins, such techniques sometimes result in incorrect annotations. Even conservative

estimates put database annotation error rates around 8% (Brenner 1999), while other

methods estimate that error rates may reach as high as 40% for certain categories of

molecular functions (Devos, et al. 2001). When proteins with incorrectly annotated

function are used to make computational functional predictions for additional proteins,

these inaccuracies may be further propagated (Gilks, et al. 2002). The SFLD may be
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Figure 8. The SFLD family page for the muconate cycloisomerase family. Note the
second display panel, which provides a pictorial view of the active site for a
representative family member with a solved crystal structure.
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used to correct some instances of misannotation by showing that an enzyme does not

share the properties of other characterized enzymes that perform its annotated function

and/or by suggesting a more likely function for the enzyme in question.

Necessary Resources

Hardware

A computer running any common operating system (ex. Unix, Windows,

Macintosh OS)

Software

An up-to-date web browser

Files

An amino acid sequence for the enzyme of interest in simple text or fasta format

Sample File

The amino acid sequence for the protein used as an example in the protocol below

is provided in the file 23100420.txt, representing the NCBI protein database entry

with gi number 23100420.

Retrieve the current annotation for the enzyme of interest from the NCBIgenpept

database.

1. Open the NCBI homepage in your web browser using the following URL:

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.

The NCBI homepage is displayed.

2. Select “Protein” from the Search listbox and type the gi or accession number for the

protein of interest into the adjacent search box (See Figure 9). Click the “Go” button.

A summary page for the protein of interest is displayed, as shown in Figure 10.
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In the example given, the NCBI genpept database lists the function of

gi23100420 as “muconate cycloisomerase.” In the remaining steps in this

protocol, the SFLD will be used to either support or refute this functional

assignment.

3. Open the SFLD homepage in your web browser using the following URL:

http://sfld.rbvi.ucsf.edu/.

The SFLD homepage is displayed, as shown in Figure 1.

Browse to the SFLD family with the function assigned to the enzyme in question.

4. Click the “Browse by Reaction” link on the top left corner of the SFLD homepage.

A table listing the reaction catalyzed by each family in the database is displayed,

as shown in Figure 11.

5. Scroll down on the Reaction Browse page until the reaction of interest is found

(“cycloisomerization of muconate”, in this example). Click the link for the

corresponding family (“muconate cycloisomerase,” in this example).

The family page is displayed. (See Figure 8.)

As an alternative to browsing, the “Search by Reaction” link (found in the top bar

of all SFLD pages) may be used to search for the reaction of interest, inputted as

either an Enzyme Commission number

(http://www.chem.amul.ac.uk/iupac/jcbn/index.html#6), a SMILES/SMARTS

string (Weininger 1988), or a via the JME Editor

(http://www.molinspiration.com/jme/index.html), a Java applet that allows the

user to draw reactions in a manner similar to common chemical drawing software

ºrs
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packages such as ChemDraw

(http://www.cambridgesoft.com/products/family.cfm?FID=2). The applet

requires a fully functional version of Java to work correctly.

6. Align the enzyme of interest to the family. Scroll down to the fourth panel on the

family page (Figure 8). Paste the amino acid sequence for the enzyme of interest

(single letter amino acid code) into the box titled “Align a sequence to this family.”

Click the “align” button.

An alignment of the query sequence with a representative subset of the family is

displayed. See Basic Protocol step 4 for an explanation of the alignment panel.

7. Check the alignment for conservation of family-specific catalytic residues.

Because the enzyme chosen for this example is annotated as “muconate

cycloisomerase” in the NCBI protein database, it is aligned against the muconate

cycloisomerase family. As shown in Figure 12, the example sequence (the top

sequence in the alignment) appears to be missing the final catalytic residue — a

glutamate — listed for the muconate cycloisomerase family. Such a lack of

conservation indicates that the enzyme may be misannotated in the NCBI protein

database.

8. Search the SFLD for a more likely function for your protein using the Basic Protocol.

Although the results of this further analysis are not given here to avoid

redundancy with the Basic Protocol, performing this analysis suggests the

sequence is a member of the dipeptide epimerase family rather than the muconate

cycloisomerase family.
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GUIDELINES FOR UNDERSTANDING RESULTS

When attempting to classify an uncharacterized sequence into an SFLD family, subgroup,

or superfamily using the Search by Enzyme feature, the HMMER E-value may only be

used as an approximate indication of whether a sequence might belong to a particular

grouping because the sequences in different families/subgroups/superfamilies may have

very different divergence rates. For example, the o-succinylbenzoate synthase family

within the enolase superfamily contains sequences with quite distant relationships — thus

a query sequence may belong in this family while exhibiting a relatively poor (high) E

value match to the family HMM. Other families within the same superfamily may

contain sequences that are more similar over a comparable group of organisms — thus an

E-value of the same magnitude may not indicate membership to another family.

Although the HMMER E-value cannot be used to determine the definitive

family/subgroup/superfamily classification for a protein, the SFLD provides additional

information that may be used to increase a user's confidence in such classifications. For

example, a query sequence may be examined in the context of a

family/subgroup/superfamily alignment and easily checked for the presence of catalytic

residues, as described in Basic Protocol step 4. The position of an enzyme sequence

within a family/subgroup/superfamily dendogram may also be easily examined, as

described in Basic Protocol step 5. Again, these analyses do not provide a definitive

answer as to whether an enzyme is correctly classified — in particular, closely related

families within the same superfamily may have a similar or identical pattern of catalytic

residues — but they do provide additional evidence that may help support or refute
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putative classifications.

Once a user is sufficiently confident that a protein has been correctly classified, the

functional information stored in the SFLD may be used to infer a putative function for the

protein. If the protein has been classified into an SFLD family, this inference is as simple

as reading the family-specific reaction from the SFLD family page. In many cases,

however, an uncharacterized enzyme may be classified into an SFLD superfamily but not

a family. Here, ancillary information may be used along with the functional information

stored in the SFLD to predict a function for the enzyme in question, in a process termed

superfamily analysis. (See Superfamily Analysis in the Commentary section below.)

The increased precision of functional information obtained via the SFLD can be

appreciated by comparing the results of the basic protocol for example sequence

21221899 to the corresponding NCBI genpept annotation

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/viewer.fcgi?db=protein&val=21221899). Genpept

annotates the sequence simply as a “putative isomerase.” Not only is this functional

information less complete than that given by the basic protocol (the substrate of the

enzyme is not specified, the partial reactions that make up the overall reaction are not

given, and the catalytic residues involved in the reaction are not identified), it is incorrect

(the basic protocol identifies the enzyme as a galactonate dehydratase rather than an

isomerase).

COMMENTARY
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Background Information

Theories of enzyme evolution

Several theories have been advanced to describe the complex process of enzyme

evolution. Horowitz suggested that ligand binding is the dominant constraint guiding

enzyme evolution (Horowitz 1945; Horowitz 1965). According to his theory,

biochemical pathways evolved backwards. When the substrate for the final enzyme in

the pathway was depleted, a new enzyme evolved from this enzyme by gene duplication

to produce the needed substrate from an available precursor. While the reaction

mechanism of the new enzyme diverged from that of its precursor to produce a new

reaction, the ability to bind the common substrate/product was retained. Although this

theory may apply to some groups of enzymes (Gerlt and Babbitt, 2001), it does not

appear to be the dominant mechanism governing enzyme evolution (Teichmann, et al.

2001; Todd, et al. 2001). Chemistry-driven evolution (Jensen 1976; Petsko, et al. 1993;

Babbitt, et al. 1997), an alternate theory which appears to represent a substantial portion

of enzymes (Rison, et al. 2002), states that an underlying chemical capability is the

dominant constraint guiding enzyme evolution. According to this theory, a newly

evolved enzyme retains a fundamental chemical capability of its progenitor, while

altering its ligand binding interactions and some step(s) in its overall mechanism to

enable it to catalyze a completely different overall reaction (Gerlt and Babbitt, 2001).

Groups of enzymes which evolved according to chemistry-driven evolution,

termed mechanistically diverse superfamilies, pose a particularly difficult problem for

computational functional prediction, because related proteins may share only a single step

or chemical capability rather than catalyzing the same overall reaction. Thus simple
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annotation transfer methods may lead to erroneous functional predictions. The SFLD

offers users the tools required to perform a more refined functional prediction for

members of such superfamilies via superfamily analysis.

Superfamily analysis

Superfamily analysis refers to the use of superfamily-specific functional

information, along with ancillary information, to predict the function of an

uncharacterized protein. An early example of the successful use of this strategy was the

prediction that an uncharacterized open reading frame (ORF) in Escherichia coli encodes

galactonate dehydratase — a prediction that was subsequently verified by experimental

characterization of the enzyme in question (Babbitt, et al. 1995). The analysis was

performed roughly as follows. First, the uncharacterized ORF was determined, based on

overall sequence similarity, to be a member of the enolase superfamily. Second, the

superfamily membership of the ORF was verified based on examination of an alignment

of the sequence to other superfamily members, which showed the presence of

superfamily-specific catalytic residues. Because the uncharacterized ORF had been

classified as an enolase superfamily member, the reaction catalyzed by the associated

enzyme could then be assumed to involve the abstraction of a proton alpha to a

carboxylic acid to form an enolate ion intermediate — the chemical capability conserved

across the enolase superfamily. This information was used along with ancillary analyses

suggesting the ORF is part of an operon involved with the utilization of acid sugars to

predict its function.

The SFLD is designed to facilitate the initial steps of superfamily analysis by:
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1. Providing a quick indication of which families, subgroups or

superfamilies in which a given protein may be a member, by matching

the protein sequence to a library of HMMs.

2. Providing alignments of the protein to the families, subgroups, and

superfamilies to which it might belong, with catalytic residues

automatically highlighted, to facilitate the determination of whether or

not the protein conserves all catalytic residues necessary to perform a

particular molecular function.

3. Providing information about the chemical capability conserved across a

given family or superfamily.

Critical Parameters and Troubleshooting

The SFLD currently contains six superfamilies. If your enzyme sequence is not a

member of one of the superfamilies in the database, you will not be able to use the

database in the functional annotation of your protein.

Suggestions for Further Analysis

As mentioned in the Guideline for Understanding Results section above, ancillary

information may be used along with information in the SFLD to infer the function of an

uncharacterized protein. One particular type of ancillary information that has proven

especially useful is genome or operon context information. This information can be

found in several publicly accessible databases, including the NCBI Entrez Genomes

database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=Genome), and the SEED
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database (see Internet Resources, below).

For the sequence used as an example in the Basic Protocol given above (NCBI gi

number 21221899), examination of genome context (see

http://theseed.uchicago.edu/FIG/protein.cgi?prot=gi21221899) shows a putative sugar

kinase and a homolog of 2-dehydro-3-deoxyphosphogalactonate aldolase (which

functions in the catabolism of galactonate (Deacon, et al. 1977)) located near the gene of

interest, supporting the assignment of the galactonate dehydratase function to the

corresponding protein. For the sequence used in the Alternate Protocol given above

(NCBIgi number 23100420), examination of genome context (see

http://theseed.uchicago.edu/FIG/protein.cgi?prot=gi 23100420) does not show genes

involved in the catechol branch of the benzoate degradation pathway (of which muconate

cycloisomerase is a member (Eulberg, et al. 1998)), thus supporting the findings of the

alternate protocol (the enzyme is not a muconate cycloisomerase). The genome context

information does, however, show homologs of genes coding for dipeptide transporting

ATPase components. Thus, the gene in question may actually encode a dipeptide

epimerase, as analysis of sequence 23100420 using the Basic Protocol suggests.
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Introduction to Chapter V

Development of the Structure-Function Linkage Database (SFLD) was a major

effort that involved many people, including Scott Pegg, Sunil Ojha, Jennifer Seffernick,

Conrad Huang, Thomas Ferrin, and Patricia Babbitt. Chapter V highlights some of my

specific contributions to the SFLD, including design of the database schema to reflect our

current understanding of enzyme evolution in mechanistically diverse enzyme

superfamilies and development of a semi-automated protocol to keep existing

superfamilies in the database up to date.

i
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Additional Contributions to the SFLD

Introduction

This chapter introduces some additional contributions I have made to the SFLD,

which have aided in the transformation of the SFLD from an abstract concept to a

functional database. The discussion of issues involved in the database schema design

from Chapter II is expanded, and the schema itself is presented in detail. In addition, the

development of an automated protocol to keep SFLD superfamilies up to date is

discussed.

The SFLD Schema

The SFLD schema was designed to reflect our understanding of chemistry-driven

evolution (Jensen 1976; Petsko et al. 1993; Babbitt and Gerlt 1997). Thus enzymes are

classified in a hierarchical fashion, into superfamilies (in which distantly related enzymes

share a common chemical capability), subgroups (more closely related enzymes), and

finally families (in which more closely related enzymes catalyze the same overall

reaction via the same mechanism), as reflected in Figure 1 by the linkage between the

EnzymeFunctionalDomain (EFD) table and the Family, Subgroup, and Superfamily

tables. (See Figures 2-12 for a more detailed view of the tables shown in Figure 1.) As

the functionality conserved by enzymes in mechanistically diverse superfamilies is on the

level of a partial reaction or conserved chemical capability rather than an overall reaction,

:
º

i
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| ConservedAlignmentResidue
ID INT

residue num INT

amino acid type VARCHAR(255)
function VARCHAR(255)

function_e_code VARCHAR(3)

function assgnmnt ref VARCHAR(255)
metadata VARCHAR(100)
date DATE

family_id INT

subgroup_id INT

superfamily_id INT

curation status VARCHAR(100)

curation_agent VARCHAR(100)
classification VARCHAR(100)

Figure 2. The SFLD ConservedAlignmentResidue table. The names of table fields are
shown in the left-hand column, and the corresponding MySQL data types are given in the
right-hand column.

|
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ConservedResidue
ID INT

pdb num INT

primary_seq_num INT

amino acid type VARCHAR(255)
function VARCHAR(255)

function_e_code VARCHAR(3)
function_ref VARCHAR(255)
metadata VARCHAR(100)
date DATE

structure_id INT

curation status VARCHAR(100)

curation agent VARCHAR(100)
classification VARCHAR(100)

Figure 3. The SFLD Conserved Residue table. The names of table fields are shown in
the left-hand column, and the corresponding MySQL data types are given in the right
hand column.
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EnzymeFunctionalDomain
ID INT

gi INT

accession VARCHAR(30)

accession type VARCHAR(10)
Iºla Tie VARCHAR(255)

species VARCHAR(255)

sequence VARCHAR(100)

start num INT

end num INT

metadata VARCHAR(100)
date DATE

canonical rzn_id INT

fam_assºnmnt_e_code VARCHAR(3)

fam assgnmnt ref VARCHAR(255)
family_id INT

subgroup_id INT

superfam_assonmnt_e_code || VARCHAR(3)
superfam assgnmnt ref VARCHAR(255)

superfamily_id INT

curation status VARCHAR(100)

curation_agent VARCHAR(100)
classification VARCHAR(100)

operon link VARCHAR(255)

model_link VARCHAR(255)

Figure 4. The SFLD EnzymeFunctionalDomain table. The names of table fields are
shown in the left-hand column, and the corresponding MySQL data types are given in the
right-hand column.
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EnzymeReaction
ID INT

efd_id INT

reaction_id INT

rxn assgnmnt e_code VARCHAR(3)

rxn_assgnmnt_ref VARCHAR(255)
date DATE

metadata VARCHAR(100)

curation status VARCHAR(100)

curation agent VARCHAR(100)
classification VARCHAR(100)

Figure 5. The SFLD EnzymeReaction table. The names of table fields are shown in the
left-hand column, and the corresponding MySQL data types are given in the right-hand
column.
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Family
ID INT

Ilale VARCHAR(255)

alignment_file_name VARCHAR(100)

hmm fi le name VARCHAR(100)
metadata VARCHAR(100)
date DATE

subgroup_id INT

superfamily_id INT

descrip_file_name VARCHAR(100)

descrip refs VARCHAR(255)
curation_status VARCHAR(100)

curation agent VARCHAR(100)

image_file VARCHAR(100)

image legend VARCHAR(255)

image_struct_id INT

active site_img VARCHAR(100)

active_site_desc VARCHAR(100)

active site session VARCHAR(100)
classification VARCHAR(100)

-

Figure 6. The SFLD Family table. The names of table fields are shown in the left-hand
column, and the corresponding MySQL data types are given in the right-hand column.
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Partial Reaction
ID INT

partial_rxn VARCHAR(255)

partial_rxn_name VARCHAR(255)
rxn order INT

partial_rxn_e_code VARCHAR(3)
partial_rxn_ref VARCHAR(255)
metadata VARCHAR(100)
date DATE

reaction_id INT

image file VARCHAR(100)

curation_status VARCHAR(100)

curation agent VARCHAR(100)
classification VARCHAR(100)

Figure 7. The SFLD PartialReaction table. The names of table fields are shown in the
left-hand column, and the corresponding MySQL data types are given in the right-hand
column.

-
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Reaction
ID INT

reaction VARCHAR(255)

reaction_name VARCHAR(255)
eC. VARCHAR(16)

metadata VARCHAR(100)

family_id INT

image_f ile VARCHAR(100)
date DATE

curation_status VARCHAR(100)

curation agent VARCHAR(100)
classification VARCHAR(100)

Figure 8. The SFLD Reaction table. The names of table fields are shown in the left
hand column, and the corresponding MySQL data types are given in the right-hand
column.

:--
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Reference
ID INT

pubmed id INT

authors VARCHAR(255)

title VARCHAR(255)

journal VARCHAR(255)
volume INT

issue_num INT

start page INT

end page INT

year INT

date DATE

abstract VARCHAR(100)

Figure 9. The SFLD Reference table. The names of table fields are shown in the left
hand column, and the corresponding MySQL data types are given in the right-hand
column.

-
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Structure
ID INT

pdb id VARCHAR(30)

protein_name VARCHAR(255)

he t_name VARCHAR(255)

structure_f ille_name VARCHAR(100)

sequence file name VARCHAR(100)

chain_residue_interval VARCHAR(60)
metadata VARCHAR(100)
date DATE

efd_id INT

structure_ref VARCHAR(255)
model VARCHAR(100)

model_template VARCHAR(255)
modeled interval VARCHAR(100)

model_source VARCHAR(255)
curation status VARCHAR(100)

curation agent VARCHAR(100)
classification VARCHAR(100)

Figure 10. The SFLD Structure table. The names of table fields are shown in the left
hand column, and the corresponding MySQL data types are given in the right-hand
column.
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Subgroup
ID INT

Iºlanºle VARCHAR(255)

alignment_file_name VARCHAR(100)

hmm file name VARCHAR(100)

metadata VARCHAR(100)
date DATE

superfamily_id INT

descrip_file name VARCHAR(100)

descrip_refs VARCHAR(255)

curation status VARCHAR(100)

curation_agent VARCHAR(100)

image_f ile VARCHAR(100)

image_legend VARCHAR(255)

image struct_id INT

active site_img VARCHAR(100)

active site_desc VARCHAR(100)

active_site session VARCHAR(100)
classification VARCHAR(100)

Figure 11. The SFLD Subgroup table. The names of table fields are shown in the left
hand column, and the corresponding MySQL data types are given in the right-hand
column.
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Superfamily
ID INT

Iºla ºle VARCHAR(255)

alignment_file_name VARCHAR(100)
fold VARCHAR(255)

hmm file_name VARCHAR(100)
metadata VARCHAR(100)
date DATE

partial rzºn id INT

descrip_file_name VARCHAR(100)
descrip_refs VARCHAR(255)

curation_status VARCHAR(100)

curation agent VARCHAR(100)

image_file VARCHAR(100)
image legend VARCHAR(255)

image_struct_id INT

active site_img VARCHAR(100)

active_site_desc VARCHAR(100)
active site session VARCHAR(100)
classification VARCHAR(100)

Figure 12. The SFLD Superfamily table. The names of table fields are shown in the
left-hand column, and the corresponding MySQL data types are given in the right-hand
column.
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the PartialReaction table shown in Figures 1 and 7 was added to the schema to capture

this information.

As discussed in more detail in Chapter II, the schema was designed to handle two

types of multi-functional proteins. The first type consists of enzymes with multiple

fused, but fundamentally independent domains, each with a separate active site. This

type of multi-functionality is accommodated by dividing the associated protein into

multiple EFDs, each with a separate active site. The fields start_num and end_num in the

EnzymeFunctionalDomain table (Figures 1 and 4) specify the boundaries of an individual

EFD. The second type of multi-functional protein is an enzyme that is capable of

catalyzing an adventitious secondary reaction in the same active site responsible for

catalyzing its primary reaction. These proteins are accommodated by the

EnzymeReaction table shown in Figures 1 and 5, which allows a many-to-many linkage

between the EnzymeFunctionalDomain table and the Reaction table. Thus a single EFD

may be associated with multiple reactions.

The operon_link field in the EnzymeFunctionalDomain table provides a link to

genome or operon context information (currently via the SEED database;

http://theseed.uchicago.edu/FIG/index.cgi). This information facilitates functional

annotation of uncharacterized proteins by providing an indication of the pathway or

biological process the corresponding gene is involved with, and has been used along with

superfamily analysis to successfully predict the function of uncharacterized proteins

(Babbitt et al. 1995).

As techniques for modeling protein structures advance (Jacobson and Sali 2004),

we envision that modeled structure information will be increasingly useful for refining
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Sequence-based functional predictions. We have therefore designed the Structure table to

store information regarding modeled structures as well as experimentally determined x

ray and NMR structures (Figures 1 and 10). Fields specific to modeled structures include

the model_template field (stores the protein databank ID for the structure used as a

template), the modeled interval field (specifies the portion of the protein included in the

model), and the modeled source field (specifies the program or database used to obtain

the model).

As part of the structure-function linkage data in the SFLD, information regarding

key catalytic residues for each family, subgroup, and superfamily in the database is

stored. Accordingly, the database schema includes the ConservedAlignmentResidue

table (Figures 1 and 2), which stores the position, residue type, and function of each i
catalytic residue, allowing easy display on family, subgroup, and superfamily alignments

and quick evaluation of query sequences for family/subgroup/superfamily-specific

catalytic residues in the context of such alignments. Catalytic residue information is also

stored in the ConservedResidue table (Figures 1 and 3), which is linked to the Structure

table, thus keying catalytic residue information to specific X-ray crystal structures or

modeled structures.

Active site images give SFLD users immediate visual access to the structure

function information described above (active_site_img in the Superfamily, Subgroup, and

Family tables). In addition, Chimera (Pettersen et al. 2004) sessions upon which those

active site images are based are also stored (active_site_session), thus allowing SFLD

users to manipulate structures of interest interactively.

The Reference table (Figures 1 and 9) stores literature references upon which
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family, subgroup, and superfamily assignments, catalytic residue functional assignments,

and other SFLD information, are based. Paired with evidence codes (further discussed in

Chapter II), literature references allow users to assess the validity of a particular piece of

information from the database.

The classification field, which is found in most SFLD tables (Figures 1-12), was

added to the schema to facilitate collaboration with experimental groups. New

information from collaborators can be added to the database with a classification value of

“private,” indicating that it should not be displayed to public database users. Once the

information is published, the classification value is changed to “public,” thus making the

information viewable to public SFLD users.

The database schema also includes fields designed to facilitate the update process

discussed in the following section. The curation status field, found in most tables in the

schema, as shown in Figures 1-12, can accept a value of “valid,” “pending,” or “invalid.”

Data that is entered into the SFLD tables by the automated update script described in the

next section is given a curation_status value of “pending,” and as such is not shown to

public users. Once the validity of the data has been verified by an SFLD curator, the

curation status field can be changed to “valid,” thus making the data available to public

users. The curation agent field, also found in most of the SFLD tables (Figures 1-12) is

used to record the identity of the person or script that most recently modified the

associated data. Thus any inconsistencies or errors can be traced to the responsible party.

The SFLD Update Process
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Keeping information about existing families and superfamilies in the SFLD up to

date is a time consuming process, as new sequences and structures are becoming

available at ever increasing rates. We have therefore implemented a semi-automated

update process which collects new superfamily sequences and structures based on

matches to SFLD hidden Markov models (HMMs) (Eddy 1998) and generates a

preliminary clustering of those sequences into subgroups and families when possible

(Figure 13). As shown in Figure 13, the process begins by using each of the HMMs

associated with a given superfamily (at the family, subgroup, and superfamily level) to

search the NCBI nr database using the HMMSEARCH program

(http://hmmer.wustl.edu/). The sequence hits are collected, then filtered to remove

sequences already in the SFLD. A rough clustering of the putative new superfamily

sequences into families and subgroups is then performed by classifying a sequence into

the family/subgroup of the HMM it best matches. (When possible, sequences are

classified into a family, subgroup, and superfamily, but sequences may be assigned to just

a subgroup and superfamily, or just a superfamily, if they are too distantly related to all of

the family/subgroup HMMs.) Sequences are then aligned to the appropriate

family/subgroup/superfamily HMM(s) using HMMALIGN (http://hmmer.wustl.edu/) and

assessed for conservation of family/subgroup/superfamily-specific catalytic residues.

Sequences that conserve at least 50% of the catalytic residues required for

family/subgroup/superfamily-specific functionality are considered prevalidated

family/subgroup/superfamily members. These sequences, along with any associated

structures, are added to the SFLD by the update script, which generates information for

the EnzymeReaction, EnzymeFunctionalDomain, and Structure tables. A curator must
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SFLD table SFLD tableCheck conservation
-
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* Sequences should be classified at all levels of the hierarchy, i.e., a sequence
should be assigned to the closest family, subgroup, and superfamily when possible.

Figure 13. The Automated Update protocol for the SFLD.
º
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then validate this information before it is made public (see previous section), and add

additional information, such as catalytic residue data. Sequences that do not conserve at

least 50% of the required catalytic residues for any family, subgroup, or superfamily are

considered false positives. These sequences are added to a false positives file, which is

used to filter the putative superfamily sequences obtained from HMMSEARCH the next

time the update script is run. The python script used for the update process is given in

Appendix 1.

The fifty percent cutoff for catalytic residue conservation is used as a compromise

between accuracy and completeness. While a sequence is required to conserve 100% of

catalytic residues in a family/subgroup/superfamily to pass the final validation step

performed by a human curator, some leeway is required in the automated protocol, as the

HMMALIGN program might not correctly align a query sequence at all positions.

Further, a substitution recognized as conservative by a curator with expert knowledge of

a particular family will not recognized by the automated protocol. Thus, although the

50% threshold allows some sequences that may not be true family/subgroup/superfamily

members to be provisionally added to the SFLD, it is required to ensure that a complete

set of new sequences are added to the database. False positive sequences should be

identified in the manual curation stage and removed from the database.

The update process was evaluated to determine how well it performed at

collecting new superfamily sequences compared to a human expert in the enolase

superfamily. Out of 227 new enolase superfamily sequence identified by John Gerlt, the

update script found 201 at an HMMSEARCH e-value cutoff of 1*10", or 89%. One

additional sequence was found by the update script, but classified as a false positive. In
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addition, the update script found 459 additional prevalidated sequences in the enolase

superfamily not found by Gerlt. The majority of these sequences (408) were members of

the enolase family, which was not studied by Gerlt. However, 51 putative new

superfamily sequences in families studied by Gerlt were identified. Modifying the e

value cutoff used by HMMSEARCH to 1*10* increased the percentage of the Gerlt

enolase superfamily sequences found by the automated protocol to 216 out of 227 (96%).

Thus it appears that the automated protocol is sufficient to identify most new superfamily

sequences that can be identified by hand.

Unfortunately, the automated protocol cannot produce all of the information

required by the SFLD. Additional tasks that must be performed by curators in addition to

validating the data inputted by the automated protocol include the addition of catalytic

residue information for new structures, and updating alignments and HMMs to include

sequences newly added to the SFLD.

In addition to adding new sequences to the SFLD, gi numbers for existing SFLD

sequences must periodically be updated to maintain links to the NCBI. We have

developed an automated process to perform this update (Appendix 2), which involves

BLASTing (Altschul et al. 1997) each sequence with an out-of-date gi number against the

NCBI nr database. A hit that is the same length as the query sequence, 100% identical to

the query, and from the same organism as the query is taken as a match. The GI number

from the matched sequence is then used to update the gi, accession, and accession_type

fields in the EnzymeFunctionalBomain table (Figure 1), the sequence file for the

associated EFD, and any associated SFLD alignments. SFLD sequences with an out-of

date gi number that cannot be matched to a new sequence by the automated protocol are

º
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flagged for examination by an SFLD curator.
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Summary and Future Directions

This thesis is an attempt to provide a new framework for the organization of

protein sequence, structure, and functional information — a framework that facilitates

computational prediction of protein function. Whether dealing with transporter proteins

(Chapter I) or enzymes (Chapters II-V), we found it valuable to examine uncharacterized

proteins within the context of characterized families and superfamilies. This broader

context facilitates the identification of conserved active site residues and their linkage to

specific aspects of conserved function. Uncharacterized proteins that show some degree

of overall sequence or structural similarity to a family or superfamily can then be checked

for catalytic residues, the presence or absence of which may lead to specific functional

inferences, in a process termed family/superfamily analysis. The SFLD has been

designed to facilitate such analysis by organizing proteins hierarchically into

superfamilies, subgroups, and families, and by storing structure-function relationships so

that they are easily leveraged to make predictions about the function of uncharacterized

proteins. Though the database is fully functional, we envision several additions and

improvements, as discussed below.

Because the SFLD contains highly curated information, including family

assignments, detailed information about catalytic residues (which are mapped to specific

structures, families, subgroups, and superfamilies), and mechanistic information, adding

additional superfamilies to the database is time consuming. We would however, like to

add additional superfamilies to the database to increase our coverage of sequence,

structure, and functional space, thus increasing utility of the database to researchers.
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Partnering with collaborators who have expert knowledge about a particular superfamily

may expedite this process.

In the spirit of expediting functional annotation of uncharacterized proteins, we

are interested in supplementing the structure-function information currently available in

the SFLD with ancillary information. For example, molecular docking (Halperin et al.

2002) of proteins with solved crystal structures to a database of small-molecule

metabolites may be used to facilitate function prediction for uncharacterized proteins by

suggesting likely substrates, products, or intermediates for each enzyme structure.

Consequently, we are exploring the addition of such docking data to the SFLD.

We are also planning to implement new ways for users to search the SFLD,

including whole-structure searches and 3-D active site template (Meng et al. 2004) based

searches.

We are exploring new ways to store reactions in the database, as the current

SMILES (Weininger 1988) representation does not adequately treat certain aspects of

enzyme catalyzed reactions, such as formation of enzyme-substrate intermediates and the

involvement of metal ions catalysts, as discussed in Chapter II.

Finally, we would eventually like to extend the SFLD to include superfamilies of

nonenzymatic proteins. This may require a change in the way we define superfamily and

family, as nonenzymatic proteins, such as a transporters or receptors, do not have a

molecular function exactly analogous to the overall reaction catalyzed by an enzyme.

As the rate of gene sequencing grows, computational methods for function

prediction are increasingly required to fill the gap between the number of sequenced

genes and the number of experimentally characterized genes. The SFLD plays an
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important role in this process by providing a platform that allows researchers to leverage

the structure-function relationships from characterized superfamilies to predict the

function of uncharacterized enzymes within those superfamilies. Using the SFLD is not a

high-throughput method for computational function prediction, but the gold standard set,

which makes up an initial dataset of the SFLD, may contribute to the development of

high-throughput approaches by providing a highly curated test set of proteins clustered

based on sequence, structure, and functional criteria, as a test set for higher throughput

computational methods that aim to cluster proteins based on function.
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Appendix 1: Python Script to Add New Sequence and Structures to the SFLD

#!/usr/local/bin/python

"""updates FLD2. py

Uses SFLD HMMs to search the NCBI nr database for new superfamily
sequences & structures. Validates putative superfamily members by
aligning them to existing family/subgroup/superfamily HMMs, and
determining whether they have the conserved catalytic residues. Adds
validated sequences to the SFLD.

Input (Optional):
superfamilyList: A file listing the names of the superfamilies to be

updated, one per line. Names should be the same as
those stored in the SFL.D. Default = all
superfamilies are updated.

pctCatalyticResidues: A number specifying the threshold percent of
catalytic residues that must be conserved for a
sequence to be validated. Default is 50.0.

eValue Cutoff: An e-value cutoff to be used with himmsearch and the

categorizeHits function.
Default is 1e-10.

<SFName>False Pos. fa. A file listing fasta format sequences for false positive
sequences in a given superfamily. If these

sequences are obtained by himmsearch, they will be
discarded without further analysis.
Note: <SFName> should correspond to a superfamily
name, as listed in the SFLD. This file name is not
specified on the command line, but the script will
automatically use it if it is in the directory
where the script is run.

Output:

SF&SFIDXNonvalidatedHits. fa. Lists the fasta sequences for all sequences
found via hmmsearch against the nr database (with HMMs corresponding to the
superfamily specified by SFID, or families & subgroups within that
superfamily) that are not in the corresponding false positive file, and
that could not be validated as superfamily members based on conservation
of catalytic residues.

Author: Shoshana Brown (some functions based on SFLDsql. py code by Scott Pegg)
Last Modified: 4/28/05

wn ºn ºn

import MySQLdb
import sys
import os
import os. path
import string
import re
import common
import url lib
import httplib
import SFLDsql
import getAtomSeqPkg
from alignment import *
from blastparser import *

###############################################################################
# Retrieves the name of the input files from the command line. If an incorrect
# number of files are specified, prints an error message and exits the program.
###############################################################################
def getIn FileNames (argv):

errorString = "Usage: updateSFL.D. py [-l-‘superfamilyList-]
[-exeValueCutoff>]"

[-pºpctCatalytic Residues.>]
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superfamilyList FileName = "all"
pctCat Res = 50.0
eValue Cutoff = "1e-10"

if len (argv) > 4:
print errorString
sys. exit (0)

else:

if len (argv) > 1:
if argv[1] [:2] == "-l" or argv[1] [:2] == "-L":

superfamily List FileName = argv[1] [2: ]
elif argv[1] [:2] == "-p" or argv[1] [:2] == "-P":

pctCat Res = float (argv[1] [2: ])
elif argv[1] [:2] == "-e" or argv[1] [:2] == "-E":

eValueCutoff = argv[1] [2: ]
else:

print errorString
sys. exit (0)

if len (argv) > 2:
if argv[2] [:2] == "-l" or argv[2] [:2] == "-L":

superfamily List FileName = argv[2] [2: ]
elif argv[2] [:2] == "-p" or argv[2] [:2] == "-P":

pctCat Res = float (argv[2] [2: ])
elif argv[2] [:2] == "-e" or argv[2] [:2] == "-E":

evalueCutoff = argv[2] [2: ]
-:

else:

print errorString
sys. exit (0)

if len (argv) > 3:
if argv[3] [:2] == "-1" or argv[3] [:2] == "-L":

superfamily ListFileName = argv[3] [2: ]
elif argv[3] [:2] == "-p" or argv[3] [:2] == "-P":

pctCat Res = float (argv[3] [2: ])
elif argv[3] [:2] == "-e" or argv[3] [:2] == "-E":

eValueCutoff = argv[3] [2: ]
else:

print errorString
sys. exit (0)

return superfamily ListFileName, pctCat Res, eValueCutoff

#########################################################################################
# A general function to execute an SQL query. This function is called whenever a query is
# made to the database.

# (from SFLDsql. py by Scott Pegg)
#########################################################################################
def execquery (connection, sql) :

cursor = connection. cursor ()
cursor. execute (sql)
results = cursor. fetchall ()
cursor. close ()
return results

#########################################################################################
# Converts a tuple of tuples to a (non-nested) list. Returns the list.
#########################################################################################
def convert Tuple List (the Tuple List):

the List = [ ]
for tuple in the TupleList:

for item in tuple:
theList. append (item)

return the List

###############################################################################
# Input:

!
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# superfamilyListFileName: The name of a file which lists superfamily names,
# one per line.
# Returns :

# SFNameString: A string containing each superfamily name, seperated by commas.
###############################################################################
def getSFNameString (superfamily List FileName):

SFNameString = ""
in File = open (superfamily List FileName, "r")

while 1:
line = in File. readline ()
if not line :

break

line = string. strip (line)
if len (line) > 0:

SFNameString += " 'is', " ? (line)
in File. close ()

# Remove final comma

SFNameString = SFNameString [:-1)

return SFNameString

###############################################################################
# Input:
# superfamilyList FileName: A string specifying either: (1) The name of a file

which lists superfamily names, one per line, or (2)
the value "all"

Returns :

reformattedList: A list of integers specifying identifiers from the SFLD that
correspond to either: (1) the superfamily names listed in
the file referenced by superfamily List FileName, or (2) all

# superfamilies in the SFLD
###############################################################################
def getSFIDList (superfamilyList FileName):

:
#Retrieve the IDs for the specific group of superfamilies listed in the file
# superfamily List FileName
if superfamilyList FileName ! = "all":

SFNameString = getSFNameString (superfamilyListFileName)
query = "SELECT ID FROM Superfamily WHERE name IN ($s)" # (SFNameString)

#Retrieve IDs for all superfamilies in the SFLD
else:

query = "SELECT ID FROM Superfamily"

db = MySQLdb. Connection (host=' socrates.cgl.ucsf.edu', db='s fla', user='''pegg',
passwd=''” “*")

res = execquery (db, query)
SFIDList = convert TupleList (res)

#Convert from long int to int
reformatted List = [ ]
for SFID in SFIDList:

reformattedList. append (int (SFID))

return reformatted List

###############################################################################
# Retrieves the names of all superfamily, family & subgroup HMMs from the SFLD
# that correspond to the superfamilies specified in SFIDList.
#

# Input:
# SFIDList: A list of superfamily identifiers from the SFLD
# Returns :
# hmmoict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = list with structure:
# [superfamilyHMMName, fami DHMMDict, sublDHMMDict)
# faml DHMMDict and sublDHMMDict are dictionaries with key =

7/
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# family/subgroup ID, value = HMM file name.
###############################################################################
def getHMMDict (SFIDList):

hmmDict = { }
db = MySQLdb. Connection (host='socrates.cgl.ucsf.edu', db='s fla', user='''pegg',

passwd=' * * * ' )

for SFID in SFIDList:

#Get SF HMM name

query = "SELECT hmm_file_name FROM Superfamily WHERE ID=*s" # (SFID)
res = execCuery (db, query)
for item in res:

SFHMM = item [0]

#Get Family IDs and HMM names
faml. DHMMDict = {}
query = "SELECT ID, hmm file_name FROM Family WHERE superfamily_id=%s" # (SFID)
res = execQuery (db, query)
for item in res:

id = int (item [0] )
hmmName = item [1]
if hmmm ame ! = None:

faml. DHMMDict [id] = hmmmame

#Get Subgroup IDs and HMM names
sublDHMMDict = {}
query = "SELECT ID, hmm file_name FROM Subgroup WHERE superfamily_id=%s" # (SFID)
res = execCuery (db, query)
for item in res:

id = int (item [0])
hmmName = item [1]
if hmmm ame ! = None:

sublDHMMDict [id] = himmname

hmmDict (SFID] = [SFHMM, faml. DHMMDict, sublDHMMDict)

return himmdict

###############################################################################
# Input:
# line: A string containing a gi identifier, from a himmpfam search output
# Returns :
# An integer, specifying a gi identifier
###############################################################################
def getGI (line):

index = string. find (line, "|")
gi = line [index + 1 : ]
index = string. find (gi, "|")
if index == (-1) :

print "Error: Could not extract GI from line " + line
sys. exit (0)

else:

gi = gi [: index.]

return int (gi)

###############################################################################
Parses and himmsearch output file to get gi numbers for all domain hits.#

#

# Input:
# fileName: A string specifying an output file from the program hmmsearch.
# Returns :
# giList: A list of gi numbers for all domain hits in the hmmsearch output

file.
###############################################################################
def parse Hmmsearch File (fileName):

#

:
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in File

giList
open (fileName, "r")
[ ]

#discard lines up to domain e-value information
while 1:

line = in File. readline ()
if not line or line (: 19] == "Parsed for domains: ":

break

#Collect gi numbers
while 1:

line = in File. readline ()
if not line or line ( : 33) == "Alignments of top-scoring domains":

break

if line [:2] == "gi":
gi = getGI (line)
if gi not in gilist:

giList. append (gi)

in File. close ()

return gilist

###############################################################################
# Input:
# redundantList: A list that may have more than one identical entry.
# Returns :
# nonredundantList: A list with no identical entries.
###############################################################################
def remove RedundantGIS (redundantList) :

nonredundantList = [ ]

for item in redundantList:
if item not in nonredundantList:

nonredundantList. append (item)

return nonredundantList

###############################################################################
Runs hmmsearch against the NCBI nr database at an e-value cutoff of
eValueCutoff, using each HMM in hmml)ict. Parses each hmmsearch output file
to get the domain hits, and stores each unique hit in SFHits Dict according
to the superfamily of the HMM that found it.

Input:
hmmDict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = list with structure:

[superfamilyHMMName, fami DHMMDict, sublDHMMDict)
fami DHMMDict and sublDHMMDict are dictionaries with key =
family/subgroup ID, value = HMM file name.

path: A string specifying the path for the directory that contains the SFLD
HMM files.

eValueCutoff: A string specifying the e-value cutoff to use with himmsearch.
Returns:

SFHits Dict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = list of all unique gi
numbers found by hmmsearch at an e-value cutoff of eValueCutoff,

# using the HMMs corresponding to SFID in hmmDict.
###############################################################################
def runh/MMSearch (hmmDict, path, eValueCutoff):

SFHits Dict = {}

for SFID in hmm)ict. keys ():

tempHitGIList = []

#Run hmmsearch for each HMM in a given superfamily, & parse the results

%
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#First run hmmsearch with superfamily HMM, if present, & parse results
if hmm)ict [SFID) [0] = None:

superfamily HMMFileName = path + hmmoict (SFID) [0]
hmmsearchOut FileName = "SF" + str (SFID) + ". hmmsearch"
#Only run search if output file not already present. (Sometimes script gets
#interrupted part way through
if not os. path. is file (hmmsearchOut FileName):

cmd = "hmmsearch -E *s $s nr 2 %s" # (evalueCutoff, superfamilyHMMFileName,
hmmsearch Out FileName)

os. system (cmd)
tempHitGIList += parse Hmmsearch File (hmmsearchOut FileName)

#Then run hmmsearch with each family HMM, & parse the results
faml. DHMMDict = hmml)ict (SFID) [1]
for fami D in fami DHMMDict. keys ():

famhMMFileName = path + fami DHMMDict [famlD]
hmmsearch Out FileName = "SF" + str (SFID) + "Fam" + str (fami D) + ". hmmsearch"
#Only run search if output file not already present. (Sometimes script gets
#interrupted part way through
if not os. path. is file (hmmsearchOut FileName):

cmd = "hmmsearch -E $s $s nr > $s" # (eValueCutoff, famhMMFileName,
hmmsearch Out FileName)

os. system (cmd)
tempHitQIList += parse Hmmsearch File (hmmsearchOut FileName)

:

s
#Then run hmmsearch with each subgroup HMM, & parse the results
sublDHMMDict = hmml)ict (SFID] [2]
for sublD in sublDHMMDict. keys ():

subHMMFileName = path + subi DHMMDict [subi D]
hmmsearchOut FileName = "SF" + str (SFID) + "Sub" + str (sublD) + ". hmmsearch"
#Only run search if output file not already present. (Sometimes script gets
#interrupted part way through
if not os. path. is file (hmmsearchOut FileName):

cmd = "hmmsearch -E *s $s nr > *s" # (eValueCutoff, subHMMFileName,
hmmsearch Out FileName)

os. system (cmd)
tempHitQIList += parse Hmmsearch File (hmmsearchOut FileName)

#Add a list of nonredundant gi numbers for the hits to SFHits Dict
SFHits Dict (SFID) = remove RedundantGIs (tempHitQIList)

return SFHits Dict

###############################################################################
# Input:
# SFIDList: A list of superfamily identifiers from the SFLD
# Returns :

# SFExistingSeqs Dict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = A list of gi
# numbers for all sequences in the superfamily
# corresponding to SFID that are already in the SFL.D.
###############################################################################
def get EFDs (SFIDList):

SFExistingSeqs Dict = {}
db = MySQLdb. Connection (host= 'socrates.cgl.ucsf.edu', db='s fla', user='''pegg',

passwd=' * * * ' )

for SFID in SFIDList:

query = "SELECT gi FROM Enzyme Functional Domain WHERE superfamily_id = #d" * (SFID)
res = execQuery (db, query)
SFExistingSeqs Dict (SFID) = convert TupleList (res)

return SFExistingSeqs Dict

##########################################################################
# Parses a defline created by nrdb by concatenating two seperate deflines
# using the 'x01' character as a seperator.
# Retrieves the two file identifiers added to the defline by nrab
# (fasta FileID1 and fasta FileID2) and the first sequence identifier
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# (usually gi number) from each formerly seperate defline
# Returns fasta FileID1, fasta FileID2, gil and gi2.
##########################################################################
def parsedefline (line):

index = string. find (line, " : ')
fasta FileID1 = line [1: index )
line = line [index + 1 : ]
index = string. find (line, ' | ')
line = line [index + 1 : ]
index = string. find (line, ' | ')
if index == 0 or index > string. find (line, ' \x01') :

index = string. find (line, '
gi 1 = line [: index)

" )

index = string. find (line, ' \x01 '')
line = line [index + 1 : ]
index = string. find (line, ': ')
fasta FileID2 = line [: index )
line = line [index + 1 : ]
index = string. find (line, ' | ')
line = line [index + 1 : ]
index = string. find (line, ' || ')
if index == (-1) or index > 15:

index = string. find (line, '
gi2 = line [: index.]

return gil, gi2, fasta FileID1,

##########################################################################
Parses the output file from the
nrdbFileName) to determine the sequence overlap between two sets of

#
#
# files.
# Returns :
#
#
#

common List: A list of GIs common to the two fasta files compared using
nrdb. (If the GIs of the common sequence are identical,
added to the list. Otherwise,

# seperate entries
##########################################################################
def parsenrdbOutput (nrdbFileName):

common List = [ ]

" )

fasta FileID2

NCBI nrcib program (specified by

both GIs are added to the list as

in File = open (nrdbfileName, 'r')

while 1:

line = in File. readline ()
if not line:

break

if line [: 1) == 'X' :
#Search for seperator ' \x01' added by nrab to determine if the
#current sequence was present in both nrdb input files
index = string. find (line,
if index 1 = (-1) :

gil, gi2, fasta FileID1,

' \x01 '')

if fasta FileID1 == fasta FileID2:

print 'Error: Input file ID $s has duplicate sequences: $s $s' *
(fasta FileID1, gil, gi2)

sys. exit (0)
if gil == gi2:

common List. append (int (gi 1))
else :

commonlist. append (int (gi 1))
common List. append (int (gi2))

in File. close ()

return common List

##########################################################################

(gi 1 and gi2)

one copy is

fasta FileID2 = parsedefline (line)

º
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#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Runs the NCBI program nrqb. Uses the function parsenRDBOutput to parse
the resulting output file

Input:
fasta FileName 1: A string specifying the name of a fasta format sequence

file

fasta FileName2: A string specifying the name of a fasta format sequence
file

Returns :

commonlist: A list of GIs common to the two fasta files compared using
nrdb. (If the GIs of the common sequence are identical, one copy is
added to the list. Otherwise, both GIs are added to the list as
seperate entries

##########################################################################
def getCommonSeqs (fasta FileName 1, fasta FileName2):

index = string. find (fasta FileName 1, '...')
if index 1 = (–1):

fasta FileID1 = fasta FileName 1 [: index.]
else :

fasta FileID1 fasta FileName 1

index = string. find (fasta FileName2, '...')
if index 1 = (-1) :

fasta FileID2 = fasta FileName2 [: index.]
else:

fasta FileID2 = fasta FileName2

cmd = 'nrdb –p -otemp. nrab #s $s $s $s 2> screenOut' $ (fasta FileNamel,
fasta FileName2, fasta FileID2)

os. system (cmd)

commonlist = parsenrdbOutput ('temp. nrdb')

#Remove temporary file
os. system ('rm temp. nrdb screenOut')

return common List

##########################################################################

■
Input:

common List: A list of GIs

giList: A list of GIs
Returns :

unique List: A list of each GI in gilist that is not contained in
common List

##########################################################################
def getUnique IDs (common List, giList):

unique List = [ ]

for gi in gilist:
if gi not in commonlist:

unique List. append (gi)

return unique List

fasta FileID1, \

###############################################################################
# Parses the fasta format sequence file referenced by fasta FileName and obtains

a list of gi numbers for the sequences in the file (giList). Returns giList.
###############################################################################
def fasta ToGI (fasta FileName) :

#

giList = []
in File open (fasta FileName, "r")-

while 1:

line = in File. readline ()
if not line:

‘■
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break

if line [: 1) == "X":
gi = getGI (line)
giList. append (gi)

in File. close ()
return gilist

###############################################################################
# Creates a fasta format sequence file containing all of the sequences for the

gi numbers specified in giList by concatenating single sequence fasta files

Input:
db: MySQLdb. Connection object
giList: A list of gi numbers (ints) that are in the SFLD
masterFasta FileName: A string specifying the name for the master fasta file

to be created.

seqPath: A string specifying the path to the directory where SFLD sequence
files are stored.

###############################################################################
def create Fasta FromSFLD (db, giList, masterFastaFileName, seqPath):

masterFasta File = open (masterFasta FileName, "w")

for gi in giList:

#Query SFLD to get sequence file name
query = "SELECT sequence FROM Enzyme Functional Domain WHERE gi = " + str (gi)
res = execQuery (db, query)
#Since I'm getting data from the EFD table with gi number rather than the primary
#key, check to make sure there's only one entry with the corresponding gi number.
if len (res [0] ) > 1:

print "Warning: gi #d has more than one EFD entry in the SFL.D. Using first \
entry." § (gi)

seqFileName = res [0] [0]

#Read in a sequence file, and write it back out to the master fasta file
seqFile = open (seqPath + seq.EileName, "r")
while 1:

line = seq.Eile. readline ()
if not line:

break

line = string. strip (line)
if len (line) > 0:

if line [: 1) == "X":
# Given a defline in the format "> ########. fa", reformats it to:
#">gi | #######|"
line = string. replace (line, "> ", ">gi |")
line = string. replace (line, ".. fa", "|")

masterFasta File . write (line + "\n")
seqrile. close ()

masterFasta File. close ()

###############################################################################
Removes all gi numbers from SFHits Dict that are in SFExistingSeqs Dict.
Also removes all gi numbers from SFHits Dict that correspond to sequences that
are identical to any sequence referenced by a gi number in SFExistingSeqs Dict.

#
#
#
#
# Input:
# SFHits Dict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = list of gi numbers
# SFExistingSeqs Dict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = A list of gi
# numbers for all sequences in the superfamily
# corresponding to SFID that are already in the SFLD.
# seqPath: A string specifying the path to the directory where SFLD sequence
# files are stored.
# Returns :
# SFHits Dict: A version of the input dictionary where some gi numbers may have

-

:
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been removed.
###############################################################################
def remove ExistingSequences (SFHits Dict, SFExistingSeqs Dict, seqPath):

= MySQLdb. Connection (host= 'socrates.cgl.ucsf.edu', db='s fla', user='''pegg',
passwd=' * * * ' )

#First, remove gi numbers from SFHits Dict that are identical to gi numbers
#in SFExistingSeqs Dict
for SFID in SFHits Dict. keys ():

length = len (SFHits Dict (SFID))
index = 0

while index < length:
if SFHits Dict (SFID] [index.] in SFExistingSeqs Dict (SFID) :

temp = SFHits Dict (SFID]. pop (index)
length -= 1
index -= 1

index += 1

:

#Next, remove gi numbers from SFHits Dict that correspond to sequences
#identical to those in SFExisting Seqs Dict, regardless of gi number.
for SFID in SFHits Dict. keys ():

s
#Create comma delimited files of gi numbers for new hits in a given superfamily
tempHitQI FileName = "tempHit" + str (SFID) + "...gi"
tempHitQIFile = open (tempHitGIFileName, "w")
for gi in SFHits Dict (SFID) :

tempHitGIFile. write (str (gi) + ",")
tempHitQIFile. close ()

#Create seperate fasta files for existing SF seqs & new hits
tempHitFasta FileName = "tempHit" + str (SFID) + ".. fa"
tempexistingFasta FileName = "tempFxisting" + str (SFID) + ".. fa"
os. system ("fastacmd -its -tT -d/mol/seq/owl/nr > *s" * (tempHitQI FileName,

tempHitFasta FileName))
create Fasta FromSFLD (db, SFExistingSeqs Dict (SFID), tempexistingFasta FileName,

seqPath)

# Filter each fasta file for redundant sequences using nrdb, just in case.
os. system ("nrdb -o?s $s 2> screenOut" # (tempexisting Fasta FileName + "...nr",

tempexisting Fasta FileName))
os. system ("nrdb -ošs $s 2> screenOut" (tempHitFasta FileName + "...nr",

tempHitFasta FileName))

# Filter deflines to 20 characters to remove all instances of 'x01 ' char from nrdb.
os. system ("inspectdefline. py $s -m20 -oks ~ screenOut" $ (tempexistingFasta FileName

+ "...nr", tempFxisting Fasta FileName))
os. system ("inspectdefline. py $s -m20 -oº: s > screenOut" $ (tempHitFasta FileName +

"...nr", tempHitFasta FileName))

#Get new gi list from nonredundant fasta file
nonredundantHitsGIList = fasta.ToGI (tempHitFastaFileName)

#Get a list of gi number for the unique hit sequences (sequences not already in the
#SFLD)
commonlist = getCommonSeqs (tempHitFasta FileName, tempFxisting Fasta FileName)
unique List = getUnique IDs (common List, nonredundantHitsGIList)
print "commonlist: "
print commonlist
print "unique List: "
print unique List

#Replace the list of gi numbers in SFHits Dict with the unique list from above
SFHits Dict (SFID) = unique List

#Remove temporary files
os. system ("rm $s $s $s $s $s" * (tempHitQI FileName, tempHitFasta FileName,

tempexisting Fasta FileName, tempHitFasta FileName + "...nr",
tempexistingFasta FileName + "...nr"))

return SFHits Dict

*:
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###############################################################################
#
#

Places each item from the comma delimited file referenced by in FileName into
a seperate entry in list the List. Returns the List.

###############################################################################
def getList (in FileName):

theList = [ ]
in File = open (in FileName, "r")

while 1:
line = in File. readline ()
if not line:

break

line = string. strip (line)
if line [-1 : ] == ", ":

line = line [: -1]
if len (line) > 0:

theList += string. split (line, ",")

in File. close ()

return the List

###############################################################################
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Queries the SFLD to determine the superfamily name that corresponds to a
superfamily identifier.

Input:
SFID: A superfamily identifier (type int).

Returns :

SFName: A string specifying the name of the superfamily that corresponds to
SFID.

###############################################################################
def getSFName (SFID):

query = "SELECT name FROM Superfamily WHERE ID = %d" # (SFID)
db = MySQLdb. Connection (host= 'socrates.cgl.ucsf.edu', db='s fla', user='''pegg',

passwd=''” “*")
res = execquery (db, query)
for tuple in res:

for item in tuple:
SFName = item

return SFName

###############################################################################
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Removes all gi numbers from SFHits Dict that are in the corresponding false
positive file (s).
Also removes all gi numbers from SFHits Dict that correspond to sequences that
are identical to any sequence in the false positive file (s).

Input:
SFHits Dict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = list of gi numbers

Returns :

SFHits Dict: A version of the input dictionary where some gi numbers may have
been removed.

###############################################################################
def remove False Positives (SFHits Dict) :

for SFID in SFHits Dict. keys ():

#Check for presence of false positive file
SFName = getSFName (SFID)
false Pos FileName = SFName + "False Pos. fa"

if os. path. is file (false Pos FileName):

#First, remove gi numbers from SFHits Dict that are identical to gi numbers
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#in the corresponding false positive file
false PosList = common. fasta File ToIDList (false Pos FileName)
length = len (SFHits Dict (SFID])
index = 0

while index < length:
if str (SFHits Dict (SFID] [index.]) in false PosList:

temp = SFHits Dict (SFID) . pop (index)
length -= 1
index -= 1

index += 1

#Next, remove gi numbers from SFHits Dict that correspond to sequences
#identical to those in false PosList, regardless of gi number.

#Create comma delimited files of gi numbers for new hits in a given superfamily
tempHitQI FileName = "tempHit" + str (SFID) + "...gi"
tempHitGIFile = open (tempHitGIFileName, "w")
for gi in SFHits Dict (SFID) :

tempHitGIFile. write (str (gi) + ",")
tempHitGIFile. close ()

#Create fasta file for new hits
tempHitFasta FileName = "tempHit" + str (SFID) + ".. fa"
os. system ("fastacmd -i}s -tT -d/mol/seq/owl/nr > *s" # (tempHitGIFileName,

tempHitFasta FileName))

# Filter false positive fasta file for redundant sequences using nrdb, just in
#case. (New hits has already been filtered in function remove ExistingSequences)
nr False Pos FileName = "tempFalse Pos" + str (SFID) + ".. fa"
os. system ("nrab -o■ s $s 2> screenOut" # (nr False Pos FileName, false Pos FileName))

# Filter defline to 20 characters to remove all instances of 'X01 ' char from
#nrdb.

os. system ("inspect Defline. py $s -m20 -oº s > screenOut" $ (nr False Pos FileName,
nrfalse Pos FileName + ".. filt") )

#Get a list of gi number for the unique hit sequences (not in the false positive
# set)
commonlist = getCommonSeqs (tempHitFasta FileName, nr False Pos FileName + ".. filt")
unique List = get Unique IDs (common List, SFHits Dict (SFID])

#Replace the list of gi numbers in SFHits Dict with the unique list from above
SFHits Dict (SFID) = unique List

#Remove temporary files
os. system ("rm $s $s $s $s" * (tempHitGIFileName, tempHitFasta FileName,

nrfalse Pos FileName, nr False Pos FileName + ".. filt") )

return SFHits Dict

###############################################################################

entries for eValue, hmmmame, startNum & endNum. (startNum
and endNum are integers specifying the region of the sequence
that matched the HMM specified by hmmmame.)

###############################################################################
def parsehmmpfam (hmmpfamOut FileName):

# Parses an hmmpfam output file and stores e-value information for the most
# significant HMM match to each query sequence.
#
# Input:
# hmmpfamOutFileName: A string specifying the name of an output file from the
# program hmmpfam.
# Returns :
# hmmpfamDict: A dictionary with key = gi number, value = a dictionary with
#
#
#

in File = open (hmmpfamoutfileName, "r")
hmmpfamDict = {}

while 1:

-
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line = in File. readline ()
if not line:

break

if line [:15] == "Query sequence:":

seqMame = string. strip (line [6: ])
gi = getGI (seqName)
counter = 0

#discard lines up to domain e-value information
while 1:

line = in File. readline ()
if not line or line [:19) == "Parsed for domains: " :

line = in File. readline ()
line = in File. readline ()
break

#collect e-value information for the most significant HMM match to each query
#sequence
while 1:

line = in File. readline ()
if not line:

break

line = string. strip (line)
if len (line) == 0 or line [:26] == "[no hits above thresholds ) " or line [: 15] \

== "[no more scores":
break

index = string. find (line, " ")
hmmName = line [: index.]
line = string. strip (line [index + 1 : ])
index = string. find (line, " ")
line = string. strip (line [index + 1 : ])
index = string. find (line, " ")
startNum = int (string. strip (line [: index.]))
line = string. strip (line [index + 1 : ])
index = string. find (line, " ")
endNum = int (string. strip (line [: index) ))
index = string. r■ ind (line, " ")
eValue = line [index + 1 : ]
if counter == 0:

hmmpfamDict [gi] = {}
hmmpfamDict [gi] ['hmmName' ] = hmmmame
hmmpfamDict [gi] ['evalue' ] = eValue
hmmpfamDict [gi] [' startNum'] = startNum
hmmpfamDict [gi] ['endNum'] = endNum

elif float (eValue) < float (hmmpfamDict [gi] ['evalue' ]):
hmmpfamDict [gi] ['hmmName' ] = hmmmame
hmmpfamDict [gi] ['evalue' ] = eValue
hmmpfamDict [gi] [' startNum'] = startNum
hmmpfamDict [gi] ['endNum'] = endNum

counter += 1

in File. close ()

return hmmpfamDict

###############################################################################
# Input:
# hmmpfamDict: A dictionary with key = gi number, value = a dictionary with
# entries for eValue, hmmmame, startNum & endNum. (StartNum
# and endNum are integers specifying the region of the sequence
# that matched the HMM specified by hmmmame.)
# IDHMMDict: A dictionary with key = family/subgroup ID, value = HMM file name.
# Returns :
# HMMHits Dict: A dictionary with key = family/subgroup ID, value = a list of
# gi numbers for hits that matched the HMM for the corresponding
# family/subgroup better than any other HMM in himmpfamDict.
###############################################################################
def categorizeByHMM (hmmpfamDict, IDHMMDict):

*
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HMMHits Dict = { }

for gi in himmpfamDict. keys ():
hmmName = hmmpfamDict [gi] ['hmmname ' )
for ID in IDHMMDict. keys ():

index = string. r■ ind (IDHMMDict (ID), ".")
if IDHMMDict (ID] [: index) == hmmmame:

break

index = string. rifind (IDHMMDict (ID), ".")
if IDHMMDict (ID) [: index.] := hmmmame:

print "Error: Could not find ID for HMM: " + hmmmame
sys. exit (0)

if ID in HMMHits Dict. keys ():
HMMHits Dict (ID). append (gi)

else :

HMMHits Dict (ID] = [gi]

return HMMHits Dict

###############################################################################
Input:
family HitDict: A dictionary with key = family ID, value = A list of gi

numbers for sequences classified in a given family.
subgroupHitDict: A dictionary with key = subgroup ID, value = A list of gi

numbers for sequences classified in a given family.
Returns :

subgroupHitDict: A version of the input subgroupHitDict where all gi numbers
for sequences contained in family HitDict have been removed.

###############################################################################
def remove Hits (family HitDict, subgroupHitDict):

for famlD in family HitDict. keys ():
for famCI in family HitDict [famlD]:

for sublD in subgroupHitDict. keys ():
for subCI in subgroupHitDict [sublD] :

if famCI == SubGI:

subgroupHitDict [sublD]. remove (subCI)

return subgroupHitDict

###############################################################################
Adds any gi number in all CIList that is not in family HitDict or
subgroupHitDict to remaining Hitlist.

Input:
all CIList: A list of gi numbers
family HitDict: A dictionary with key = family ID, value = A list of gi

numbers for sequences classified in a given family.
subgroupHitDict: A dictionary with key = subgroup ID, value = A list of gi

numbers for sequences classified in a given family.
Returns:

remaining Hit List: A list of each gi number from allcIList that is not in
family HitDict or subgroupHitDict.

###############################################################################
def get Remaining (allCIList, family HitDict, subgroupHitDict):

remaining Hitlist = all GIList [:]
for remainingGI in all CIList:

found = 0

for faml D in family HitDict. keys ():
for famCI in family HitDict [faml D]:

if famCI == remainingGI:
remaining HitDist. remove (famCI)
found = 1
break

if found:
break

if not found:

:

:
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for sublD in subgroupHitDict. keys ():
for subCI in subgroupHitDict [subLD):

if subCI == remainingGI:
remaining Hitlist. remove (subCI)
found = 1
break

if found:
break

return remaining Hitlist

###############################################################################
Categorizes the hit sequences for each HMM from a given superfamily (stored
in SFHitsDict) according to the family HMM they match the best and the
subgroup HMM that they match the best. Sequences must match a family or
subgroup HMM with an e-value of eValueCutoff or less to be classified with
that family or subgroup.

Input:
hmmDict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = list with structure:

[superfamilyHMMName, famlDHMMDict, sublDHMMDict)
famlDHMMDict and sublDHMMDict are dictionaries with key =
family/subgroup ID, value = HMM file name.

SFHits Dict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = list of all unique gi
numbers found by himmsearch at an e-value cutoff of eValueCutoff,
using the HMMs corresponding to SFID in hmm)ict.

hmmRath: A string specifying the path for the directory that contains the SFLD
HMM files.

eValueCutoff: A string specifying an e-value cutoff.
seqPath: A string specifying the path to the directory where SFLD sequence

files are stored.
Returns :

categorized Hits Dict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = A list with
structure: [SFHitlist, family HitDict, subgroupHitDict ),
where SFHitlist is a list of gi numbers for all hits
from the superfamily, family HitDict is a
dictionary with key = family ID, value = a list of gi
numbers for hits classified with a given family, and
subgroupHitDict is the equivalent to family HitDict, but
for a subgroup rather than a family.

boundsDict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = A list with structure:
[sfHmmpfamDict, familyHmmpfamDict, subgroupHmmpfamDict] where
sfHmmpfamDict, family HmmpfamDict, and subgroupHmmpfamDict are
dictionaries with key = gi number, value = a dictionary with
entries for eValue, hmmm ame, startNum & endNum. (startNum and
endNum are integers specifying the region of the sequence that
matched the HMM specified by himmname.)

###############################################################################
def categorizeHits (hmmDict, SFHits Dict, hmmRath, eValueCutoff, seqPath):

.
-

-

-

(
categorizedHits Dict = {}
bounds Dict = { }
db = MySQLdb. Connection (host= 'socrates.cgl.ucsf.edu', db='s fla', user='pegg',

passwd=''” “*")

for SFID in hmmdict. keys ():

# If there are no new hits for a superfamily, skip to the next superfamily
if len (SFHits Dict (SFID) ) < 1:

continue

#Create a file containing all family HMMs from a given superfamily
familyHMMFileName = "$dFamilies. hmm" # (SFID)
Cmd = "cat"

for famlD in hmml)ict (SFID) [1] . keys ():
cmd += " " + hmmRath + hmm■ )ict (SFID) [1] [faml D]

if len (cmd) > 3:
cmd += " > " + familyHMMFileName
os. system (cmd)

else:

º
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family HMMFileName = None

#Create a file containing all subgroup HMMs for a given superfamily
subgroupHMMFileName = "$dSubgroups. hmm." § (SFID)
Cmd = "cat"

for sublD in hmm)ict (SFID] [2]. keys ():
cmd += " " + hmmRath + himmDict (SFID] [2] [sub1 D]

if len (cmd) > 3:
cmd += " > " + subgroupHMMFileName
os. system (cmd)

else:

subgroupHMMFileName = None

#Create a gi file containing all hits from a given superfamily from SFHits Dict
giFileName = "$s.gi" + (SFID)
common. writecLFile (SFHits Dict (SFID), giFileName)

#Use the gi file to create a fasta file
fasta FileName = "$s. fa" # (SFID)
os. system ("fastacmd -iès -tT -d/mol/seq/owl/nr > *s" # (giFileName, fasta FileName))

#Run hmmpfam for family HMMs, if present, & parse output to categorize hit
#sequences according to the HMM they match the best.
if familyHMMFileName = None:

family HmmpfamoutfileName = "%s Families. hmmpfam" # (SFID)
cmd = "hmmpfam -E *s –-domE *s $s $s > *s" $ (evalueCutoff, evalueCutoff, \

family HMMFileName, fasta FileName, family HmmpfamOut FileName)
os. system (cmd)
family HmmpfamDict = parse Hmmpfam (family HmmpfamOutFileName)
print "family HmmpfamDict:"
print family HmmpfamDict
family HitDict = categorizeByHMM (family HmmpfamDict, hmmdict (SFID) [1].)

else:

family HitDict = {}
family HmmpfamDict = {}

#Run hmmpfam for subgroup HMMs, if present, & parse output to categorize hits
#sequences according to the HMM they match the best.
if subgroupHMMFileName ! = None:

subgroupHmmpfamOutFileName = "%s Subgroups.hmmpfam" # (SFID)
cmd = "hmmpfam -E *s --domE *s $s $s > *s" + (evalueCutoff, evalueCutoff, \

subgroupHMMFileName, fasta FileName, subgroupHmmpfamOut FileName)
os. system (cmd)
subgroupHmmpfamDict = parse Hmmpfam (subgroupHmmpfamOutFileName)
print "subgroupHmmpfamdict:"
print subgroupHmmpfamDict
subgroupHitDict = categorize ByhMM (subgroupHmmpfamDict, hmm■ )ict (SFID] [2])

else:

subgroupHitDict = {}
subgroupHmmpfamDict = {}

#Run hmmpfam for SF HMM, if present
if hmm■ )ict (SFID] [0] = None:

sfhMMFileName = hmmRath + hnmDict [SFID) [0]
sfHmmpfamoutfileName = "%s Superfamily. hmmpfam" # (SFID)
cmd = "hmmpfam -E *s --domE $s $s $s > *s" * (eValueCutoff, evalueCutoff,

sfHMMFileName, fasta FileName, sf HmmpfamOut FileName)
os. system (cmd)
sfHmmpfamDict = parse Hmmpfam (sfhmmpfamoutfileName)
print "sfhmmpfamDict (len $s): " ? (str (len (sfhmmpfamDict)))
print s f{mmpfamDict

else:
sfHmmpfamDict = {}

#Add all gi numbers to SFHitDict
SFHitlist = SFHits Dict [SFID)

categorizedHits Dict (SFID] = [SFHitlist, family HitDict, subgroupHitDict)
boundsDict (SFID] = [familyHmmpfamDict, subgroupHmmpfamDict, sf HmmpfamDict)

# Remove temporary files

s
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os. system ("rm $s $s" # (fasta FileName, giFileName))
# if familyHMMFileName ! = None:
# os. system ("rm $s $s" # (family HMMFileName, family HmmpfamOutFileName))
# if subgroupHMMFileName ! = None:
# os. system ("rm $s $s" # (subgroupHMMFileName, subgroupHmmpfamOutFileName))
# if hmmDict [SFID] [0] = None:
# os. system ("rm $s $s" # (sfhMMFileName, sf HmmpfamOut FileName))

return categorized Hits Dict, bounds Dict

###############################################################################
# Input:
# alignmentFileName: The name of an himmeralign format sequence alignment.
# Returns:
# repSeq: A string specifying the (gapped) amino acid sequence for the first

N

.

(
º

sequence in the alignment specified by alignmentFileName.
###############################################################################
def getRepSeq (alignmentFileName):

in File = open (alignmentFileName, "r")

#Get the identifier for the first sequence in the alignment
while 1:

line = in File. readline ()
if not line:

break

line = string. strip (line)
if line [:5] == "Name: " :

line = string. strip (line [5: ])
index = string. find (line, " ")
repSeqID = line [: index)
break

#Get the amino acid sequence corresponding to repSeqID
repSeq = ""
while 1:

line = in File. readline ()
if not line:

break

line = string. strip (line)
if line [:len (repSeqID)) == repSeq ID:

line = string. strip (line [len (repSeqID): ])
repSeq += string. replace (line, " ", "")

in File. close ()

return repSeq

###############################################################################
# Translates the sequence number num (obtained from a gapped sequence
# alignment) to the corresponding number with respect to the ungapped
# sequence equivalent of gapped RepSeq.
#
# Input:

gappedCons Res'Tuple: A nested tuple of tuples. Each inner tuple is of the
form (AA#, AAType), where AA# references a specific
amino acid in the string gapped RepSeq.

gapped RepSeq: A string specifying an amino acid sequence from a gapped
sequence alignment.

ungappedCons ResList: The ungapped equivalent of gappedCons Res'Tuple, but in
list form.

NOTE: If the alignment position specified by an entry in gappedCons Res'Tuple
corresponds to a gap character in gapped RepSeq, a zero will be placed in the

# corresponding entry in ungappedCon's ResList.
###############################################################################
def getUngapped Numbers (gappedCons ResTuple, gapped RepSeq):

#
#
#
#
#
# Returns:
#
#
#
#
#
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ungappedCons ResList = []
SeqList = list (gapped RepSeq)

for cons Res Pair in gappedCons ResTuple:
gapped Num = cons Res Pair [0]
aaType = cons Res Pair [1]
ungappedCount = 0
gappedCount = 0
corrected Num = 0

for letter in seqList:
#clustalw specifies gaps with "-", while hmmeralign uses "." and "~"
if letter == "-" or letter == "..." or letter == "-":

gappedCount += 1
else:

gappedCount += 1
ungappedCount += 1
if gappedCount == gapped Num:

corrected Num = ungappedCount
ungappedCons ResList. append ( [correctedNum, aaType ) )

return ungappedCons ResList

.

(
*

s###############################################################################
# Removes gap characters from the string gappedSequence. Returns the ungapped
# string.
###############################################################################
def remove(Saps (gappedSequence):

ungappedSequence = string. replace (gappedSequence, ".", "")
ungappedSequence = string. replace (ungappedSequence,
ungappedSequence = string. replace (ungappedSequence,

"—", " ")
"-", " " )

return ungappedSequence

###############################################################################
# Input:
# hmm)ict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = list with structure:

[superfamilyHMMName, famlDHMMDict, sublDHMMDict)
famlDHMMDict and sublDHMMDict are dictionaries with key =
family/subgroup ID, value = HMM file name.

path: A string specifying the path for the directory that contains the SFLD
HMM files.

Returns :

cons ResDict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = a list with the following
format: [cons ResList, familyCons ResDict, subgroupConsPesDict)
where family and subgroupCons ResDict are dictionaries with
key = family/subgroup ID and value = cons ResList, and
cons ResList is a nested list where each inner list has the

format: (AA#, allowed AAType (s) )
repSeqLict: Dictionary with key = SFID, value = list with the following

format: [SFRepSeq, family RepSeqLict, subgroup RepSeqLict)
where family and subgroupRepSeqLict are dictionaries with key =
family/subgroup ID and value = a string containing the amino
acid sequence for a representative sequence in the
family/subgroup, which corresponds to the conserved residue
numbering in cons ResDict.

###############################################################################
def getCons ResDict (hmmDict, path):

db = MySQLdb. Connection (host= 'socrates.cgl.ucsf.edu', db='s fla', user='''pegg',
passwd=' " " " ' )

cons ResDict = {}
repSeqLict = {}

for SFID in hmm)ict. keys ():

#Check if superfamily alignment exists
query = "SELECT alignment_file_name FROM Superfamily WHERE ID = " + str (SFID)
res = execQuery (db, query)
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alignmentFileName = res [0] [0]
if alignment FileName ! = None:

#Collect the representative sequence for the SF alignment
gappedSFRepSeq = getRepSeq (path + alignmentFileName)
SFRepSeq = removecaps (gappedSFRepSeq)
#Collect the conserved residues for the SF alignment
query = "SELECT residue_num, amino acid type FROM Conserved Alignment Residue \

WHERE superfamily_id = " + str (SFID)
res = execquery (db, query)
SFConsPesList = getUngapped Numbers (res, gappedSFRepSeq)

else:

SFConsPes List = []
SFRepSeq = None

famCons ResDict = {}
famPepSeqLict = {}
for fami D in hmm)ict (SFID) [1]. keys ():

#Collect the representative sequence for a family alignment
query = "SELECT alignment_file_name FROM Family WHERE ID = " + str (fami D)
res = execquery (db, query)
alignmentFileName = res [0] [0]
gapped FamRepSeq = getRepSeq (path + alignmentFileName)
famrepSeqLict [famlD) = removecaps (gapped FamRepSeq)
#Collect the conserved residues for a family alignment
query = "SELECT residue num, amino acid type FROM Conserved Alignment Residue \

WHERE family_id = " + str (fami D)
res = execquery (db, query)
famCons ResDict [faml D] = getUngapped Numbers (res, gapped FamFepSeq)

subCons ResDict = { }
subRepSeqDict = {}
for sublD in himmDict (SFID] [2] . keys ():

#Collect the representative sequence for a subgroup alignment
query = "SELECT alignment_file_name FROM Subgroup WHERE ID = " + str (sub■ D)
res = execquery (db, query)
alignmentFileName = res [0] [0]
gappedSubRepSeq = getRepSeq (path + alignmentFileName)
subRepSeq0ict (sublD) = removecaps (gappedSubRepSeq)
#Collect the conserved residues for a subgroup alignment
query = "SELECT residue_num, amino acid type FROM Conserved Alignment Residue \

WHERE subgroup_id = " + str (sub ID)
res = execquery (db, query)
subCons ResDict [sublD) = getUngapped Numbers (res, gappedSubRepSeq)

cons ResDict (SFID] = [SFCons ResList, famCons ResDict, subCons ResDict)
repSeqLict (SFID] = [SFRepSeq, famrepSeqDict, subRepSeqDict)

return cons ResDict, repSeqLict

###############################################################################
# Input:
# cons ResDict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = a list with the following
# format: [cons ResList, familyCons ResDict, subgroupCons ResDict)
# where family and subgroupCons ResDict are dictionaries with
# key = family/subgroup ID and value = cons ResList, and
# cons ResList is a nested list where each inner list has the

# format: [AA#, allowed AAType (s) )
# Returns :

# reformattedCons ResDict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = a list with the
# following format: [cons ResList, familyCons ResDict,
# subgroupCons ResDict], where family and
# subgroupCons ResDict are dictionaries with key =
# family/subgroup ID and value = cons ResList, and
# cons ResList is a nested list where each inner list

# has the format: (AA#, [allowedAAType (s) )
###############################################################################
def reformatCons Res Dict (cons ResDict) :

reformatted Cons ResDict = { }
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aaDict = {}
aaDict ['ALA' ]
aaDict ['ARG' ] =
aaDict ['ASN' ] =
aaDict ['ASP' ]
aaDict ['CYS' ]
aa Dict [' GLN' ]
aaDict ['GLU' ]
aaDict [' GLY' ]
aaDict ['HIS' ]
aa Dict ['ILE' )
aaDict ['LEU' ]
aa Dict ['LYS' ]
aaDict ['MET' ]
aaDict ['PHE' ]
aaDict ['PRO' ] =
aaDict ['SER' ]
aaDict ['THR' ]
aaDict ['TRP' ] =
aaDict ['TYR' ] =
aaDict ['VAL' ] =
aaDict ['nh' ] =

['A', 'R', 'N' , 'D', 'C', 'Q', 'E', 'G', 'H', 'I', 'L', 'K', 'M', 'F', 'P', 's', 'T', 'W', 'Y', 'v' ]

:-

for SFID in cons ResDict. keys ():
SFCons ResList = [ ]
for cons Res Pair in cons ResDict [SFID] [0] :

aaTypestring = cons Res Pair [1]
origAAList = string. split (aaType String, ",")
reformatted AAList = [ ]
for aa in origAAList:

aa = string. Strip (aa)
if len (aa) > 1:

try:
reformatted AAList += aaDict [aa]

except KeyError:
reformatted AAList. append ('X')

else:

reformatted AAList. append (aa)
SFCons ResList. append ([cons Res Pair [0], reformatted AAList [:] ])

famCons Res Dict = { }
for fami D in cons ResDict (SFID) [1] . keys ():

famCons ResDict [faml D) = [ ]
for cons Res Pair in cons Res Dict [SFID) [1] [faml D) :

aaTypestring = cons Res Pair [1]
origAAList = string. split (aaTypestring, ",")
reformatted AAList = [ ]
for aa in origAAList:

aa = string. Strip (aa)
if len (aa) > 1 :

try:
reformatted AAList += aaDict [aa]

except KeyError:
reformatted AAList. append ('X')

else:

reformattedAAList. append (aa)
famCons ResDict [fami D]. append ( [cons Res Pair [0], reformatted AAList [:] ])

subCons ResDict = { }
for sublD in cons ResDict [SFID] [2] . keys ():

subCons ResDict [sublD] = [ ]
for cons Res Pair in cons ResDict (SFID] [2] [sublD] :

aaTypestring = cons Res Pair [1]
origAAList = string. split (aaTypestring, ",")
reformatted AAList = [ ]
for aa in origAAList:

aa = string. strip (aa)
if len (aa) > 1:

try:
reformatted AAList += aaDict [aa]

except KeyError:
reformatted AAList. append ('X')
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else:

reformatted AAList. append (aa)
subCons ResDict [sub1D]. append ([cons Res Pair [0], reformatted AAList [:] ])

reformattedCons ResDict (SFID] = [SFCons ResList, famCons ResDict, subCons ResDict]

return reformattedCon's ResDict

###############################################################################
# Adds the amino acid sequence specified by the string repSeq in fasta format
# to the fasta sequence file specified by the string fasta FileName.
###############################################################################
def addRepSeq (fasta FileName, repSeq):

out File = open (fasta FileName, "a")
out File. write (">gi repSeq | \n")
out File. write (common. format (repSeq))
out File. close ()

###############################################################################
# Aligns the hit sequences categorized in a given superfamily/family/subgroup,
# from categorized Hits Dict, along with the appropriate representative sequence,
# from repSeqLict, with the appropriate HMM, from hmm)ict, using hmmalign.
#
# I n p Ul t

categorizedHits Dict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = A list with
structure: [SFHitlist, family HitDict, subgroupHitDict],
where SFHitlist is a list of gi numbers for all hits
from the superfamily, family HitDict is a
dictionary with key = family ID, value = a list of gi
numbers for hits classified with a given family, and
subgroupHitDict is the equivalent to family HitDict, but
for a subgroup rather than a family.

repSeqLict: Dictionary with key = SFID, value = list with the following
format: (SFRepSeq, family RepSeqLict, subgroupRepSeq0ict)
where family and subgroupRepSeqLict are dictionaries with key =
family/subgroup ID and value = a string containing the amino
acid sequence for a representative sequence in the
family/subgroup, which corresponds to the conserved residue
numbering in cons ResDict.

hmmDict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = list with structure:
(superfamilyHMMName, fami DHMMDict, sublDHMMDict)
fami DHMMDict and sublDHMMDict are dictionaries with key =
family/subgroup ID, value = HMM file name.

path: A string specifying the path for the directory that contains the SFLD
HMM files.

###############################################################################
def alignHits (categorizedHits Dict, repSeqLict, hmm)ict, path):

for SFID in categorizedHits Dict. keys ():
if hmm■ )ict (SFID] [0] := None:

hmmName = path + hmm)ict (SFID] [0]
hitGIList = categorizedHits Dict (SFID] [0]
if len (hitcIList) >= 1:

tempóIFileName = "se" + str (SFID) + "...gi"
tempFasta FileName = "SF" + str (SFID) + ".. fa"
alignEilename = "SF" + str (SFID) + ". hmmalign"
common. write(3IFile (hitg|IList, tempCIFileName)
os. system ("fastacmd -iks -tT -d/mol/seq/owl/nr > *s" + (tempCIFileName,

tempFasta FileName))
addRepSeq (tempFasta FileName, repSeqDict (SFID) [0])
os. system ("inspectdefline. py $s" # (tempFasta FileName))
os. system ("mv shortDefline. fasta " + tempFasta FileName)
os. system ("hmmalign -o $s $s $s > screenOut" + (align FileName, hmmmame,

tempFasta FileName))
#Remove temporary files
os. system ("rm $s $s screenOut" + (tempCIFileName, tempFasta FileName))

for fami D in categorizedHits Dict (SFID) [1]. keys ():
hmmName = path + hmmdict (SFID) [1] [famlD)
hitGIList = categorizedHits Dict (SFID) [1] [fami D]

■
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tempóIFileName = "sf" + str (SPID) + "Fam" + str (fami D) + "...gi"
tempFasta FileName = "SF" + str (SFID) + "Fam" + str (fami D) + ".. fa"
align FileName = "SF" + str (SFID) + "Fam" + str (fami D) + ". hmmalign"
common. write GIFile (hitg|List, tempCIFileName)
os. system ("fastacmd -iès -tT -d/mol/seq/owl/nr > *s" * (tempCIFileName,

tempFasta FileName))
addRepSeq (tempFastaFileName, repSeqLict (SFID) [1] [fami D])
os. system ("inspect Defline. py $s" # (tempfasta FileName))
os. system ("mv shortDefline. fasta " + tempFasta FileName)
os. system ("hmmalign -o $s $s $s > screenOut" # (alignEileName, hmmmame,

tempFasta FileName)
#Remove temporary files

)

os. system ("rm *s $s screenOut" + (tempCIFileName, tempFasta FileName))
for sublD in categorizedHits Dict (SFID] [2]. keys ():

hmmname = path + hmm)ict (SFID] [2] [sublD]
hitGIList = categorizedHits Dict (SFID] [2] [sublD]
tempCIFileName = "SF" + str (SFID) + "Sub" + str (sublD) + "...gi"
tempFasta FileName = "SF" + str (SFID) + "Sub" + str (sublD) + ".. fa"
alignEilename = "SF" + str (SFID) + "sub" + str (subi D) + ". hmmalign"
common. write(31 File (hitcIList, tempCIFileName)
os. system ("fastacmd -iks -tT -d/mol/seq/owl/nr > *s" # (tempCIFileName,

tempFasta FileName)
addRepSeq (tempFastaFileName,

)
repSeqLict (SFID] [2] [sublD])

os. system ("inspectBefline. py $s" # (tempFasta FileName))
os. system ("mv shortDefline. fasta " + tempFasta FileName)
os. system ("hmmalign -o $s $s $s > screenOut" # (alignEileName, hmmmame,

tempFasta FileName)
#Remove temporary files

)

os. system ("rm $s $s screenOut" $ (tempCIFileName, tempFasta FileName))

###############################################################################
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Input:
align FileName: A string specifying the name of a hmmeralign format alignment
repSeq: A string specifying an (ungapped) amino acid sequence present in

the alignment specified by align FileName
cons ResList: A nested list with format (AA#, [allowed AAType (s) ))
pctCat Res: A floating point number specifying the threshold percent of

catalytic residues that must be conserved for a sequence to be
validated.

Returns:

validated HitDist: A list containing the gi numbers for all sequences in
align FileName that conserve the residues specified in
cons ResList, according to the alignment

###############################################################################
def checkAlignmentForCons Res (align FileName, repSeq, cons ResList, pctCat Res):

numcatalytic Res = float (len (cons ResList))
validated Hitlist = []

algnmnt = alignment (alignEileName)
mismatch Dict = {}
for align Key in algnmnt. align Dict.

mismatch Counter = 0
for res Pair in cons ResList:

res Num = res Pair [0]

keys ():

correctedResnum = algnmnt. translateSeqNum (res Num, "repSeq")
# subtract 1 from corrected Re
if algnmnt. align Dict [align Ke

mismatch Counter += 1

mismatch Dict [align Key] = mismat
for key in mismatch Dict. keys ():

currentPCt = ( (numcatalyticRes
100.0

if currentPCt >= potCatRes and
validated HitDist. append (int (

os. system ("rm " + alignEileName)

return validated HitDist

sNum to convert to index

y] [correctedResnum - 1) not in respair [1] :

chCounter

- float (mismatchDict (key) )) / numcatalyticRes)

key = "repSeq":
key))
#Delete temporary alignment file

+
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###############################################################################
#
#

Validates hit sequences by verifying that they conserve the catalytic
residues specified in cons ResDict.

Input:
cons ResDict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = a list with the following

format: [cons ResList, familyCons ResDict, subgroupCons ResDict]
where family and subgroupCons ResDict are dictionaries with
key = family/subgroup ID and value = cons ResList, and
cons ResList is a nested list where each inner list has the
format: [AA#, allowed AAType (s) )

repSeqLict: Dictionary with key = SFID, value = list with the following
format: (SFRepSeq, family RepSeqLict, subgroupRepSeqDict)
where family and subgroupRepSeqLict are dictionaries with key =
family/subgroup ID and value = a string containing the amino
acid sequence for a representative sequence in the
family/subgroup, which corresponds to the conserved residue
numbering in cons ResDict.

pctCat Res: A floating point number specifying the threshold percent of
catalytic residues that must be conserved for a sequence to be
validated.

Returns:

validatedHits Dict: Dictionary with key = SFID, value = list with structure:
[validated SFHitDist, validated Famhit■ )ict,
validated SubHitDict), where validated SFHitDist is a list
of gi numbers for validated hits categorized with the SF
HMM, validated Famhit Dict is a dictionary with key =
family ID, value = list of gi numbers for validated hits
classified with a given family ID, and
validated.SubHitDict is the equivalent to family HitDict,
but for a subgroup rather than a family.

###############################################################################
def checkHits ForCons Res (cons ResDict, repSeqLict, pctCat Res):

print "cons ResDict (len $d): " ? (len (cons ResDict))
print cons ResDict

validated Hits Dict = { }

for SFID in cons ResDict. keys ():
SFAlign FileName = "SF" + str (SFID) + ".hmmalign"
if os. path. is file (SFAlign FileName):

validated SFHitlist = check/Alignment ForCons Res (SFAlign FileName,
repSeqLict (SFID] [0], cons ResDict (SFID] [0], pctCat Res)

else :

validated SFHit List = [ ]
validated FamHitDict = { }
for faml D in cons ResDict (SFID) [1] . keys () :

famAlignBileName = "SF" + str (SFID) + "Fam" + str (fami D) + ".hmmalign"
if os. path. is file (famAlign FileName):

validated FamHitDict [famlD) = checkAlignment ForCons Res (famAlign FileName,
repSeqLict (SFID) [1] [faml D), cons ResDict (SFID) [1] [fami D], pctCatRes)

validated SubHitDict = {}
for sublD in cons ResDict (SFID] [2] . keys ():

subalignEileName = "SF" + str (SFID) + "Sub" + str (subLD) + ". hmmalign"
if os. path. is file (subAlign FileName):

validated SubHitDict [sublD) = checkAlignment ForCons Res (subPAlign FileName,
repseq0ict (SFID) [2] [sublD), cons ResDict (SFID] [2] [sublD), pctCatRes)

validated Hits Dict (SFID] = [validated SFHitlist, validated Famhit Dict,
validated SubHitDict]

return validated Hits Dict

###############################################################################

: Given a primary key to the SFLD Family table, retrieves and returns
the corresponding subgroup_id field.

Input:
fami D: An integer specifying a primary key from the SFLD Family table
db: MySQLdb. Connection object

-
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#
#

Returns :

sublD: The subgroup_id field corresponding to fam ID
###############################################################################
def getSubgroup ID (faml D, db):

query = "SELECT subgroup_id FROM Family WHERE ID = *d" * (fami D)
res = execquery (db, query)
templist = convertTupleList (res)
subl D = templist [0]
if sub ID 1 = None :

subl D = int (sub LD)
return sub LD

###############################################################################

Given a primary key to the SFLD Family table, retrieves the
canonical_rxn_id field from the Enzyme Functional Domain table for all
entries from the appropriate family.

Input:
fami D: An integer specifying a primary key from the SFLD Family table
db: MySQLdb. Connection object

Returns :

canonical Rxn ID: The family-specific canonical_rxn_id
###############################################################################
def getCanonical RxnID (faml D, db) :

query = "SELECT canonical_rxn_id FROM Enzyme FunctionalDomain WHERE family_id=%d" $\
(faml D)

res = execQuery (db, query)
templist = convert TupleList (res)

templist. sort ()
canonical Rxn ID = templist [0]
if canonical RxnID ! = None :

canonical Rxn] D = int (canonical RxnlD)

#Check if there is more than one value listed as canonical_rxn_id for the family
if templist [0] = templist [len (templist) - 1) :

print "Warning: Family $d has more than one value for canonical_rxn_id. Using *d"\
* (faml D, canonical RxnID)

return canonical Rxn ID

###############################################################################
#
#
#
#
#

Input:
fami D: An integer specifying a primary key from the SFLD Family table
db: MySQLdb. Connection object

Returns :

The family name corresponding to famlD
###############################################################################
def getName By Family (famlD, db):

query = "SELECT name FROM Family WHERE ID=$d" + (fami D)
res = execquery (db, query)
templist = convert TupleList (res)
return templist [0]

###############################################################################
#
#
#
#
#

Input:
SFID: An integer specifying a primary key from the SFLD Superfamily table
db: MySQLdb. Connection object

Returns :

The superfamily name corresponding to SFID
###############################################################################
def getName BySuperfamily (SFID, db) :

query = "SELECT name FROM Superfamily WHERE ID=$d" # (SFID)
res = execquery (db, query)
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templist = convert TupleList (res)
return templist [0]

###############################################################################
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Runs the NCBI efetch utility to retrieve the genbank pages corresponding to
the gi numbers in gilist.

Input:
giList: A list of strings specifying gi numbers

Returns :

genpeptPage: A file object containing XLM format genpept information for the
sequences specified in gilist

###############################################################################
def runEFetch (giList):

■

º
A.

-

7.

º#Create a string of gi numbers, delimited by commas from giList
gistring = ""
for gi in giList:

giString += str (gi) + ","
#Remove final comma
giString = giString [: -1]

url = "http://eutils. nobi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/efetch. fogi?db=protein&rettype=gp \
& retmode=xml&id=" + giString

opener = url lib. FancyURLopener ( { })
f = opener. open (url)
genpeptPage = f. read ()
f. close ()

return genpeptPage

###############################################################################
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Removes XML style tags from a line. (Note: if the line contains more than
one tag, this function only removes the outermost tag.)

Input:
line: A string

Returns :

line: Same as input, with tags removed.
###############################################################################
def remove Tags (line):

#Remove opening tag
lbound = string. find (line, "<")
rbound = string. find (line, ">")
if rbound > lbound and lbound ! = (-1) :

line = string. strip (line [rbound + 1 : ])
else:

print "Warning: Couldn't find opening tag for line: " + line

#Remove closing tag
lbound = string. r■ ind (line, "</")
rbound = string. rfind (line, ">")
if rbound > lbound and lbound ! = (-1) :

line = string. strip (line [:lbound])
else:

print "Warning: Couldn't find closing tag for line: " + line

return line

###############################################################################
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Parses information in NCBI genbank records. Writes sequence files for each
sequence with a genbank record to the directory specified by seqPath.

Input:
genpeptpage: A file object containing XML format output from the NCBI efetch

program.
seqPath: A string specifying the path to the directory where SFLD sequence

º
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■
files are stored. (Only used if the GIs in giList are for sequences
already in the SFL.D.)

Returns :

ncbi.InfoDict: A dictionary with key = gi number (integer) and value =
a list with format: [accession, accession type, species,
sequence file name, sequence length] (All list items are
strings except sequence length, which is an integer.)

###############################################################################
def parse EFetchlnfo (genpeptPage, seqPath):

ncbi InfoDict = {}
gi = "not set"
accession = None

accessionType = None
species = "notSet"
seqFileName = "notSet"

lines = string. splitfields (genpeptPage, ' \n")
for l in lines:

l = string. strip (l)
if l (; 16) == "<GBSeq_organism»":

species = remove Tags (l)
species = species [:255]

elif l [:12] == "<GBSeqid-gi |":
l = remove Tags (l)
gi = int (l [3: ])

elif l (; 25) == "<GBSeq_accession-version»":
accession = remove Tags (l)

elif l (; 25) == "<GBSeq_primary-accession>" and accession == None:
accession = remove Tags (l)

elif l (; 9) == "<GBSeqid-":
l = remove Tags (l)
index = string. find (l, "|")
if index 1 = (–1) and (string. find (l, accession) = (-1) or string. find (l,

string. replace (accession, "._", "|"))):
accessionType = 1 [: index.]

elif l (; 16] == "<GBSeq_sequence»":
sequence = remove Tags (l)
seqFileName = str (gi) + ".. fa"
#Write sequence file to the directory specified by seqPath
out File = open (seqPath + seqFileName, "w")
out File. write (">gi | " + str (gi) + "| " + "\n")
out File. write (common. format (sequence))
out File. close ()

elif l (; 8) == "</GBseq>":
ncbi.InfoDict [gi] = [accession, accessionType, species, seqFileName,

len (sequence) )
gi = "not set"
accession = None

accessionType = None
species = "notSet"
seq}^ileName = "notSet"

return ncbi InfoDict

###############################################################################
#
#
#
#

Given a GI number, query ModBase via HTTP and see if there's a valid page. If
there is, return the URL, else return None.

From: make modbase_links.py by Scott Pegg
###############################################################################
def getModbaseLink (gi):

conn = httplib. HTTPConnection ("modbase. compbio. ucsf.edu.")
conn. request ("GET", "/modbase-cqi-new/model_search.cgi?databaseID=%s" * gi)
r = conn. get response ()
new_url = r. getheader ("Location")
conn. request ("GET", "ºs" is new_url (31: ])
r = conn. getresponse ()
data = r. read ()

-
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conn. close ()

x = string. find (data, "Sequence ID not found in database.")
if x == -1 :

return "http://salilab.org/modbase/searchbyid?databaseID=% s” $ gi
else:

return None

###############################################################################
# Given a GI number, query the SEED database via HTTP and see if there's a
# valid page. If there is, return the URL, else return None.
###############################################################################
def getOperonLink (gi):

url = "http://theseed. uchicago. edu/FIG/protein.cgi?prot-gi | *s" # (gi)
opener = urllib. FancyURLopener ( {})

try:
f = opener. open (url)
seedDBPage = f. read ()
f. close ()
if string. find (seedDBPage, "Sorry, gi |$s appears not to have a FIG id at this \

point" $ (gi)) = (–1):
url = None

except IOError:
f. close ()
print "Warning: Could not retrieve operon information for gi: $s" $ (gi)
url = None

return url

###############################################################################
Inserts Enzyme Functional Domain entries and their corresponding Enzyme Reaction
entries (if applicable) into the SFL.D. Writes fasta formatted sequence files
for every EFD to the directory specified by seqPath, using the function
parse EFetch Info.

Input:
name: A string specifying the name of a group of EFDs
canonical Rxn ID: An integer specifying the canonical reaction ID for a group

of EFDS

fami D: An integer specifying the family ID for a group of EFDs
sublD: An integer specifying the subgroup ID for a group of EFDs
SFID: An integer specifying the superfamily ID for a group of EFDs
classification: A string specifying the classification status of a group of

EFDs ("public" or "private")
giList: A list of strings specifying gi numbers for the EFDs to be inserted

into the SFLD

bounds Dict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = A list with structure:
[sfHmmpfamDict, family HmmpfamDict, subgroupHmmpfamDict] where
sfHmmpfamDict, family HmmpfamDict, and subgroupHmmpfamDict are
dictionaries with key = gi number, value = a dictionary with
entries for eValue, hmmmame, startNum & endNum. (startNum and
endNum are integers specifying the region of the sequence that
matched the HMM specified by hmmmame.)

inter: An SFLDsql. MySQL_Interface object
seqPath: A string specifying the path to the directory where SFLD sequence

files are stored. (Only used if the GIs in giList are for sequences
# already in the SFL.D.)
###############################################################################
def insert EFDAndERRecords (name, canonical Rxn ID, faml D, sublD, SFID, classification,
giList, bounds Dict, inter, seqPath):

genpeptPage = run EFetch (gilist)
ncbi.InfoDict = parse EFetchinfo (genpeptPage, seqPath)

for gi in gilist:

model Link = getModbaseLink (gi)
operonLink = getOperonLink (gi)

■

■
-
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#Calculate sequence boundaries
threshold = 50

seqLength = n.cbilnfoDict [gi] [4]
try:

startNum = bounds Dict [gi] [' startNum']
endNum = bounds Dict [gi] ['endNum']

except KeyError:
print "Warning: Sequence boundaries not calculated for gi: " + str (gi)
startNum = 1

endNum = seqLength
if startNum «- threshold:

startNum = 1

if seqLength - endNum K= threshold:
endNum = seqLength

#Prepare EFD information for entry into the SFLD
info
info.
info

info

#Add

= [ ]
append (['ID', None]) #ID will be obtained by insert_row function.

... append ( ['gi', gi) )
info.
info.
info.
info.
info.
info.
info.
info.
info.
info.
info.
info.
info.
info.
info.
info.
info.
info.
info.

append ( [' accession', ncbi InfoDict [gi] [0] ])
append ( ['accession_type', nobilnfoDict [gi] [1] ])
append ( [' name', name ])
append ( [ 'species', nobilnfoDict [gi] [2] ])
append ([' sequence', ncbi.InfoDict [gi] [3] ])
append ( [ 'start_num', startNum])
append ( ['end_num', endNum])
append ( [ 'metadata', None) )
append ( [' canonical_rxn_id', canonical RxnlD])
append ( [ 'fam_assgnmnt_e_code', 'ISS' ])
append ( [ 'fam_assgnmnt_ref', None) )
append ( [' family_id', fami D])
append ( [ 'subgroup_id', sublDJ)
append ( [ 'superfam_assgnmnt_e_code', 'ISS' ])
append ( [ 'superfam_assgnmnt_ref', None))
append ( [ 'superfamily_id', SFID))
append ( [ 'curation_status', 'pending' ])
append ( [ 'curation agent', 'updates FLD2. py'])
append ( [' classification', classification])

. append ( [ 'operon_link', operon Link])
info. append ( I'model_link', model Link])

EFD information to the SFLD

efdID = inter. insert_row ('Enzyme Functional Domain', info)

#Add to EnzymeReaction information to SFLD if EFD has been assigned to a family
if faml D ! = None:

#Prepare EnzymeReaction information for entry into the SFLD
info = [ ]
info. append ( ['ID', None)) #ID will be obtained by insert_row function.
info. append ( ['efd_id', efdID))
info. append ( [ 'reaction_id', canonical Rxn| D])
info. append ( [ 'rxn_assgnmnt_e_code', 'ISS' ])
info. append ( [ 'rxn_assgnmnt_ref', None))
info. append ( [ 'metadata', None) )
info. append ( [ 'curation_status', 'pending' ])
info. append ( [ 'curation_agent', 'updateSFLD2. py' ])
info. append ( [ 'classification', classification])

#Add EnzymeReaction information to the SFLD
inter. insert_row ('EnzymeReaction', info)

###############################################################################
# Retrieves the classification field for the record with primary key ID from
# the table tableName. (Either "public" or "private")
#

# Input:
# ID: An integer specifying a primary key
# tableName: A string specifying the name of an SFLD table

i
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# db: A MySQLdb. Connection object
# Returns :

# classification: A string specifying the classification field for the record
# with primary key ID in table tableName. If the
# classification is not one of the allowed values ("public"
# or "private"), a value of "public" is returned.
###############################################################################
def getClassification (ID, tableName, db) :

query = "SELECT classification FROM $s WHERE ID=$d" # (tableName, ID)
res = execquery (db, query)
templist = convert TupleList (res)
classification = templist [0]
if classification not in ['public', 'private' ]:

classification = 'public'
return classification

###############################################################################
Examines the blastparser object bearser to find a match whose length differs
by no more than lenDiffcutoff amino acids from the blast query sequence and
that has at least pidCutoff percent identity over at least lengthCutoff
percent of the length of the input sequence, and that is not already in
existing PDBList.

Input:
bParser: An object of type blastparser.
existing PDBList: A list of PDB identifiers for structures already in the

SFL.D.

pidCutoff: A float specifying a percent identity cutoff.
matchLenCutoff: A float specifying a percent match length cutoff.
lenDiffcutoff: An integer specifying a length difference cutoff.

Returns :

pdb.IDList: A nonredundant list containing the PDB IDs for all sequences
equivalent to the input sequence that are not already in
existing PDBList. If an equivalent sequence is not found by
blastp, then the list will be empty.

###############################################################################
def getMatch (bParser, existing PDBList, pidCutoff, matchLenCutoff, lendiffcutoff):

equivº, I = "notSet"
prelimMatchList = []
pdb LDList = []

for queryCI in bparser. getOueryCIList ():
query Length = float (bparser. getOuery Length (querySI))
for hitGI in bparser. get HitQIList (query GI):

hit Length = float (bparser. getHitlength (queryCI, hitGI))
match Length = b Parser. getMatch Length (queryCI, hitGI)
numlDs = float (bparser. getNumberOf Identities (queryGI, hitGI))
if abs (query Length - hit Length) <= lendiffcutoff:

matchLen PCt = matchLength / query Length * 100
if (matchLength / query Length * 100) >= matchLenCutoff:

pid = numl Ds / matchLength * 100
if pid X= pidCutoff:

prelimMatchList. append (hitcI)

for gi in prelimMatchList:
os. system ("fastacmd -s $s -d/mol/seq/owl/nr > temp. gm. fa" $ (gi))
in File = open ("temp.gm. fa", "r")
defline = in File. readline ()
in File. close ()
os. system ("rm temp. gm. fa")
pdbRE = re. compile ("[| ] \w\w\w\w [| ]")
redundant PDBIDList = pabRE. findall (defline)
for item in redundant PDB IDList:

pdb.ID = item (1:5]
if pdb.ID not in existing PDBList and pablD not in pdb LDList:

pdb IDList. append (pdb ID)

return pdblDList

º
-
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###############################################################################
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Input:
giList: A list of gi numbers.
existing PDBList: A list of PDB identifiers for structures already in the

SFL.D.

seqPath: A string specifying the path to the directory where SFLD sequence
files are stored. (Only used if the GIs in giList are for sequences
already in the SFL.D.)

db1Name: A string specifying the path to the nobi nr database.
db2Name: The name of a sequence database to search for structures. Defaults

to pabaa.
pidCutoff: A float specifying a percent identity cutoff. Default = 100.0.
matchLenCutoff: A float specifying a percent match length cutoff.

Default = 100. 0.

lenDiffcutoff: An integer specifying a length difference cutoff.
Default = 0.

Returns :

giStructure Dict: A dictionary with key = gi number, value = list of
corresponding PDB structures.

* ■
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###############################################################################
def getGIStructure Dict (giList, existing PDBList, seqPath, dblName, db2Name="pdbaa",

pidCutoff=100.0, match LenCutoff=100.0, lenDiffcutoff=0) :

giStructure Dict = {}
db = MySQL db. Connection (host='socrates.cgl.ucsf.edu', ='s fla', user='''pegg',

passwd=' " " " ' )

for gi in gilist:

fasta FileName = "temp.ggsd. fa"
blast Res FileName = "temp.ggsd. blast"

#Create a fasta file for use with blast
if seqPath ! = None:

create Fasta FromSFLD (db, [gi], fasta FileName, seq9ath)
else:

cmd = "fastacmd -s $d –d?s -tT > $s" # (gi, db1Name, fasta FileName)
os. system (cmd)

#Blast input sequence against database at e-value cutoff of 1e-25, with low
# complexity filtering turned off (because we'll be looking for exact, or close to
# exact, matches)
Cmd = "blastall -pblastp –d?s -iès –e1e-25 -oks –FF –IT" # (db2Name, fasta FileName,

blast Res FileName)
os. system (cmd)

bp = blastparser (blast Res FileName)
bp. parsemultBlastp ()
matchList = getMatch (bp, existing PDBList, pidCutoff, matchLenCutoff, lenDiffcutoff)
if len (matchList) > 0:

giStructureDict [gi] = matchList [:]

#Remove temporary files
os. system ("rm " + blast Res FileName + " " + fasta FileName)

return giStructure Dict

###############################################################################
# Returns a list of PDB identifiers for all structures in the SFL.D.
###############################################################################
def get ExistingStructures ():

query = "SELECT pab_id FROM structure"
db = MySQLdb. Connection (host= 'socrates.cgl.ucsf.edu', db='s fla', user=" pegg',

passwd=''” “*")
res = execquery (db, query)
templist = convertTupleList (res)
pdb List = [ ]

X. ■
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#Make sure all PDB IDs are in upper case to facilitate comparison later on in script
for item in templist:

pdb List. append (string. upper (item) )
return pdb List

#######################################################################

: Parses the PDB format structure file pdbFileName to get a string
containing the name of the protein (moleculeName--obtained from
MOLECULE field of COMPND field), and a string containing the names of
any non-water heteroatoms in the structure (hetName--obtained from
HETNAM field)
Returns moleculeName and hetName.

#######################################################################
def getCmpdLnfo (pdb FileName):

in File = open (pdb FileName, "r")
moleculeName = ""
hetName = ""

while 1:
line = in File. readline ()
#The info we want is before the helix/sheet records start
if not line or line [: 6] == "HELIX":

break
if line ( : 6) == "COMPND":

line = string. strip (line [10: 70])
if line [:8) == "MOLECULE":

moleculeName += line [10: )
while 1:

if not line or string. find (line, ";") = (–1):
if moleculeName [-1 : ] == "; ":

moleculeName = moleculeName [: -1]
moleculeName = moleculeName. title ()
break

line = in File. readline ()
moleculeName += " " + string. strip (line [11: 70])

elif line [: 6] == "HETNAM":
while 1:

line = line [15: ]
line = string. strip (line)
if len (line) > 0:

hetName = hetName + line + ", "
line = in File. readline ()
if not line or line [: 6] 1 = "HETNAM":

hetName = hetName [: -2) #Get rid of extra comma and space
hetName = hetName. title ()
break

if len (moleculeName) == 0:
moleculeName = None

else:

moleculeName = moleculeName [:255] #Make sure it's not too long for space provided
# in SFL.D

if len (hetName) == 0:
hetName = None

else:

hetName = hetName [:255] #Make sure it's not too long for space provided in SFLD

in File. close ()

return moleculeName, hetName

###############################################################################
#
#
#
#
#
#

Retrieves the pubmed ID for the primary reference corresponding to a PDB
Structure.

Note: This function uses the URL to the PDB beta website. When the beta site

goes public, the URL will probably have to be changed. -
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# Input:
# pdb ID: A string specifying a protein data bank identifier
# Returns:
# pubmedlD: A string specifying a pubmed ID.
###############################################################################
def get PubmedlD (pdb.ID):

pubmedID = None
url = "http://pdbbeta.rcsb.org/pdb/pubmed. do?structureId=% s” # (pdb.ID)
opener = urllib. FancyURLopener ( {})
f = opener. open (url)
pdbPage = f. read ()
lines = string. splitfields (pdbPage, ' \n")
for line in lines:

lbound = string. find (line, "PubMed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=")
if lbound ! = (-1) :

line = line [lbound + 31 : ]
rbound = string. find (line, '"')
if rbound ! = (-1) :

pubmed ID = line (: rbound)

return pubmedlD

###############################################################################
Retrieves information regarding a literature reference from pubmed, formats
it for entry into the SFLD, and writes the abstract file to the directory
specified by abstractFile Path.

Input:
pubmedlD: A string specifying a pubmed identifier
abstractFile:Path: A string specifying the path to the directory where SFLD

literature reference abstracts are stored
Returns :

info: A nested list where each inner list contains two items. The first
item specifies the name of a field in the SFLD Reference table and
the second item specifies the value of that field.

###############################################################################
def getRef (pubmed ID, abstractFile:Path):

authors = ""
title = None

journal = None
volume = None
issue = None

startPg = None
end Pg = None
year = None
abstractFileName = None

info = [ ]

url = "http://eutils. nobi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/efetch. fogi?db=pubmed&id=$s &\
retnode=xml" # (pubmedlD)

opener = urllib. FancyURLopener ( { })
f = opener. open (url)
pdbPage = f. read ()
f. close ()
lines = string. splitfields (pdbPage, ' \n")

#Disregard everything above <Journal” tag
counter = 0
while counter K len (lines):

line = lines [counter]
if string. find (line, "<Journal.≤") = (-1):

break
counter += 1

while counter & len (lines):
line = lines [ counter )
if string. find (line, "“Volume-") = (–1):

volume = int (remove Tags (line))

M
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elif string. find (line, "KIssue-") = (–1):
issue = int (remove Tags (line))

elif string. find (line, "KPubDatex") = (–1):
counter += 1
line = lines [counter]
if string. find (line, "KYear>") = (–1):

year = int (remove Tags (line))
elif string. find (line, "KArticleTitle>") = (–1):

title = remove Tags (line)
if title [-1: ) == "...":

title = title [: -1]
elif string. find (line, "KMedline Pgn>") = (–1):

line = remove Tags (line)
index = string. find (line, "-")
startPg = line [: index)
end Pg = line [index + 1 : ]
gap = len (startPg) - len (end Pg)
if gap > 0:

end Pg = startPg [: gap) + end Pg
startPg = int (startPg)
end Pg = int (endpg)

elif string. find (line, "KAbstractText:") = (–1):
abstractText = remove Tags (line)
abstractFileName = "abs-" + pubmedi D + "...txt."
#write abstract text to file
out File = open (abstractFile:Path + abstractFileName, "w")
out File. write (abstractText)
out File. close ()

elif string. find (line, "KLastName>") = (–1):
authors += remove Tags (line) + " "

elif string. find (line, "KInitials.>") = (–1):
authors += remove Tags (line) + ", "

elif string. find (line, "KMedlineTAX") l = (-1):
journal = remove Tags (line)

counter += 1

#Remove final comma and space from authors
if authors [-2: ) == ", ":

authors = authors [: -2 )

#Make sure authors, title, and journal aren't too long for the space provided in the
#SFLD

try:
authors = authors [:255]

except Type Error: #Set to None
pass

try:
title = title [:255]

except Type Error: #Set to None
pass

try:
journal = journal [:255]

except Type Error: #Set to None
pass

#Prepare data for entry into SFLD
info. append (['ID', Nonel) #ID will be added by insert_row function
info. append ( [ 'pubmed id', int (pubmedi D)))
info. append ( ['authors', authors) )
info. append ( [' title', title ])
info. append ([' journal', journal])
info. append ( [ 'volume', volume))
info. append ( ['issue_num', issue))
info. append ( [ 'start_page', startPg])
info. append ( ['end_page', end Pg])
info. append ( [' year', year] )
info. append ( ['abstract', abstractFileName ])

return info
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###############################################################################
Given a gi number, retrieves the corresponding EFD ID from the SFL.D. If the
SFLD contains more than one entry with the specified gi number, prints a
warning message.

Input:
gi: A string specifying a gi number
inter: An SFLDsql. MySQL_Interface object

Returns :

# An integer specifying an EFD ID
###############################################################################
def get EFDID (gi, inter):

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

query = "SELECT ID FROM Enzyme Functional Domain WHERE gi-$d" * (gi)
res = inter. execCuery (query)
res List = convert TupleList (res)
efdID = int (res List [0] )
if len (res List) > 1:

print "Warning: More than one EFD ID found for gi #d. Using ID #d." § (gi,
res List [0] )

return res List [0]

###############################################################################
# Input:
# pubmed ID: A pubmed identifier (string)
# inter: An SFLDsql. MySQL_Interface object
# Returns :
# ID: An integer specifying a primary key for the SFLD Reference table that
# corresponds to pubmedl D. If there is no such entry in the Reference
# table, returns None.
###############################################################################
def get RefLDByPubmedl D (pubmedl D, inter):

ID = None

query = "SELECT ID FROM Reference WHERE pubmed id=%s" # (pubmedi D)
res = inter. execquery (query)
res List = convert Tuple List (res)
if len (res List) > 0:

ID = int (res List [0] )

return ID

###############################################################################
Inserts Structure Records into the SFLD, copies the corresponding PDB files
to the directory specified by s flastructPath, and writes the corresponding
atom-based sequence files to the SFLD directory specified by seqPath.

Input:
giStructure Dict: A dictionary with key = gi number, value = list of

corresponding PDB structures.
struct Path: A string specifying the path to the directory where structure

files are stored on Socrates.

sflastructPath: A string specifying the path to the directory where
structure files are stored for the SFL.D.

seqPath: A string specifying the path to the directory where sequence files
are stored for the SFL.D.

abstractFile Path: A string specifying the path to the directory where
abstract files are stored for the SFL.D.

inter: An SFLDsql. MySQL_Interface object
###############################################################################
def insertStructure Records (gistructureDict, struct Path, s flastruct Path, seqPath,

abstractFile:Path, inter):
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for gi in giStructure Dict. keys ():

#Get the ID for the corresponding Enzyme Functional Domain
efdID = get EFDID (gi, inter)
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#***temporary fix because efds aren't getting inserted into sfla yet
#efdID = 45.34

for pablD in giStructure Dict [gi] :

#Copy pab file to sflo structure directory
pdbFileName = struct path + string. lower (pdb.I.D (1:3]) + "/" + "pdb" +\

string. lower (pdb LD) + "... ent"
cmd = "cp $s $s" # (pdb FileName, sflastructE’ath + "pdb" + string. lower (pdb ID) +\

"... ent")
print cmd
os. system (cmd)

#Parse pab file to get information for Structure table
moleculeName, hetName = getCmpdLnfo (pdb FileName)
sequence FileName = pabll) + '. fa'

#Get structure reference info for addition to SFLD
pubmedl D = get Pubmed LD (pdb LD)
if pubmedlD ! = None:

# If reference already in SFLD, retrieve primary key
refl D = getRefLDByPubmedl D (pubmedl D, inter)
#Otherwise, try to retrieve reference information and add it to the SFLD
# reference table
if refl D == None:

reflnfo = get Ref (pubmedlD, abstractFile:Path)
#Add information to SFLD Reference table if reflnfo contains author names
if (reflnfo = None) and (len (reflnfo [2] [0] ) > 0):

refid = inter. insert_row (''Reference', refinfo)
else:

ref ID = None

#Write atom-based sequence file to SFLD sequence directory
getAtomSeqPkg. getAtomSeq (pdb FileName, seqPath + sequence FileName)

#Prepare information for addition to the Structure table
info = []
info. append (['ID', None)) # ID will be assigned by insert_row function.
info. append ( [ 'pdb id', pdb.ID))
info. append ( [ 'protein_name ', moleculeName])
info. append ( [ 'het_name', hetName] )
info. append ( [ 'structure_file_name", "pdb" + string. lower (pdb LD) + "... ent"].)
info. append ( [ 'sequence_file_name', sequence FileName] )
info. append ( [ 'chain_residue_interval', Nonel)
info. append ( [ 'metadata', None])
info. append ( ['efd_id', efdID])
info. append ( [ 'structure_ref', str (refl D)))
info. append (['model', 'no' ])
info. append ( [ 'model_template', None))
info. append ( [ 'modeled interval', Nonel)
info. append ( I'model_source', None) )
info. append ( [ 'curation_status', 'pending' ])
info. append ( [ 'curation_agent', 'updateSFLD2. py' ])
info. append ( [ 'classification', 'public'])

#Add information to SFLD Structure table

inter. insert_row ('Structure', info)

###############################################################################
Adds data for all validated sequences to the Enzyme Functional Domain table.
For sequences that have been assigned to a family, adds data to the
EnzymeReaction table. For new and existing SFLD sequences with a solved
crystal structure not already in the SFLD, adds data to the Structure table.
Creates fasta file for nonvalidated sequences.:
Input:

X
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#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

SFExistingSeqsDict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = A list of gi
numbers for all sequences in the superfamily
corresponding to SFID that are already in the SFLD.

categorizedHits Dict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = A list with
structure: [SFHitlist, family HitDict, subgroupHitDict],
where SFHitlist is a list of gi numbers for all hits
from the superfamily, family HitDict is a
dictionary with key = family ID, value = a list of gi
numbers for hits classified with a given family, and
subgroupHitDict is the equivalent to family HitDict, but
for a subgroup rather than a family.

validatedHits Dict: Dictionary with key = SFID, value = list with structure:
[validated SFHitlist, validated FamHitDict,
validated SubHitDict), where
of gi numbers for validated
HMM, validated FamHitDict is

validated SFHitDist is a list

hits categorized with the SF
a dictionary with key =

family ID, value = list of gi numbers for validated hits
classified with a given family ID, and
validated.SubHitDict is the equivalent to familyHitDict,
but for a subgroup rather than a family.

bounds Dict: A dictionary with key = SFID, value = A list with structure:
[sfhmmpfamDict, family HmmpfamDict, subgroupHmmpfamDict] where
sfHmmpfamDict, family HmmpfamDict, and subgroupHmmpfamDict are
dictionaries with key = gi number, value = a dictionary with
entries for eValue, hmmmame, startNum & endNum. (startNum and
end Num are integers specifying the region of the sequence that
matched the HMM specified by hmmmame.)

struct Path: A string specifying the path to the directory where structure
files are stored on socrates.

sflastructPath: A string specifying the path to the directory where structure
files are stored for the SFL.D.

seqPath: A string specifying the path to the directory where sequence files
are stored for the SFL.D.

abstractFile:Path: A string specifying the path to the directory where
abstract files are stored for the SFL.D.

nrdbPath: A string specifying the path the the ncbi nr database on socrates.
###############################################################################
def adddata ToSFLDTables (SFExistingSeqs Dict,

nrdbPath) :

db = MySQLdb. Connection (host= 'socrates.cgl.ucsf.edu', db='s fla', user='''pegg',
passwd=''” “*")

inter = SFLDsql. MySQL_Interface ()
existing PDBList = get ExistingStructures ()

for SFID in validatedHits Dict. keys ():

validated SFGIs = validated Hits Dict (SFID] [0]

categorizedHits Dict,
bounds Dict, structPath, s floStructPath, seqPath, abstractPath,

validated Famhits Dict = validated Hits Dict [SFID] [1]
validated SubHits Dict = validated Hits Dict (SFID] [2]

try:
allSFGIs = categorizedHits Dict (SFID] [0]

except KeyError:
# No new sequences in the superfamily.
continue

for fami D in categorizedHits Dict [SFID) [1]. keys ():
allSFGIs += categorizedHits Dict (SFID) [1] [famlD]

for sublD in categorizedHits Dict (SFID] [2] . keys ():
allSFGIs += categorizedHits Dict (SFID] [2] [sublD]

for famlD in validated FamHits Dict. keys ():
if len (validated FamHits Dict [faml D]) >= 1 :

classification = getClassification (faml D, "Family", db.)
sublD = getSubgroup ID (famlD, db.)
canonical Rxn ID = get Canonical Rxn ID (faml D, db.)
name = getName By Family (famlD, db.)
insertEFDAndERRecords (name, canonical Rxn| D, faml D, sublD, SFID,

classification, validated Famhits Dict [faml D] ,

validated Hits Dict,

** {
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bounds Dict (SFID] [0], inter, seqpath)
giStructure Dict = getGIStructure Dict (validated FamHits Dict [fami D],

existing PDBList, None, nrab Path)
if len (giStructureDict) > 0:

insertStructure Records (gistructureDict, structPath, sflastructPath,
seqPath, abstractPath, inter)

#Remove any gi numbers from validatedSubHits Dict that are already in
#validated FamHits Dict
validated SubHits Dict = remove Hits (validated FamHits Dict, validated SubHits Dict)

name = "uncharacterized " + getName BySuperfamily (SFID, db) + \
" superfamily sequence"

for sublD in validated SubHits Dict. keys ():
if len (validated SubHits Dict [subl D] ) >= 1 :

classification = getClassification (sublD, "Subgroup", db.)
fami D = None
canonical Rxn ID = None

insertEFDAndERRecords (name, canonical RxnlD, faml D, sublD, SFID,
classification, validated SubHits Dict [sublD),
bounds Dict (SFID) [1], inter, seqPath)

giStructure Dict = getGIStructureDict (validated SubHits Dict [sublD],
existing PDBList, None, nrab Path)

if len (gistructureDict) > 0:
insertStructure Records (giStructureDict, structPath, sflastructPath,

seqPath, abstractPath, inter)

#Get a list of validated SF hits that have not already been printed to a family or
# subgroup results file
validatedSFGIs = getRemaining (validatedSFGIs, validated FamHits Dict,

validated SubHits Dict)
if len (validated SFGIs) >= 1 :

classification = getClassification (SFID, "Superfamily", db.)
fami D = None
canonical Rxn ID = None
Sub ID = None

insertEFDAndERRecords (name, canonical Rxn ID, faml D, sublD, SFID, classification,
validated SFGIs, bounds Dict (SFID] [2] , inter, seqPath)

giStructure Dict = getGIStructureDict (validatedSFGIs, existing PDBList, None,
nrdbPath)

if len (gistructureDict) > 0:
insertStructure Records (gistructureDict, struct Path, sflastructPath, seqPath,

abstractPath, inter)

#Get a list of nonvalidated SF hits
# First remove validated family & subgroup sequences
all SFGIs = remove RedundantGIs (all SFGIs)
temp = get Remaining (allSFGIs, validated FamHits Dict, validated SubHits Dict)
#Next, remove validated SF sequences
nonvalidated SFGIs = [ ]
for gi in temp:

if gi not in validated SFGIs :
nonvalidatedSFGIs. append (gi)

if len (nonvalidated SFGIs) >= 1 :
results FileName1 = "SF" + str (SFID) + "Nonvalidated Hits.gi"
common. writeGIFile (nonvalidatedSFGIs, results FileName 1)
results FileName2 = "SF" + str (SFID) + "Nonvalidated Hits. fa"
cmd = "fastacmd -i}s –d?s -tT > *s" # (results FileName 1, nrab Path,

results FileName 2)
os. system (cmd)
# Remove GI file now that we have fasta file
os. system ("rm " + results FileName1)
giStructure Dict = getGIStructure Dict (nonvalidatedSFGIs, existing PDBList, None,

nrdbPath)
if len (gistructure Dict) > 0:

results FileName = "SF" + str (SFID) + "Nonvalidated Structs. txt."
out File = open (results FileName, "w")
for gi in giStructure Dict. keys ():

out File. write ("%d\t" + (gi))
for pabl[] in giStructure Dict [gi] :

77/
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out File. write ("%s " " (pdb ID))
out File . write ("\n")

out File. close ()

# Find new structures that correspond to sequences already in the SFLD
giStructure Dict = getGIStructure Dict (SFExistingSeqs Dict (SFID), existing PDBList,

seqPath, nrdbPath)
if len (gistructure Dict) >= 1:

insertStructure Records (giStructure Dict, structPath, sflastructPath, seqPath,
abstractPath, inter)

###############################################################################
# Main program
###############################################################################
def updateSFLD (argv):

superfamily ListFileName, pctCat Res, eValueCutoff = getIn FileNames (argv)
hmmRath = "/mol/s flo/www/test/datadocs/data/hmm/"
alignPath = "/mol/s fla/www/test/datadocs/data/align/"
seqPath = "/mol/s fla/www/test/datadocs/data/seq/"
structPath = "/mol/pdb/"
sfloStructPath = "/mol/s fla/www/test/datadocs/data/struct/"
abstractPath = "/mol/s fla/www/test/datadocs/data/abstracts/"
nrdbPath = "/mol/seq/owl/nr"
SFIDList = getSFIDList (superfamilyListFileName)
print "SFIDList: "
print SFIDList
hmmDict = getHMMDict (SFIDList)
SFHits Dict = run HMMSearch (hmmDict, hmmRath, eValueCutoff)
print "SFHits Dict: "
print SFHits Dict
SFExistingSeqs Dict = get EFDs (SFIDList)
print "SFExistingSeqs Dict:"
print SFExistingSeqs Dict
SFHits Dict = remove ExistingSequences (SFHits Dict, SFExistingSeqs Dict, seqPath)
print "SFHits Dict: "
print SFHits Dict
SFHits Dict = remove False Positives (SFHits Dict)
print "SFHits Dict: "
print SFHits Dict
categorizedHits Dict, bounds Dict = categorize Hits (hmmDict, SFHits Dict, hmmRath,

eValueCutoff, seqPath)
print "categorizedHits Dict: "
print categorizedHits Dict
print "bounds Dict: "
print boundsDict
cons ResDict, repSeqDict = getCons ResDict (hmmDict, alignPath)
cons ResDict = reformat Cons ResDict (cons Res Dict)
align Hits (categorizedHits Dict, repSeqLict, hmm)ict, hmmRath)
validatedHits Dict = checkHits ForCons Res (cons ResDict, repSeqLict, pctCat Res)
print "validatedHits Dict: "
print validated Hits Dict
addDataToSFLDTables (SFExistingSeqs Dict, categorizedHits Dict, validatedHits Dict,

boundsDict, struct Path, sflastruct Path, seqPath, abstractPath,
n rob Path)

updateSFLD (sys. argv)

_
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Appendix 2: Python Script to Update GI Numbers Stored in the SFLD

#!/usr/local/bin/python

"""updateSFLDGIs. py

Updates GI numbers, accession numbers and accession types in the SFLD
Enzyme Functional Domain table. GI numbers in associated alignment files
(ms f and selex) are also updated.

Outdated GI numbers are identified by parsing errors when fastacmd is run
against the nr database. New GI numbers are then determined by running blast
against the nr database using the sequence from the outdated GI number as a
query. Only an identical sequence of the same length from the same organism
is used to update an out of date GI number.

Note: Sequences with organism specified as "Environmental sample" (for example,
sequences from the sargasso sea dataset) are not updated by this script because
they are not in the nr database scanned by fastacmd.

Input (Optional):
superfamily IDList: A string specifying the name of a file which contains

a list of superfamily identifiers (one per line--primary
key from the SFLD Supefamily table) for the superfamilies
to be updated. (Default: All superfamilies are updated.)

unmatchedGIFileName: A string specifying the name to use for the output file
that lists all out of date GI numbers that could not be

updated by the script. Default: unmatchedOutdated. gi
Output:

unmatchedOutdated. gi: A comma delimited file of gi numbers. Contains each
out of date gi that could not be updated by the script

Author: Shoshana Brown
Last Modified: 5/9/05

import sys
import os
import commands
import common
import string
import url lib
import httplib
import MySQLdb
import SFLDsql
import identifyPkg2

###############################################################################
# Retrieves input from the command line. If an incorrect number of input
# parameters are specified, prints an error message and exits the program.
###############################################################################
def getInput (argv):

errorString = "Usage: updateSFLDGIs. py [-l-‘superfamily IDList: ) "
errorString += "[-ukunmatchedGIFileName>"
superfamily IDList FileName = "all"
unmatchedGIFileName = "unmatchedOutdated.gi"

if len (argv) < 1 or len (argv) > 3:
print errorString
sys. exit (0)

if len (argv) == 2:
if argv[1] [:2] == "-l" or argv[1] [:2] == "-L":

superfamily IDList FileName = argv[1] [2: ]
elif argv[1] [:2] == "-u" or argv[1] [:2] == "-U":

unmatchedGI FileName = argv[1] [2: ]
else:

print errorString
sys. exit (0)

} ■

/ º
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if len (argv) == 3:
if argv[2] [:2] == "-l" or argv[2] [:2] == "-L":

superfamily IDList FileName = argv[2] [2: ]
elif argv[2] [:2] == "-u" or argv[2] [:2] == "-U":

unmatchedGIFileName = argv[2] [2: ]
else:

print errorString
sys. exit (0)

return superfamily IDList FileName, unmatchedGIFileName

###############################################################################
# Iterates through each inner tuple in the nested tuple, nested Tuple. For each
# inner tuple, gets the item at the index specified by index. If the item has
# not already been encountered, it is added to the list the List. Returns
# the List.
###############################################################################
def getList (nested Tuple, index):

theList = [ ]
for inner Tuple in nestedTuple:

if inner Tuple [index.] not in the List and innerTuple [index.] := None:
theList. append (inner Tuple [index.] )

return the List

###############################################################################
# Parses a file containing one or more NCBI genpept records to retrieve the
# gi number corresponding to a sequence with a species that matches (complete
# or partial match--see detailed comments below) correctSpecies.

Input:
genpeptfileName: A string specifying the name of a file containing one or

more NCBI genpept records, in text format
correctSpecies: A string specifying a species name

Returns :

gi: A string specifying a gi number (or None)
species: A string specifying the species name that corresponds to gi

(or None)
###############################################################################
def parseGen Pept (gen Pept FileName, correctSpecies):

organism = None
species = None
gi = None

in File = open (genpeptfileName, "r")
while 1:

line = in File. readline ()
if not line:

break

line = string. strip (line)
if line [:7) == "VERSION":

index = string. find (line, "GI:")
gi = string. strip (line [index + 3: ])

elif line [:8) == "ORGANISM":
species = string. strip (line (8: ])
#Accept complete or partial match--sometimes one version has subtype specified
#while the other doesn't. Example: "Escherichia coli" should match
#"Escherichia coli K12", but "Escherichia coli K12" should not match
#"Escherichia coli CFTO73"
if species in correctSpecies or correctSpecies in species:

break
elif line [:2] == "//":

organism = None
species = None
gi = None

in File. close ()

return gi, species

º
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###############################################################################
Input:
superfamily IDListFileName: The name of a file that specifies the superfamily

identifiers for the superfamilies for which gi
numbers should be updated. (One name per line).

DBI: An SFLDsql. MySQL_Interface object
Returns:

SFLDInfoDict: A dictionary with key = Enzyme Functional Domain ID, value = a
list in format: [gi, species name, fasta file name ]

giEFDIDDict: A dictionary with key = gi number, value =
Enzyme Functional Domain ID, for all sequences in SFLDInfoDict

###############################################################################
def getSFLDInfo (superfamily IDList FileName, DBI):

SFLDInfoDict = { }
giEFDIDDict = {}

query = "SELECT ID, gi, species, sequence FROM Enzyme Functional Domain"
if superfamily IDListFileName ! = "all":

query += " WHERE superfamily_id IN ("
SFIDList common. getListByLine (superfamily IDList FileName)
for SFID in SFIDList:

query += SFID + ","
#Remove last comma

query = query [:-1]
query += ") "

-

res = DBI. execquery (query)

for innerTuple in res:
SFLDInfoDict [innerTuple [0] ] = [inner Tuple [1], inner Tuple [2], inner Tuple [3] ]
giEFDIDDict [inner Tuple [1] ] = inner Tuple [0]

return SFLDInfoDict, giEFDIDDict

###############################################################################
Runs fastacmd on the gi numbers in giList and parses the output for errors.
Places all sequences that could not be retrieved in outdated GIList.

#
#
#

# Input:
# giList: A list of integers specifying gi numbers
# fastacmdDBPath: A string specifying the path to the database to be used for
# fast acmd
# Returns :
# outdated GIList: A list of strings specifying out of date gi numbers
###############################################################################
def find Outdated GIs (gilist, fastacmdDBPath):

outdated GIList [ ]

tempCIFileName = "temp. fog.gi"
common. writeCIFile (gilist, tempCIFileName)

#Run fastacmd and parse output to determine which gi numbers are outdated
cmd = "fastacmd -iès –d?s -tT" # (tempCIFileName, fastacmdDBPath)
fastacmdCutput = commands. getoutput (cmd)
fastacmdCutlist = string. split (fastacmdCutput, "\n")
for item in fastacmdCutlist:

if item [11:16) == "ERROR":
index = string. find (item, '"')
item = item [index + 1 : )
index = string. find (item, '"')
item = item■ : index)
outdated GIList. append (item)

#Remove temporary file
os. system ("rm " + tempCIFileName)
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return outdated GIList

###############################################################################
# Input:
# seqFileName: A string specifying the name of a fasta format sequence file
# Returns :
# seq: A string containing the amino acid sequence from seqFileName
###############################################################################
def readSequence (seqFileName):

seq =

in File = open (seqfileName, "r")
while 1:

line = in File. readline ()
if not line:

break

line = string. strip (line)
if len (line) > 0 and line [: 1) = ">":

seq += line
in File. close ()

return seq

###############################################################################
# Uses species information retrieved from the NCBI to find a sequence in
# matchList from the species specified by correctSpecies.
#
# Input:
# matchList: A nested list. Each inner list contains a gi number, accession
# number, and accession type.
# correctSpecies: A string specifying a species name.
# Returns :
# newGI: A string specifying a gi number (or None).
# newAccession: A string specifying an accesssion number (or None).
# newAccessionType: A string specifying the type of accession number stored in
# newAccession (ex. "ref" for NCBI refseq, "sp" for
# swiss-prot) (or None).
# newSpecies: A string specifying a species name (or None).
###############################################################################
def findMatchWithCorrectSpecies (matchList, correctSpecies):

#Get a string that lists each gi number seperated by commas
gistring = ""
for innerList in matchList:

giString += innerList [0] + ","
giString = giString [: -1]

#Use efetch to retrieve genpept entries for each gi number
genpeptEileName = "temp. gp"
genpeptEile = open (genpept FileName, "w")
url = "http://eutils. nobi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/efetch. fogi?db=protein&rettype=gp \

& retmode=text&id=" + giString
opener = urllib. FancyURLopener ( {})

try:
f = opener. open (url)
genpept File. write (f. read () )
genpeptfile. close ()

#Parse genpept file to find a gi of the correct species
newGI, newSpecies = parseGen Pept (genpept FileName, correctSpecies)

#Sometimes connection to NCBI times out . . . .
except IOError:

print "Warning: Could not retrieve species information for gi string: " + giString
newGI = None

newSpecies = None

Y.
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#Get accession information for new gi number
if newGI = None :

for innerList in matchList:
if newGI == innerList [0] :

newAccession = innerList [1]
if newAccession == "notSet":

new Accession = None

newAccessionType = None
else:

newAccessionType = innerList [2]
else:

newAccession = None

newAccessionType = None

return newGI, newAccession, newAccessionType, newSpecies

*Y.
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##############################################################################
Stores the sequences aligned in align FileName in the dictionary alignBict#

#
# Input:
# align FileName: The name of a sequence alignment in ms f format
# Returns :
# align Dict: A dictionary with key = sequence identifier, and
# value = sequence (including gap characters).
# order List: A list containing each sequence identifier in the order it is
# encountered in the alignment file (nonredundant)
# NOTE: Sequence identifiers must begin with "gi" or "GI"
##############################################################################
def createRlignBict (align FileName):

align Dict { }
order List [ ]
align File = open (align FileName, "r")

while 1:

line = align File. readline ()
if not line:

break

line = string. strip (line)
if line [:2] == "gi" or line [:2] == "GI":

line = line [3 : ]
rbound = string. find (line, "|")
if rbound == (-1) :

rbound = string. find (line, " ")
if rbound == (-1) :

rbound = string. find (line, " ")
gi = line [: rbound)
if gi not in order List:

order List. append (gi)
lbound = string. find (line, " ")
sequence = line [lbound: ]
sequence = string. strip (sequence)
sequence = string. replace (sequence, " ", "")
if gi in align Dict. keys ():

align Dict [gi] += sequence
else:

align Dict [gi] = sequence

align File. close ()

if len (order List) <= 0:
print "Error: Couldn't read sequences from file: " + align EileName
sys. exit (0)

return align Dict, orderList

###############################################################################
# For every MSF format SFLD alignment containing a sequence with gi number
# oldCI, updates the alignment file by replacing old GI with newGI.

T
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#
#
#
#
#
#
#

(A backup copy of the original alignment is saved as <original FileName>. bak

Input:
newGI: A string specifying a gi number
oldCI: A string specifying a gi number
SFLDAlignPath: A string specifying the path to the directory where SFLD

alignments are stored.
###############################################################################
def update MSFAlignments (newGI, oldCI, SFLDAlignPath):

#First, figure out which ms f alignments need to be updated
cmd = "grep -l $s $s”.ms f" # (old GI, SFLDAlignPath)
print cmd
grepOutput = commands. getoutput (Cmd)
grepoutList = string. split (grepoutput, "\n")

#Next, update all applicable ms f files
for ms fºileName in grepoutList:

# If grep found no files, there will be strings of length 0 in grepoutlist.
if len (ms fºileName) <= 0:

continue

tempmSFFileName = SFLDAlignPath + "temp.ms f"
out File = open (tempmSFFileName, "w")
alignDict, order List = create/AlignDict (ms fºileName)

#Read in header and write updated version to a temporary output file
in File = open (ms fºileName, "r")
while 1:

line = in File. readline ()
if not line:

print "Error: Did not read alignment header correctly"
sys. exit (0)

elif line [:2] == "//": #End of header
out File. write (line)
out File . write ("\n")
break

index = string. find (line, oldCI)
if index == (–1) :

out File. write (line)
else:

len Diff = len (newGI) - len (oldGI)
if lenDiff == 0:

new Line = string. replace (line, oldCI, newGI)
elif lenDiff K 0: #Old GI is longer than new GI

line = line [index: ]
index = string. find (line, " ")
line = line [index : ]
newline = " Name: gi | " + newGI + (" " * abs (lenDiff)) + line

else: #Old GI is shorter than new GI
line = line [index: ]
index = string. find (line, " ")
line = line [index + lenDiff: ]
new Line = " Name: gi | " + newGI + line

out File. write (new Line)
in File. close ()

#Write remaining portions of alignment to temporary output file
printed = 0
for seqID in alignBict. keys ():

align Len = len (alignDict [seqID])
break

while printed < align Len:

#Write number header for current portion of alignment
if printed 4 49 K= align Len:

out File. write ( (" " " 13) + str (printed # 1))
numspaces = 54
numspaces –= (len (str (printed # 1)) + len (str (printed t 50)))
out File. write ( (" " + numSpaces) + str (printed 4 50) + "\n")
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else:

out File. write ( (" " " 13) + str (printed 4 1))
numspaces = align Len - printed
# If ten or less alignment positions remain to be printed, the final number
# header is left off

if numspaces > 10:
numSpaces += (numspaces / 10) #Extra space every ten characters
numspaces -= (len (str (printed + 1)) + len (str (alignLen)))
out File. write ( (" " * numspaces) + str (alignLen) + "\n")

else:
out File . write ("\n")

for seqID in orderList:
if seqID == oldCI:

out File. write ("$11s" # ("gi | " + newGI))
spaces ToAdd = 10 - len (newGI)
if spaces ToAdd X 2:

spaces ToAdd = 2
out File. write (" " * spaces ToAdd)

else:

out File. write ("$11s" + ("gi | " + seqID))
spaces ToAdd = 10 - len (seqID)
if spaces ToAdd X 2:

spaces ToAdd = 2
out File. write (" " " spacesToAdd)

out File. write ("%s $s $s $s $s \n" $ (alignDict [seqID] [printed: printed+10),
alignDict [seqID] [printed+10: printed+20),
alignDict [seqID] [printed+20: printed+30),
alignDict [seqID] [printed+30: printed+40),
alignDict [seqID] [printed+40: printed+50]))

printed 4- 50
out File . write ("\n")

out File. close ()

#Save a backup copy of the old alignment, if it has not already been saved.
if not os. path. is file (ms fºileName + "... bak"):

cmd = "cp $s $s. bak" $ (ms fºileName, ms fºileName)
os. system (cmd)

#Move the new alignment into place
cmd = "mv $s $s" # (tempmSFFileName, ms fºileName)
os. system (cmd)

#Change the permissions so file is writable by group babbitt
cmd = "chmod g=rw $s" $ (ms fºileName)
os. system (cmd)

###############################################################################
Reads the header of the selex file specified by selex FileName to determine
the number of characters of the longest GI number that is not oldGI. Returns
that length or the length of newGI, whichever is longer.

oldCI: A string specifying a gi number
newGI: A string specifying a gi number
selex FileName: A string specifying the name of a selex format alignment file

Returns :

# longest Len: An integer
###############################################################################
def findLongestGILen (old GI, newGI, selex FileName):

#
#
#
#
# Input:
#
#
#
#

longest Len = len (newGI) #Initialize to length of newGI

in File = open (selex FileName, "r")
while 1:

line = in File. readline ()
if not line:

break

if line [:8) == "#=SQ gi |":
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line = line [8: ]
index = string. find (line, " ")
line = line [: index.]
if (line ! = oldCI) and (len (line) > longestLen):

longest Len = len (line)

in File. close ()

ret urn longest Len

###############################################################################
For every selex format SFLD alignment containing a sequence with gi number
oldSI, updates the alignment file by replacing oldCI with newGI.
(A backup copy of the original alignment is saved as <original FileName>. bak

t:

newGI: A string specifying a gi number

#
#
#
#
# Inpu
#
# old
#

GI: A string specifying a gi number
SFLDAlign Path: A string specifying the path to the directory where SFLD

# alignments are stored.
###############################################################################
def up

# Fi
Cmd

gre
gre
new

#Ne
for

dateSelexalignments (newGI, oldCI, SFLDAlignPath):

rst, figure out which selex alignments need to be updated
= "grep —l $s $s”. selex" $ (old GI, SFLDAlignPath)

pOutput = commands. getoutput (cmd)
pOutList = string. split (grepoutput, "\n")
Line = "notSet"

xt, update all applicable selex files
selex FileName in grep Cutlist:

# If grep found no files, there will be strings of length 0 in grepoutList.
if len (selex FileName) <= 0:

continue

longestGILen = findLongestGILen (oldCI, newGI, selex FileName)

tempSelex FileName = SFLDAlignPath + "temp. selex"
out File = open (tempSelex FileName, "w")
in File = open (selex FileName, "r")

oldGILen = len (old GI)
newGILen = len (newGI)
while 1:

line = in File. readline ()
if not line:

break

if line [:8) == "#=SQ gi |":
gi = line (8: )
index = string. find (gi, " ")
gi = gi [: index.]
if gi = old GI:

if len (gi) == longestGILen:
new Line = line

elif len (gi) < longestGILen:
new Line = line [: 8 + len (gi) )
newline += (" " " (longestGILen - len (gi) )) + " "
line = string. strip (line [8 + len (gi): ])
new Line += line + "\n"

else:

R

º

*
-

º

%S

print "GI $s has length greater than longestGILen.
happen." § (gi)

sys. exit (0)
else:

if newGILen == longestGILen:
newline = "#=SQ gil" + newGI + line [8 + len (gi): ]

elif newGILen & longestGILen:
new Line = line [:8)
new Line += newGI

This should not\

º2f
sº
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new Line += (" " " (longestGILen - newGILen)) + " "
line = string. strip (line (8 + len (gi): ])
new Line += line + "\n"

else:

print "New GI $s has length greater than longestGILen. This should \
not happen." § (gi)

sys. exit (0)
elif line ( : 3) == "gi |":

gi = line [3: ]
index = string. find (gi, " ")
gi = gi [: index)
if gi = oldSI:

if len (gi) == longestGILen:
newline = line

elif len (gi) < longestGILen:
new Line = line ( : 3 + len (gi) )
newLine += (" " " (longestGILen - len (gi))) + " "
line = string. strip (line (3 + len (gi): ])
new Line += line + "\n"

else:

print "GI $s has length greater than longestGILen. This should not\
happen." § (gi)

sys. exit (0)
else:

if newGILen == longestGILen:
new Line = "gi | " + newGI + line (3 + len (gi): ]

elif newGILen & longestGILen:
new Line = line [:3]
new Line += newGI

newline += (" " " (longestGILen - newGILen)) + " "
line = string. Strip (line (3 + len (gi): ])
new Line += line + "\n"

else:

print "New GI $s has length greater than longestGILen. This should \
not happen." § (gi)

sys. exit (0)
elif line [: 4) == "#=RF":

newLine = "#=RF" + ( (longest GILen + 1) * " ") + string. strip (line [4: ]) + "\n"
else:

new Line = line
out File. write (new Line)
new Line = "notSet"

out File. close ()
in File. close ()

#Save a backup copy of the old alignment, if it has not already been saved.
if not os. path. is file (selex FileName + "..bak"):

cmd = "cp #s $s. bak" # (selex FileName, selex FileName)
print cmd
os. system (cmd)

#Move the new alignment into place
cmd = "mv $s $s" # (tempSelex FileName, selex FileName)
print cmd
os. system (cmd)

#Change the permissions so file is writable by group babbitt
cmd = "chmod g=rw $s" * (selex FileName)
os. system (cmd)

###############################################################################
# Given a GI number, query ModBase via HTTP and see if there's a valid page. If
# there is, return the URL, else return None.

# From: make modbase_links.py by Scott Pegg
###############################################################################
def getModbaseLink (gi):

conn = httplib. HTTPConnection ("modbase. compbio.ucsf.edu.")

i.º
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conn. request ("GET", "/modbase-cqi-new/model_search.cgi?databaseID=*s" gi)
r = conn. getresponse ()
new_url = r. getheader ("Location")
conn. request ("GET", "%s" is new_url (31: ])
r = conn. getresponse ()
data = r. read ()
conn. close ()

x = string. find (data, "Sequence ID not found in database.")
if x == -1 :

return "http://salilab.org/modbase/searchbyid?database ID=$s" # gi
else:

return None

###############################################################################
# Given a GI number, query the SEED database via HTTP and see if there's a
# valid page. If there is, return the URL, else return None.
###############################################################################
def getOperonLink (gi):

url = "http://theseed. uchicago. edu/FIG/protein.cgi?prot-gi $s" + (gi)
opener = urllib. FancyURLopener ( {})

try:
f = opener. open (url)
seedDBPage = f. read ()
f. close ()
if string. find (seedDBPage, "Sorry, gi | *s appears not to have a FIG id at this

point" + (gi)) = (–1):
url = None

except IOError:
print "Warning: Could not retrieve operon information for gi: $s" # (gi)
url = None

return url

###############################################################################
# Updates an entry in the SFLD Enzyme Functional Domain table. Updates the
# corresponding sequence file to reflect the updated gi number
#

# Input:
# ID: An integer specifying a primary key in the Enzyme Functional Domain table
# oldSI: A string specifying an out of date gi number
# newGI: A string specifying a valid gi number
# newAccession: A string specifying an accession number
# newAccessionType: A string specifying the type of accession number stored in
# newAccession (ex. "ref" for NCBI refseq, "sp" for
# swiss-prot)
# newSpecies: A string specifying a species name
# DBI: An SFLDsql. MySQL_Interface object
# SFLDSeqPath: A string specifying the path to the directory where SFLD
# sequence files are stored
###############################################################################
def update EFDTable (ID, oldCI, newGI, newAccession, newAccessionType, newSpecies, DBI,
SFLDSeqPath):

#Create an updated sequence file using new gi number for name and defline
newSeq FileName = newGI + ".. fa"
oldSeqFileName = old GI + ".. fa"
in File = open (SFLDSeqPath + oldSeqFileName, "r")
out File = open (SFLDSeqPath + newSeqFileName, "w")
out File. write (">gi | $s | \n" + (newGI))
line = in File. readline () #Disregard old header, which contains out of date gi number
#Read in sequence from old file and write to new file
while 1:

line = in File. readline ()
if not line:

break
out File. write (line)
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in File. close ()
out File. close ()
cmd = "rm $s $s" # (SFLDSeqPath, oldSeqFileName)
print cmd
os. system (cmd)

#Change file permissions so that sequence file is writable by group babbitt
cmd = "chmod g=rw $s" # (SFLDSeqPath + newSeqFileName)
print cmd
os. system (cmd)

#Prepare EFD information for entry into the SFLD
info = [ ]
info. append ( [ 'gi', int (newGI) ))
info. append ( [' accession', newAccession])
info. append ( ['accession_type', newAccessionType 1)
info. append ( [ 'species', newSpecies ) )
info. append ( [ 'sequence', newSeqFileName])
info. append ( [ 'curation_agent', 'updateSFLDGIs. py' ])

#Add model link if available
model Link = getModbase Link (newGI)
if model Link 1 = None :

info. append ( [ 'model_link', model Link])

#Add operon link if available
operon Link = getOperon Link (newGI)
if operon Link 1 = None :

info. append ( [ 'operon link', operon Link])

DBI. update_row ("Enzyme Functional Domain", ID, info)

###############################################################################
Attempts to find new gi numbers corresponding to the out of date gi numbers
in outdatedGIList. Updates the SFLD EFD tables and alignment files to
reflect these new gi numbers.

Input:
outdated GIList: A list of strings specifying gi numbers
SFLDInfoDict: A dictionary with key = Enzyme Functional Domain ID, value = a

list in format: [gi, species name, fasta file name ]
SFLDSeqPath: A string specifying the path to the directory where SFLD

sequence files are stored
giEFDIDDict: A dictionary with key = gi number, value =

Enzyme Functional Domain ID, for all sequences in SFLDInfoDict
SFLDAlignPath: A string specifying the path to the directory where SFLD

alignments are stored
DBI: An SFLDsql. MySQL_Interface object

Returns :

unmatchedGIList: A list of strings specifying gi numbers for all the GIs in
outdated GIList that could not be updated (excluding
sequences with species "environmental sequence"

###############################################################################
def findNewGIs (outdatedGIList, SFLDInfoDict, SFLDSeqPath, giEFDIDDict, SFLDAlignPath,
DBI) :

unmatched GIList = [ ]

for gi in outdated GIList:
efdID = giEFDIDDict [int (gi) )

#Continue only if species is not specified as "environmental sequence"
# (not in nr database, so will have been identified as outdated by fastacmd even if
# it's current)
if SFLDInfoDict [efdID) [1] = "environmental sequence":

seqFileName = SFLDSeqPath + SFLDInfoDict [efdLD] [2]
seq = readSequence (seqFileName)
matchList = identify Pkg2. identify (seq)
newGI, newAccession, newAccessionType, newSpecies = findMatchWithCorrectSpecies (

matchList, SFLDInfoDict [efdLD] [1]
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print "old gi: *s, new gi: $s, old sp: *s, new sp: $s, new acc: *s, new accV
type: %s" # (SFLDInfoDict [efdID] [0], newGI, SFLDInfoDict [efdID] [1],

newSpecies, newAccession, newAccessionType)
if newGI = None :

update MSFAlignments (newGI, str (SFLDInfoDict [efdID] [0]), SFLDAlignPath)
updateSelexAlignments (newGI, str (SFLDInfoDict [efdID] [0]), SFLDAlignPath)
update EFDTable (efdID, gi, newGI, newAccession, newAccessionType, newSpecies,

DBI, SFLDSeqPath)
else:

unmatchedGIList. append (SFLDInfoDict [efdID] [0])

return unmatchedGIList

###############################################################################
# Main program
###############################################################################
def updateSFLDGIs (argv):

superfamily IDListFileName, unmatchedGIFileName = getInput (argv)
fastacmdDBPath = "/mol/seq/owl/nr"
SFLDSeqPath = "/mol/s fla/www/test/datadocs/data/seq/"
SFLDAlignPath = "/mol/sflø/www/test/datadocs/data/align/"
DBI = SFLDsql. MySQL_Interface ()
SFLDInfoDict, giEFDIDDict = getSFLDInfo (superfamily IDListFileName, DBI)
print "SFLDInfoDict (len $d): " ? (len (SFLDInfoDict))
print SFLDInfoDict
print "giEFDIDDict (len $d) : " ? (len (giEFDIDDict))
print giEFDIDDict
outdated GIList = find Outdated GIs (giEFDIDDict. keys (), fastacmdDBPath)
print "outdatedGIList (len $d): " ? (len (outdated GIList))
print outdated GIList
unmatchedGIList = findNewGIs (outdated GIList, SFLDInfoDict, SFLDSeqPath, giEFDIDDict,

SFLDAlignPath, DBI)
common. writeCIFile (unmatchedGIList, unmatchedGIFileName)

updateSFLDGIs (sys. argv)
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